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FOREWORD 

The meeting of the International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant 
Control and Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI) was organized in order to summarize 
operating experience of nuclear power plant control systems, gain a general 
overview of activities in development of modern control systems and receive 
recommendations on the further directions and particular measures within the 
Agency's programme. 

The meeting was held at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna and was attended 
by 21 national delegates and observers from 18 countries. The present volume 
contains: (1) report on the meeting of the IWG-NPPCI, Vienna, 8-10 May 1989, 
(2) report of the scientific secretary on the major activities cf IAEA during 
1987-89 in the NPPCI area, (3) terms of reference International Working Group 
on NPPCI and (4) reports of the national representatives to the International 
Working Group on NPPCI. 

The papers and discussions with practical experience and described actual 
problems encountered. Emphasis was placed on the technical, indistrial and 
economic aspects of the introduction of modern control systems and on the 
improvement of plant availability and safety. 

Great progress in NPPCI area and new problems appeared, which clearly 
justify the existence of the IWG-NPPCI and even make its role more important 
now than ever before. 
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REPORT ON THE MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP 
ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION 

I. Introduction 

The meeting was organized in order to summarize operating experience of 
NPP instrumentation and control systems, present a general overview of 
activities in the development of modern IfcC systems since the previous IWG 
meeting in 1987, reconsider the terms of reference of the group and receive 
recommendations for futher activities in the area during the period 1990 to 
1993. 

The meeting was held at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna and was attended 
by 21 national delegates and observers from 18 countries. 

The meeting was opened by the Director of the Division of Nuclear Power, 
Mr. P. Dastidar and Mr. B. Csik, who also made introductory remarks and 
briefed the participants on the activities related to I&C area within the 
Nuclear Power Engineering Section. He emphasized the role of the group in 
achieving safe operation of nuclear power plants. 

II. Review of the IWG-NPPCI Activities Performed During the Past Two Years 

1. The Scientific Secretary of the Group, Mr. V. Neboyan, presented a 
report on the major activities of IAEA during 1987-89 in the NPPCI area. 
Short summaries were made on the specialists' meetings organized in the 
framework of IWG-NPPCI, International Conference on Man-Machine Interface 
in the Nuclear Industry, meetings organized with the collaboration of 
IAEA, and other projects with the collaboration of the IWG-NPPCI. 

2. Representatives of other divisions of the Agency briefed 
participants abouth their work related to the activities of the 
IWG-NPPCI. Mr. J. Kupitz from NENP informed participants about the scope 
of activities of the International Working Group on the Advanced 
Technologies for Water-cooled Reactors. 

Mr. M.J. Crijns also from NENP drew attention of the participants 
to the recommendations of the Consultants' Meeting on the "Application of 
•High Technologies' in Nuclear Power Reactors". 

Mr. M. Dusic from NENS described organizational structure and major 
directions in the activities of the Risk Assessment Section. 

3. Following a well established tradition, national delegates 
summarized operating experience of I&C systems and presented an overview 
of activities in development of modern IfcC systems in their countries. 
The presentations were followed by questions-answers as well as technical 
discussions on specific points raised. 



Ill Reconsideration of Terms of Reference of IWG-NPPCI 

The existing Terms of Reference of the IWG-NPPCI were approved by the 
IWG-NPPCI at its meeting in 1975. Since then, continuous changes have been 
introduced into the design of plant I&C and safety systems with very fast 
development and increasing use of computer technologies. Two accidents 
drastically changed philosophical approach to the safety of nuclear power 
plants. New areas like man-machine interface and training of NPP personnel 
with the use of simulators received emphasis during recent years. These facts 
make it necessary to reconsider the existing Terms of Reference. 

This part of the agenda turned to be an extensive discussion of the area 
of activities of IWG-NPPCI, interrelations between the IWG and the Agency, and 
work assignment and planning within IAEA. 

1. Many topics have been suggested for inclusion in the terms of 
reference. However participants agreed that the list should not be too 
long and detailed. Rather it should outline the areas of I&C where main 
emphasis should concentrate. The meeting examined some human factors 
related problems in order to define x.o what extent they should be covered 
within the activity of the IWG-NPPCI. It was stressed that the IWG-NPPCI 
should mainly concentrate on those aspects of the human factors 
associated with control room instrumentation and means of presentation of 
information. It was recognized that I&C associated with NPP operation 
should not be separated from the safety related I&C as both are an 
integral part of the functional requirements of the I&C system and should 
be treated together by the IWG-NPPCI. 

2. Members of the Group would like to be better informed about other 
activities within IAEA in problem areas related to NPPCI. In their 
opinion other activities of the Agency, beyond the IWG-NPPCI, deal with 
I&C related issues. This causes difficulties in planning the activities 
of the IWG and complicates their job as liaison officers between IAEA and 
their organizations. 

3. It was recommended to emphasize the role of IWG-NPPCI in organizing 
training courses, and for that purpose to make additional statement in 
part 4 of the terms of reference. 

4. A question of I&C for research reactors was raised. In the opinion 
of some participants there are no principal differences between I&C for 
nuclear power and research reactors. In this connection it was requested 
to clarify within IAEA the possibility that IWG-NPPCI would treat also 
I&C for reasearch reactors. 

5. All participants emphasized tremendous changes in NPPCI area since 
the early seventies. Great progress and new PROBLEM areas appeared, 
which clearly justify the existence of the IWG-NPPCI and even make its 
role more important now then ever before. 

IV. IWG-NPPCI Activities in 1989 

1. Mr. Neboyan informed participants about the preparations of the 
Specialists' Meeting on "Early Failure Detection and Diagnosis in Nuclear 
Power Plants - Systems and Operational Experience", Dresden, 20-22 June 
1989. Considering the number of submitted papers and the number of 
preregistered participants the meeting promises to be successful. 



2. Specialists' Meeting on "Artificial Intelligence in Nuclear Power 
Plants", Helsinki, 10-12 October 1989, attracted wide attention from 
member countries of IWG-NPPCI. Around 50 papers have been submitted and 
more than 70 participants are expected from outside Finland. Mr. 
Haapanen confirmed that all preparations for the meeting is going 
smoothly. 

Proposals for Specialists' Meetings in 1990-1993 

1. Mr. Neboyan and Mr. Bastl informed participants about preparations 
for the International Symposium on Balancing Automation and Human Actions 
in Nuclear Power Plants, which will be held in Munich from 9 to 13 July 
1990. The Symposium is being organized jointly by two divisions of 
IAEA: the Division of Nuclear Power and the Division of Nuclear Safety. 
IWG-NPPCI at its previous meeting suggested the topic of balance between 
automation and human actions as one of the highest priority and through 
its members was already actively involved in the preparation of the 
symposium. 

2. Specialists' Meeting on "Communication and Data Transfer in Nuclear 
Power Plants" originally planned for 1988 in France and then postponed 
for the second half o! 1989, definitly will be postponed again. Mr. 
Furet informed participants about his talks with representatives of EDF 
on the possibility of hosting the specialists' meeting in 1990. It was 
agreed that EDF would host the meeting in early April 1990. Official 
letter to the IAEA will be sent in the near future. 

On the request of Mr. Furet, participants made their suggestions on 
topics for the meeting. The following topics were mentioned: 

- safety implication 
- qualification problem 
- reliability problem 
- parallel busses 

hardware for harsh enviroment in the containment 
- maintenance problems 
- data transmission hardware, fibro-optics etc. 

3. Regarding the Specialists' Meeting on "Probabilistic Reliability 
Methods in IfcC as a Decision Tool", proposed at the previous IWG-NPPCI 
meeting by Mr. Visser, it was decided to change its title into 
"Probabilistic Reliability Analysis and Experience in I&C as a Decision 
Tool". It was stressed that the information sheet for the meeting should 
be prepared rather carefully in order to avoid possible misunderstanding 
that PRA only is in the scope. Rather the major goal of the meeting was 
expressed as: "to what extent probabilistic risk analysis can be used in 
the development of I&C". This should be stressed in the information 
sheet, and main emphasis should be put on experience, rather than 
methodology. 

Mr. van der Plas agreed to enquire whether this meeting could be 
held in the Netherlands in 1990. 

4. The Specialists' Meeting on "Experience in I&C Ageing Effects and 
Maintenance Procedures" was proposed at the previous rWG-NPPCI meeting 
for 1990. Mr. Blomberg kindly agreed at that time to look into the 
possibility of hosting the meeting in Sweden. Unfortunately that 
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proposal did not find positive response from Swedish authorities. 
Nevertheless Mr. Blomberg promised to clarify the situation again in a 
view that possible date for the meeting could be shifted to 1991. 

There were different opinions as to the extent in which 
qualification problems (artificial ageing) should be treated at the 
meeting. Finally it was concluded that one day of the three-day 
specialists' meeting could be devoted to this subject. 

In connection with the above-mentioned meeting, Mr. Neboyan 
informed participants about the intention of the Agency to elaborate more 
the problam of monitoring the ageing effects on NPP, and as a first step 
in this direction suggested to organize a Specialists' Meeting on 
"Monitoring of Ageing Effects on NPP". Participants supported this 
proposal but recommended not tc combine the topics of natural ageing of 
IiC with monitoring of ageing, since they are rather different. It was 
recommended to organize the specialists' meeting in co-operation with the 
International Working Group on Reliability of Reactor Pressure Components. 

5. Mr. Neboyan reminded also about the recommendation made at the 
Specialists' Meeting on "Training Simulators in Nuclear Power Plants" in 
Toronto, to organize the next specialists' meeting on this subject in 
1990. In this connection he informed participants that offers to host 
the meeting were received from Hungary and the Nuclear Research Centre in 
Grenoble. 

Since the Specialists' Meeting on "Communication and Data Transfer" 
will be organized in France, it was recommended to accept the invitation 
of Hungary with a request to postpone the meeting to 1991. 

6. Topics for the next specialists' meetings were suggested by Mr. 
Goodings. They included: 

a. Alarm handling and analysis efficiency of distributed 
systems, operator support. 

Mr. Bastl suggested to organize a specialists' meeting on 
this topic in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

b. The design of operating procedures and their presentation. 

Display methods evaluation, use of simulators for evaluation 
will be treated under this topic. It was stressed that actual 
procedures, validation of procedures will not be within the scope 
of the meeting. Emphasis will be put on display methods evaluation. 

Mr. Goodings informed participants that the United Kingdom 
would be prepared to host the meeting. 

c. Operation aids looking ahead in real time. 

Mr. Santandrea said that Italy would be interested to host a 
specialists' meeting on this topic. 

1. Mr. Lepp proposed the Specialists' Meeting on "Techniques to 
Improve Software Engineering, Quality Assurance, Verification and 
Validation of NPP Control and Safety Systems" and said that Canada would 
be interested to host the specialists' meeting. 
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8. Mr. Kondratiev suggested the topic "Instrumentation and Control 
Equipment for Monitoring Post-accidental Situations in NPP" for a 
specialists' meeting in Moscow. 

9. The following topics for specialists* meetings were suggested by 
Messrs. Furet, Hashmi and Haapanen, respectively: 

a. Advances in nuclear instrumentation and radiation 
instrumentation 

b. State of the art of computerized data processing devices 

c. Design and verification methods of instrumentation and 
control systems 

10. Mr. Goodings drew the attention tc the following problems: 

a. software verification; 
b. problems of real time computing software; 
c. relationship between computer-based and hardware-based safety; 
d. general use of computer technoclogy in protection, control 

and data handling. 

Two questions were also addressed to IAEA: 

a. Is IAEA addressing real time computing and software 
applications? 

b. Is the Agency able to offer any licensing guidance on 
computer based systems for safety critical applications'? 

11. After careful consideration of all proposals made, the following 
time schedule for specialists' meetings was suggested: 

1990*/ 

1. Communication and Data Transfer in Nuclear Power Plants 
France, April 

2. Probabilistic Reli ibility Analysis and Experience in I&C as a 
Decision Tool 
The Netherlands, second half 1990 

1991 

1. Experience in IiC Ageing Effects and Maintenance Procedures 
Sweden, April-May 

2. Training Simulators for Safe Operation of Nuclear Power Plants 
H.mgary, III-IV quarters 1991 

}•.' Symposium on Balancing Automation and Human Actions in Nuclear Power 
Plants, Munich, Federal Republic of Germany, 7-13 July 1990, was already been 
scheduled for 1990. 
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3. Monitoring of Ageing Effects on NPP±'' 

1992-1993 

1. The Design of Operating Procedures and Their Presentation 
United Kingdom 

2. Techniques to Improve Software Engineering Quality Assurance, 
Verification and Validation for NPP Control and Safety Systems 
Canada 

3. Instrumentation and Control Equinment for Monitoring 
Post-accident Situations 
Moscow 

1993 

1. Alarm Handling and Analysis, Efficiency of Distributed 
Systems, Operator Support 
Federal Republic of Germany 

The following topics were suggested without indication of dates and 
prospective host country. 

1. Advances in nuclear instrumentation and radiation 
instrumentation 

2. State of the art of computerized data processing devices 

3. Design and verification methods of instrumentation and 
control systems. 

VI. Proposals for a Symposium 

Participants proposed the following topics for future symposia (possibly 
in 1992): 

1. Computer in Design, Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power 
Plants - merits, limits and safety implications 

2. Ageing, Backfitting and Ongoing Qualification of I&C in Nuclear 
Power Plants 

3. Human Factor and Advanced Operator Support Systems in Nuclear Power 
Plants 

4. Massive Use of Information Technology in Nuclear Power Plants -
impacts on safety and operation 

5. Training and Training Simulators for Safe Operation of Nuclear 
Power Plants 

1/ The possibility to organize this meeting as a joint specialists' meeting 
with the IWG on Reliability of Reactor Pressure Components should be 
investigated. 
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The meeting found it difficult to suggest priorities as all the topics 
were recognized to be of a high interest to the member countries of the 
IWG-NPPCI. 

VII. Information 

On the request of the participants, Mr. Goocings briefed the meeting on 
the current activities of the IEC Committee 45. 

At the end of the meeting, Mr. Furet shortly summarized the main results 
of his work on the Review Report on "The Design of Control Room and 
Man-Machine Interface for Operation and Surveillance of Nuclear Power Plants". 
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REPORT BY THE SCIENTIFIC SECRETARY 
ON MAJOR IAEA ACTIVITIES DURING 1987-1989 

V. Neboyan 
Division of Nuclear Power, 

International Atomic Energy Agency 

Conference 

The major event in the l&C area was the Conference on "Man-Machine 
Interface in the Nuclear Industry, Control and Instrumentation, Robotics and 
Artificial Intelligence", which was held in Tokyo from 15 to 19 February 1988. 

The conference was organized jointly by two divisions of IAEA: the 
Division of Nuclear Power and the Division of Nuclear Safety. IWG-NPPCI was 
actively involved in the preparation of the conference. Members of the IWG 
made their suggestions on the scientific scope of the conference and 
facilitated good parf ' ipation in it. I would like to especially emphasize 
the role of Mr. Bastl who chairad the paper selection committee and took 
active part in the work of the conference. 

With a total of 464 participants from 28 Member States and 4 
organizations, attendance was close to the maximum planning target considering 
no parallel session. Participation from the USSR, France and Federal Republic 
of Germany were higher than expected. In total, 70 papers were presented 
including 23 of posters. Two panels were held during the week of the 
conference and two technical tours were organized. 

Conclusions of the conference can be briefly summarized as follows: 

The discussion at the conference showed that development in process 
control in many countries goes towards further automation. Consequently, 
operators* roles will be shifted to supervisory control of plants 
including maintenance management and planning of operation. 

Recen. developments of computer technologies, and also of information 
processing, seems to offer great possibilities to construct future control 
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rooms for nuclear power plants with enhanced information processing 
capabilities. The general attitude to the use of computers on NPPs is 
positive with some exceptions in particular areas. 

In discussing the various improvements in operator aids, there was 
general agreement that it was necessary not to complicate the job of 
operators by putting additional demands. Rather, it is necessary to 
respect that humans are making mistakes and that thus it is necessary to 
reduce stress and ease the work of the operator. 

One of the important fields under extensive discussion was the 
enhancement of man-machine interface in a sense of advanced technical 
features to ensure adequate information about the status of the plant. 

Many papers addressed new developments in computer aids and written 
procedures which assist the operator to analyse and cope with accidents. 

There was general agreement in the discussions of various sessions 
that it will not be possible to design for closed loop control for 
accidents without interference of operators, because of questions 
regarding the reliability of software and the availability of hardware in 
case of an accident. 

Many papers were presented on new developments in CRT displays. It 
was noted that it is important not to overload the operator with 
information and supply him with the information necessary for performing 
his task rather than to present all the information which is technically 
possible. 

The existing experience shows that the introduction of automated 
equipment has resulted in a considerable reduction of the radiation 
exposure of the personnel per unit. Therefore, further steps were 
recommended to achieve a higher level of automation of maintenance and 
inspection considering the man-machine interface. 

The conference concluded with a plea for more international 
co-operation to facilitate information and technology transfer. 
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Specialists' meetinfts 

A series of Specialists' Meetings organized during 1987 and 1988 covered a 
broad range of questions on l&C including those which are very topical these 
days: human factors engineering, training simulators, man-machine interface, 
use of microprocessors, use of operational experience. The attendance of the 
meetings, quality and number of presented papers showed that the selection of 
topics of the specialists' meetings by the IWG at its previous meeting was 
correct. 

1. The IAEA Specialists' Meeting on "The Human Factor Information Feedback in 
Nuclear Power: Implications of Operating Experience on System Analysis and 
Operation" took place in Risoe from 25 to 27 May 1987. H.e main subject of 
this meeting was "Feedback of operational experience". Sixty participants 
from 16 countries and one international organization contributed 21 technical 
papers and these were discussed in A technical sessions and a final round 
table. Contributed papers covered a broad range of subjects, though the 
intention of organizers was to concentrate mainly on the implications of 
opertional experience. 

The major conclusions that were drawn from the Specialists' Meeting can be 
briefly described as follows: 

In solving problems of human errors and implication of operational 
experience, some countries seem to focur on databases, others on simulators. 
It was a common opinion at the meeting that research centres have to keep 
going in this area in different directions. But co-ordination of 
international research seems to be necessary. 

So far much information on human error has not been collected. There are 
difficulties in collecting human error data. It is necessary to have data on 
recovery features, human error data are not sufficient. 

Existing data banks need reviewing. Data bank structure should be 
oriented on human errors, especially in nuclear power plants. This data bank 
structure may be computerized, so that it can be organized in a logical 
structure. 
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Considering possible use of data from other industries it was recommended 
to use these data, especially from aviation industry, where an extensive 
experience in this area has been already accumulated. But different 
industries have different procedures for screening data. Also the context and 
sources which are used to generate the data have to be identified. The users 
of the data bank have to decide for themselves on the appropriateness of the 
data and the applications. 

It was suggested to organize a meeting between human factors specialists 
in nuclear power and their counterparts in commercial aviation. It would be 
helpful to draw comparisons and distinctions between the various safety 
problems faced in each of these fields and the methods which are used to 
promote safe human operation. 

We cannot expect to operate with error free functions. Thus the 
development of error-tolerant systems is important. 

2. The Specialists' Meeting on "Training Simulators for Nuclear Power Plants" 
was held in Toronto from 14 to 16 September 1987 and was the third one of this 
kind of meetings organized by the IWG. More than IOC p-rticipants from 18 
countries attended the meeting presenting 40 papers. It was quite remarkable 
for a specialists' meeting and obviously shows a great interest from Member 
States in NPP Lraining simulators. Participants also appreciated an 
opportunity to visit Pickering Training Centre with different types of 
training simulators. 

Several questions were initiated during the course of the meeting. Some 
of them are as follows: 

1. Computer hardware is getting more powerful. We can now treat 
training scenarios that couldn't be treated 5 years ago. What will 
we do with the computing power we will have in 5 years? Do we have 
enough fidelity now for training purposes? If not where is the 
improvement in fidelity needed. 

On the one hand we have those who feel that more computing power is 
necessary to provide more extensive training. The overall feeling, 
however, is that the computing power now available is adequate to do 
the job. 
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What is required is more confidence in the models being used. This 
implies more extensive validation against plant data or specially 
designed experiments. Also identified as a problem is "operator 
overload". We have to make his job less demanding. 

2. An appeal has been made for the standardization of simulator 
architectures and protocols. This would make simulator software of 
different vendors interchangeable. Is this realistic to expect? 

There was a feeling that standardization to the extent suggested by 
the question would stifle development. Vendors are always looking 
for a competitive edge. 

Standardization of station transient data used for model validation 
is, however, desirable. As well, the standardization of 
documentation could result in significant savings. 

3. The common opinion of the participants was that now it is a good time 
to collect all good and bad experience in the field of simulator 
training in order to assist countries starting in this field. 

Some questions have been particularly emphasized, for instance, the 
necessity to create a database needed for validation of simulator 
models. 

4. The majority opinion was to schedule another specialists' meeting on 
"Training Simulators" in three years. Topics have been suggested for 
this meeting. 

3. The Specialists' Meeting on "Operational Experience with Control and 
Instrumentation Systems in Nuclear Power Plants" was organized in co-opertion 
with the Union of Belgian Electrical Utilities and UNIPEDE and was held in 
Brussels from 4 to 6 December 1987. Fifty participants from 13 countries and 
2 international organizations contributed 16 papers. 

Some examples of recent innovations in control systems demonstrated at the 
meeting showed that further improvements in I&" systems are possible within 
existing concepts. At the same time, it was clear that modern control rooms 
with several displays and touch sensitive screens for man-machine 
communication represent a general direction in the development of I&C systems. 
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A further concern related to the feedback of operational experience with a 
view of still achievable improvements contributing to the upgrade of safety 
level and the nuclear power plants availability factor. 

Interesting obaservation was made regarding technological progress in I&C 
systems. Since new l&C syste;os are getting more and more sophisticated and 
more reliable at the same time, the operational experience cannot be the only 
source of information for further improvements in reliability. More emphasis 
is being put on the experience gained from NPP simulators, especially full 
scope simulators. Simulation of faults and malfunctions may help in 
identifying bottlenecks in man-machine systems. Of course, operational 
experience from utilities will remain of utmost importance. 

Another question is how to use the not numerous experience of malfunction 
which occurred in l&C systems in nuclear power plants. After the TMI and 
Chernobyl accidents certain improvements wer-- made in l&C systems in nuclear 
power plants. But because of the low probability of such events nobody can 
guarantee that those improvements will prevent other possible accidents. A 
systematic approach to this problem is needed, which should be based not only 
on opertional experience. 

The question of increasing complexity of control systems brought up the 
discussion about the role of diversity in I&C systems. It was common opinion 
that in spite of substantial additional costs in design and maintenance of 
diverse systems, diversity will play a bigger ro!.e in the future complex I&C 
systems. 

4. After the successful Meeting on "Digital Computing Devices in Systems 
Importatnt to the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants" in Saclay, 1984, the recent 
Specialists' Meeting on "Microprocessors in Systems Important to the Safety of 
Nuclear Power Plants" in London (10-13 May 1988) proved again that the 
question on the use of compute? technology in safety related systems is 
topical. Around 90 participants from 17 countries and 1 international 
organization attended the meeting presenting 25 papers. The meeting was 
organized in co-operation with CEGB and UKAEA. 

Since the previous IWG-NPPCI specialists' meeting on this topic in 1984, 
it seems that the advantages of the use of microprocessors in systems 
important to the safety are more widely recognized. 
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There are ^till problems with validation and verification of software 
The following questions have been widely discussed at the meeting: 

can the classical "Failure mode and effect analysis" b- performed on 
digital systems and give a meaningful result? 

how can the self-test features be shown to be 100% effective? 

how much testing is enough testing? 

Although the use of different methodologies for reliability analysis 
impact positively upon the reliability of systems important to the safety, the 
current state of the art is still such that the production of fault-free 
software cannot be guaranteed. That is why it is crucial that a software 
quality assurance procedure be implemented systematically from the design 
stage and that all the necessary verification and validation steps be 
performed in the manufacturing and testing stages. 

Participants recognized that due to its relative simplicity, software for 
microprocessors-based shutdown systems has good chances to be implemented and 
licensed on real nuclear power plants. 

Good results in implementation of microprocessor technology in shutdown 
systems have been achieved in France, where the so-called SPIN system is in 
operation since 1984 and is now installed on all 1300 Mw units. In Canada 
fully computerized shutdown system is installed in Darlington-A NPP and now is 
being licensed. 

Participation of 17 countries in the specialists' meeting was a good 
evidence that the use of microprocessors in systems important to the safety is 
gaining momentum and the meeting indicated that it will be expanded in 
future. Since many countries are looking for more extensive use of computer 
technology in operation of nuclear power plants, participants recommended that 
the Agency should continue its work to support international exchange of 
information in this field through the specialists' meetings and symposia. 

5. The Specialists' Meeting on "Man-Machine Communication fcr Emergency 
Operation in Nuclear Power Plants" was organized in co-operation with GRS and 
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was held in Schliersee near Munich from 18 to 20 October 1988. Around 45 
participants from 15 countries attended the meeting. Fourteen papers were 
presented. 

It was stated that the existing instrumentation on NPPs do not always meet 
emergency operating procedures. Areas where additional instrumentation is 
needed were recommended. 

Presentations on computer operator aids proved the existing tendency - the 
move towards the support of rule- and knowledge-based behaviour of operator. 

Several additional topics which were not covered in the presentations were 
discussed during the final session. The most attention was drawn to the 
following questions: 

a. Qualification of instrumentation for accidental conditions. The most 
significant message to come out of the discussion on this topic was 
the inadequacy of existing acceleration tests to the physical 
phenomenon in accidental conditions. 

t. Qualification of knowledge-base for EOP. The discussion mainly 
concentrated on the problem of adequate simulation of accidental 
conditions. Up to now only in France a special simulator, SIPA, was 
designed for EOPs validation. 

c. Adaptation of information presentation to the operator. 

d. The degree of automation for emergency operation. 

e. Backfitting in I&C for emergency operation. 

f. Tools of display of EOPs. 

A technical visit to Isar-2 NPP proved to be rather successful since it 
was a logical continuation of two presentations during the technical sessions 
and the discussions during the final session. 

In spite of the fact that the specialists' meeting was held eight months 
after the major conference on Man-Machine Interface in the Nuclear Industry, 
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it attracted wide attention from those specialists who were interested in more 
specific aspects of man-machine interface. 

Unfortunately, because of omission in co-ordination between two divisions, 
another technical committee on "Use of Expert Systems in Nuclear Safety" took 
place at IAEA at the same time. Though the objectives of both meetings were 
differnet, the identical title caused bewilderment in some countries or 
problems for those who would like to participate in both meetings. 

In general, considering the programme of specialists' meetings, 1 would 
like to express my sincere gratitude to Messrs. Lepp, Vuylsteke and Bastl for 
their excellent work in organizing the specialists' meetings. I also have the 
pleasure in mentioning here names of those people, although not members of our 
group but were the Agency counterparts with regards to the meetings mentioned 
above: Mr. Rasmussen for the meeting in Risoe, Mr. Bereznai who worked 
together with Mr. Lepp for the meeting in Toronto, Mr. B; -son for the meeting 
in London. 

Meetings organized with the collaboration of IAEA and IWG-NPPCI 

1. Symposium on Reactor Noise SMORN-V, Munich, Federal Republic of Germany, 
12-16 October 1987 

The symposium was sponsored by the OECD/NEA Committees on Reactor 
Physics (NEACRP) and Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSN1) and organized 
by the Gesellschaft fur Reacktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, with the 
co-operation of the IAEA International Working Group on Nuclear Power 
Plant Control and Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI). One of the objectives of 
the IAEA collaboration in the organization of SMORN-V was to facilitate 
the wider representation of non-OECD countries. More than 150 
participants from 25 countries and 3 international organizations attended 
the symposium, presenting 89 papers. Twenty one participants from the 
People's Republic of China, Czechoslovakia, Cuba, Egypt, German Democratic 
Republic, Hungary, India, Poland, Turkey and Yugoslavia have been 
nominated through the IAEA and they presented 20 papers. 

SMORN-V was one in a series of regular meetings on reactor noises and 
showed that noise analysis was continuing to gain an increasing importance 
for practical application in process, system and component monitoring. 
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The basic idea of noise analysis, to make use of the inherent material 
fluctuations of process signals as a new information source, is still a 
rich soil for exploring new techniques to enhance the transparency of 
complex processes and systems behaviour and thus to improve operability 
and safety. 

During the 16 technical sessions three main topics were addressed. 

1. Experience of manufacturers and operators with continuous or 
discontinuous application of noise analysis: practical e<amples of 
analysis results from plant operation, efficiency and reliability of noise 
analysis results from plant operation, efficiency and reliability of noise 
analysis techniques, improvements achieved in plant surveillance. 

2. Recent developments of noise analysis methods: mechanical 
surveillance (vibration, loose parts, etc.), process monitoring 
(stability, boiling, etc.), measuring methods. 

3. Noise analysis and noise interpretation-systems. Application of 
modern information processing methods like expert systems and artificial 
intelligence. 

The results of noise analysis benchmarks were presented at the 
symposium. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

1. Industrial application of vibration monitoring, loose parts 
monitoring and partly leakage monitoring are well established and accepted 
by users. 

2. Well-developed methods and systems based on noise analysis are up to 
now available for some specific applications. The importance of the 
practical applications was underlined by the active participation of many 
utility representatives. 

3. It is felt, noise analysis can contribute substantially to ongoing 
qualification and consequently to life-time extension of the plants. 
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4. Since this area actually is a part of instrumentation and control of 
nuclear power plants, which is in the scope of activities of the IAEA 
International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and 
Instrumentation, it is strongly recommended to continue co-operative work 
with OECD/NEA in organizing SHORN meetings. 

Specialists' Meeting on In-Core Instrumentation and Reactor Core 
Assessment, Cadarache, France, 7-10 June 1988 

The meeting was organized by the NEA Committee on Reactor Physics 
(NE^CRP) in collaboration with IAEA. The IAEA invited non-OECD countries 
represented in its International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant 
Control and Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI) to contribute to the Specialists' 
Meeting by presenting papers on the recent results obtained in the field. 
National representatives of the IWG-NPPCl hav3 also been informed. Around 
9C participants from Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary 
and Poland were nominated to that meeting through the IAEA. 

The technical part of the meeting was subdivided into 5 sessions: 

1. Core performance assessment 
2. Reactor systems 
3. Radiation sensors 
4. Noise 
5. Other measurements 

At the end of the meeting, a general discussion was held. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

One important problem under extensive discussion was the core 
performance assessment with on-line monitoring systems. These systems can 
be based on the utilization of signals whether from in-core detectors or 
from ex-core detectors. Power ex-core detectors, implanted for instance 
on French PWR are used to obtain on-line core parameters involved in the 
core monitoring and protection system. Ex-core signals are periodically 
calibrated on in-core instrumentation to ensure the accuracy of the 
protection functions. The local power in the Westinghouse PWR in Sweden 



is now monitored with fixed in-core detectors. It was shown that both 
concepts have certain advantages and can be used on NPPs with light water 
reactors. 

Important progress has been made in utilization of three-dimentional 
codes in the on-line core monitoring systems. The high speed performance 
of these systems was made possible through the use of superfast 
multi-dimentional codes. It allows to determine optimal strategies 
resulting in economic and flexible operation of the plant, including 
load-following conditions. 

Some papers addressed the core instrumentation concepts (of FRAMATOM 
and Merlin-Gerin, Toshiba, Siemens AG KWU Group and others) with the 
emphasis on reliability questions. In order to improve the operability, 
maintainability and safety of the plant these concepts employ new signal 
processing technologies based on the microprocessor technique, redundancy 
and functional diversity. 

During recent years some new power monitoring systems were introduced 
on nuclear power plants with light water reactors. Almost all of them 
incorporated in-core sensors. Much attention in this connection was paid 
to the gamma thermometers (GTH), which proved to be reliable and 
appropriate for placing within a -eactor core. 

It was not intended to discuss widely the implementation of noise 
analysis in in-core measurement since a symposium on this subject, 
SMORN-V, was held in October 1987 in Munich. However for the completeness 
of the discussion several papers on this question were presented. 

Co-ordinated Research Programme on Development of Common ModellinR Approaches 
for TraininR Simulators for Nuclear Power Plant 

As you know this CRP was launched in 1985 for a period of four years. 
Eight countries participated in it: Canada, Finland, Hungary, The Netherlands, 
Pakistan, Romania, Spain and Switzerland. Three research co-ordination 
meetings were held during that time and at the final one in November last year 
the work done was reviewed and summarized. 
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With respect to the final document of the CRP, it was confirmed that the 
results of the CRP would be presented in the following form, which was 
originated at the previous meetings: 

A summary report of approximately 30 pages will be produced, in order 
to organize the individual technical contributions under the six 
objectives established for the CRP. These objectives include: 

1. Job and Task Analysis 
2. Training Requirements 
3. Modelling Requirements 
A . Modelling Approaches 
5. Hardware and Software Tools 
6. Fidelity and Verification 

As a supplement to a summary report, a complete set of progress 
reports submitted to IAEA will be included. 

As for the achievement of CRP objectives, participants acknowledged that 
many different approaches to the modelling for nuclear power plant simulators 
exist depending on the type of simulators and available hardware and software 
tools. Chief scientific investigators presented in the CRP those different 
approaches which in fact range from full scope simulators to compact 
microsimulators and basic principles simulators. While this created some 
difficulties in establishing effective co-operation between participating 
institutions, it gave an opportunity to compare and analyze different 
modelling approaches which helped identify common features and derive general 
recommendations. Those were summarized in the Final Report to the extent 
possible. 

Balance Between Automation and Human Actions in NPP Operation 

1. Following a recommendation made at the last IWG-NPPCI meeting, an Advisory 
Group Meeting on "The Balance Between Automation and Human Actions in NPP 
Operation" was organized by IAEA in April this year. 

With the participation of experts from Canada, France, Federal Republic of 
Germany, Japan, UK, USA and USSR, it appeared a good forum to review the 
existing situation and the future prospects in this area. It is planned to 
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publish an IAEA Technical Document on "The Balance Between Automation and 
Human Actions in NPP Operation". For this purpose, an extended outline of the 
document has been prepared at the Advisory Group Meeting. 

We plan to have the final draft of this document early spring next year. 

2. The Agency clearly realizes the growing interest in a number of Member 
States to the problem of balancing automation and human actions. In order to 
provide a wider forum for the discussion of related questions the IAEA took a 
decision to organize a Symposium on "Balancing Automation and Human Action? in 
Nuclear Power Plants" from 9 to 13 July 1990. Most probably the symposiur 
will be held in Munich, Federal Republic of Germany. 

Like the recent conference on "Man-Machine Interface in the Nuclear 
Industry" in Tokyo, it will be a joint activity of two divisions of IAEA: the 
Division of Nuclear Power and the Division of Nuclear Safety. In the near 
future Information Sheet will be ready for distribution. 

The Desiftn of Control Rooms and Man-Machine Interface for Operation 
and Surveillance of Nuclear Power Plants 

In March 1987, the Agency started a project on preparing a Review-Seport 
on "The Design of Control Rooms and Man-Machine Interface for Opeiation and 
Surveillance of Nuclear Power Plants". 

The Review-Report shall summarize at an international level the steps 
which have been taken and are being planned around the world to improve the 
man-machine interface for safe and economic power generation. 

Our colleague, Mr. Furet, as a contractor of the AGency visited more than 
20 nuclear power plants, research institutes and governmental organizations in 
10 countries, collecting the latest information about current status and 
future trends in control room design. 

During the last week of April there was a consultants' meeting, at which 
the first draft of the report had been reviewed. 

We plan to submit the review-report for publication in July. 
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Training Simulators 

It is well known that for many years the area of training simulators is 
one of the most important areas of IWG-NPPCI activities. Stronger safety 
requirements and some other factors make it even more important nowadays. 

During recent years, the Agency has received some requests from Member 
States for advise and assistance in the use of NPP training simulators. The 
advise is especially needed for those countries which would like to establish 
training centres or for those which already have them but would like to make 
use of them with maximum efficiency. At the last IWG meeting, it was 
unanimously recognized that a technical document comprising information on 
different types of training simulators and putting emphasis on the development 
of criteria for establishing a simulator training centre, would be a very 
useful document. 

With this aim the Agency is preparing an Advisory Group Meeting on "The 
use of Simulators for Training and Maintaining Competence", which will take 
place from 29 May to 2 June 1989 in the premises of the Nuclear Power Plant 
Training Centre in Essen, Federal Republic of Germany. It is intended that at 
the Advisory Group Meeting, an extended outline of such a document will be 
prepared and advise will be obtained on further action of IAEA in assisting 
the Member States in this matter. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP 
ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION 

These Terms of Reference were approved by the IWG-NPPCl at its meeting on 
17-20 March 19 75 and revised on 8-10 May 1989. 

1. The International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and 
Instrumentation is a continuing working group within the framework of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency. 

2. Objectives of the IWG 

a. To assist the IAEA to provide the Member States with information 
and recommendations on technical aspects of the nuclear power plant 
control and instrumentation with the aim to assure their reliable 
functions. 

b. To promote an exchange of information on national programmes, new 
developments and experience from operating nuclear power plants, 
and to stimulate the co-ordination of research on nuclear power 
plant control and instrumentation. 

3. Scope of Activities of the IWG 

The Working Group exists to consider new developments, disseminate and 
exchange experience in all aspects of instrumentation, control and 
information technology relevant to the safety and economics of nuclear 
power plant design and operation. It covers the way in which this fields 
interacts with other, related fields such as reactor physics and human 
factors engineering. The following topics are given as examples.: 

instrumentation design and qualification 
instrumentation for accidental situations 
control systems design and qualification 
electrical power supply 
signal processing systems and components 
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distributed microprocessor systems 
hardware and software reliability of computers and processors 
man-machine interface 
automation and manual control 
control room design 
operator support systems 
maintenance support systems 
training simulators 
operation, maintenance and repair of instrumentation and control 
ongoing qualification of electrical and electronic equipment 

Organization of the IWG 

Eich member of the IWG is appointed by the Director General after 
consultation with the member's government. In appointing the members of 
the IWG the Director General is guided by the following principles: 

a. Each member of the IWG should be an expert actively working in the 
field of nuclear power plant control and instrumentation. 

b. The IWG shall not have to have more than one member from any one 
Member State. 

c. Each member may be accompanied by advisors and/or other specialists. 

d. The Director General may also co-opt members and invite observers 
and consultants from Member States not participating in the IWG or. 
an ad hoc or continuing basis. 

e. As a means of ensuring continuity, members from the Member States 
having a major programme in the field of nuclear power plant 
control and instrumentation would normally serve on the IWG for a 
period of not less than three years. 

Chairmanship 

A chairman of the IWG is nominated by the Director General from the 
members of the IWG for a period of three years. The chairman should 
assist the Scientific Secretary to determine the necessity and subjects 



of the meetings, chair the meetings and conduct them along the lines of 
the subject. The chairman should review reports on IWG activities before 
distribution. 

Secretariat 

The Agency provides the administrative and secretarial services required 
by the IWG, including interpretation and translation services, meeting 
facilities, maintenance of records and publication and distribution of 
documents for the meetings of the IWG. The Agency also provides the 
services of the Scientific Secretary of the IWG. 

Methods of Work 

The activities of the IWG shall be carried out in periodic meetings where 
documents to be published, or matters related to planning of future 
activities shall be discussed and approved. 

To achieve the objective 2.a the IWG shall provide the Secretariat of the 
IAEA with advice an* recommendations on the Agency's activities and 
specifically on priority and content of the documents in the form of 
guides and manuals which the Agency is planning to prepare, publish and 
distribute to the Member States. These documents shall be prepared in 
advance by consultants, some of them members of the IWG. Some documents 
may also be ordered from recognized specialists of consulting 
organizations. 

To achieve the objective 2.b meetings of the IWG shall be held at 
appropriate time intervals. Also symposia, seminars or specialists' 
meetings will be organized. IWG-NPPCI will also assist the Agency in 
organizing relevant training courses. 

a. IWC-HPPCI Meetings 

In these periodical meetings overview discussions are held and 
future activities are planned. 

Their main functions are to review national development programmes, 
to discuss key issues as defined by the group, to recommend 
Co-ordinated Research Programmes (CRP) and technical meetings e.g. 
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Symposia, Specialists' Meetings, and to arrange for preparation of 
publications on special subjects. 
The Director General may invite international or regional 
organizations which have an interest in the field of this working 
group to be represented at meetings of the working group or at 
particular sessions during such meetings. 

Specialists' Meetings 

Specialists' Meetings can be convened in order to discuss specific 
topics which are too narrow for a larger meeting. 

During a Specialists' Meeting it is the practice to review the 
"state of the art" under specific topics in a critical manner, to 
make conclusions on the value of existing information and data and 
to recommend further work that may be necessary to improve 
understanding or obtain additional data. 

The total number of participants should not normally exceed fifty. 
The working language is English. 

Technical Committees 

While the scope of a Technical Committee is broader than the one of 
a Specialists' Meeting, the practice at both meetings are the 
same. For Technical Committees, the Agency can provide 
simultaneous translation into other official languages. All Agency 
Member States that are supposed to have an interest in the subject 
of a Technical Committee are invited to participate. The total 
number of participants should normally not exceed fifty. 

Symposia 

The IWG-NPPCI can recommend to the Agency to organize Symposia. 
While a Conference covers a wide range of related subjects, a 
Symposium deals with a more specialized subject. All Agency Member 
States are invited to designate participants and to submit 
scientific contributions. 



Proposals for Symposia and Conference of the IWG-MPPCI will be 
selected by Agency internal procedures normally two years in 
advance. 

Seminars for Developing Countries 

The main objectives of a Seminar for developing countries are to 
provide senior technical staff and specialists from authorities, 
utilities, design and manufacturing organizations with an overview 
of the international status of a given subject in the area of 
nuclear technology and to present to them the most up-to-date 
information on the practical experience and their evaluation. 

The participants of a Seminar will have the opportunity to present 
their experiences and problems and to discuss the relevance of 
requirements and methods under the aspects of practical expereince. 

Co-ordinated Research Programme 

Vlhere it is deemed desirable that several institutes co-operate in 
furthering research in a given field. Co-ordinated Research 
Programmes represent an effective means to bring together 
researchers in both developing and advanced countries. The 
programme should have a well defined research topic on which an 
appropriate number of institutes are invited to collaborate. The 
Agency itself, in collaboration with the IUG-NPPC1 plays a strong 
role in defining the programme of work when the project is 
supported by Research Contracts (though this is less true in the 
case of Research Agreements) and is equally active in ensuring that 
all research efforts under the programme are properly 
co-ordinated. Towards this end, Research Co-ordination Meetings 
are usually held at regular intervals and the major results 
published in the form of interim or final reports. 

Others 

Besides these tools, the IWG-NPPCI can propose additional 
activities for inclusion in the Agency's programme. 



The Agency shall work with the IWG-NPPCI members to obtain their 
countries' coordinated contribution to each IWG-NPPCI activity. 

8. Publications 

Wide availability of IWG-NPPCI results is in the interest of all Agency 
Member States and fully consistent with the Agency objective. 

The Scientific Secretary has the responsibility that all significant 
technical reports produced within the framework of the IWG-NPPCI are 
entered into IN1S, and their copies are produced in the form of 
microfiches. (Compared with normal printing the cost is very small, the 
report becomes permanently available and can be quoted as a reference 
publication.) 

9. Expenses 

The Agency will not bear any costs for experts and observers attending 
the IWG meetings. Travel costs and subsistence for consultants invited 
to prepare a draft document or to advise the Agency on special aspects of 
its programme are normally borne by the Agency. 

10. Relations with Other Organization 

The Director General may invite international or regional organizations 
which have a programme in the field of nuclear power plant control and 
instrumentation to participate in the IWG or in a particular meeting of 
it. 
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ACTIVITIES IN THE HELD OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION IN AUSTRIA 
DURING 1987-1989 

A. NEDEL1K 
Osierreichisches Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf, 
Seibersdorf, Austria 

Abstract 

As a result of the referendum of 1978 all NPPCI - related work 
has been reduced to a few small - scale projects. 
This report gives a condensed overview over 1 & C - activities 
in the country ten years after the decision against nuclear power 
generation. 

1. General situation 
Due to the absence of nuclear power generation in the country, 
all NPPC1-reiated work has been reduced to a few small-scale 
projects. For example, a small group at the Austrian Research 
Centre at Seibersdorf is at the moment engaged in adapting 
various electronic equipment (which had been sold out from the 
decommissioned NPP at Jwentendorf/Gkt) for use in the ASTRA-
Research Reactor and associated facilities, such as hot cells, 
active waste treatment, etc. 

Some cf the expertise acquired in dosimetry and radiation 
measurement could be used in assisting two medical centres in 
Vienna in solving some specific measurement and QA problems in 
rad i otherapy. 

2. Status Of GKT 
Up to now the reactor building, the turbine hall and control 
building of the decommissioned NPP at Zwentendorf (GK1) have been 
kept under full conservation. 

Changes ire to be expected after removal of the last fuel 
elements from the site; this is being completed during these 

35 days. 

Since 1987 a special group assisted by Becrttel t.rje(j to sell 
components and equipment in order to reduce the enormous 
financial loss to some extent. 

Some heavy electrical equipment, part of the turbine, control rod 
drives, a variety of pumps and I number of electronic cabinets 
have been sold up to now. 

Future plans are concerned with the construction of a 700 MW-
gas turbine power plant (for peak power production). Only ^art of 
the original turbine and the condenser would be taken over from 
the original NPP. A study group of 17 experts is presently 
working on this project. 



36 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL IN THE CANADIAN 
NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAM - 1989 STATUS 

R.M. LEPP 
Components and Instrumentation Division. 
Chalie River Nuclear Laboratories. 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. 
Chalk River. Ontario. Canada 

Abstract 

Canada curremlv has 18 CAN'DU Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors in operation and 4 under 
construction, for an installed nuclear capacity of 15.500 MWe. Most of the reactors are in the 
province of Ontario where 50T< of the electricity is nuclear generated. Atomic Energy of Canada is 
developing the CANDU-3, a 450 MWe reactor incorporating the latest available technologies, 
including distributed control. 

The three Canadian Utilities with CANDU reactors have made a major commitment to full-scope 
training simulators. 

In Canada there is a growing commitment to developing major improvements to the interface 
between the control systems, the field equipment and the operating staff. The development 
program underway makes extensive use of information technology, particularly expert systems and 
interactive media toois. Out of this will come an advanced CANDU control concept that should 
further improve the reliability and availability of CANDU stations. 

1. Status of Nuclear Power 

Currently there are 22 CANDU-PHWRs* in Canada; 18 in operation and 4 under construction. 
The first of the 860 MWe units at Darlington is scheduled for in-service this year. Once these are 
in operation, Canada will have an installed nuclear capacity of 15,500 MWe. The current capacity 
of 12.000 MWe represents approximately 1551- of the total electricity generation in the country. 

The two prototype CANDUs built in the 60s, a 25 MWe unit near Chalk River and a 200 MWe 
unit at Bruce, have both been shutdown and defuelled. Some materials and components have been 
removed for studies related to plant ageing and life extension. 

No new CANDU reactor sales have taken place since 1981, however there are strong indications 
that this will soon change. In the province of Ontario, which currently has 16 reactors producing 
50% of its electricity needs, the demand for electricity has been growing at close to 5 per cent 
annually since 1983. This growth is expected to continue and planning for expansion of the 
electricity generation capacity has started; CANDU nuclear is a prime candidate. Two other 
provinces. New Brunswick and Saskatchewan, a* seriously considering CANDU-3 nuclear 
reactors. 

* CANada Deuterium Uranium. Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors 

The CANDU-3 being developed by Atomic Energy of Canada, is the latest and also the smallest 
version of the modern CANDU line of Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor systems. It has a net 
output of 450 MWe. Proven technology is used with key components, such as steam generators, 
pressure tubes and coolant pumps, identical to those used in larger CANDUs. Extensive use of 
digital information technology will be introduced into all aspects of the design and construction of 
these units. As well, the advances in this technology will be used to improve CANDU control and 
safety systems. Considerable savings in l&C costs and construction time will be realized through 
the extensive use of data highways for signal transmission, and programmable micro-processors to 
implement control logic. The distributed control system will consist of channelized local stations 
distributed throughout the plant (outside containment) and linked by redundant co-axial cable data 
highways. 

2. Full Scope Training Simulators 

The large nuclear power program in Canada requires a large number of well-qualified operations 
staff and, of course, a substantial commitment to training. To meet the required proficiency in 
control room operations, Ontario Hydro has adopted a policy of a full scope simulator for each of 
its 4-unit stations, giving them a total of 5 simulators. The other two CANDU Utilities in Canada 
have also seen fit to invest in full scope simulators: Hydro Quebec have theirs in use, whereas the 
New Brunswick simulator is due for service in 1991. All these simulators have been supplied by 
CAE in Montreal. Canada. 

In light of the very strong commitment to full scope training simulators both as users and as 
suppliers, it was an honor for Canada to host a very successful IAEA Specialists' Meeting on 
Training Simulators for Nuclear Power Plants in September 1987. The proceedings of this 
meeting [11 are available from die IAEA. 

3. Priorities in Control and Instrumentation 

In Canada, there is a growing commitment to the development of major improvements to the 
interface between the control systems and the operators. As CANDUs become more complex, and 
are operated under tighter constraints for longer periods between outages, plant operations staff 
have to absorb more information to correctly and rapidly respond to upsets. 

A development program is underway at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited to use information 
technology, particularly expert systems and interactive media tools, to assist operators in exisnng 
and future CANDU plants. The complete system for plant information access and display, on-line 
advice and diagnosis, and interactive operating procedures is called Operator Companion [2]. 

The CANDU-3 control room will contain some of the features proposed for the next generation 
control room for single unit CANDUs. Specific examples under investigation include: 

(i) enhancement of Emerj sney Operating Procedures fEOPs) to make them 
more symptom oriented. Currently they are very event specific, 

(ii) transfer of tedious, low level, tasks from the operator to the computer. 
(iii) provision of some form of plant status overview in the Control Room that 

is consistent with the operator's mental model of the plant, and 
(iv) improvements to the operator's ability lo understand the cause of system 

upsets through alarm reduction and pattern recognition. 

All these activities require strong interaction from the operations staff during the design process. 
This team approach should result in much more "operator friendly" interfaces and consequently a 
significant reduction in the possibility of operator error. 



4. Operator Companion Prototype 

Before launching a large scale program to develop an Operator Companion for a CANDU power 
plant, we decided to start with a smaller prototype. The prototype chosen is for a small district 
heating reactor being developed by AEC1. It was implemented using distributed workstations 
linked on a local area network (LAN). Three modules have been developed and interconnected via 
the LAN: a plant database, an operator console and a subsystem advisor. The latter monitors the 
various secondary' heat transport system parameters and acts in parallel to the control computer; 
however, message generation has been enhanced to provide more information. 

5. Specialized Advisors 

Several other specialized operational and design advisors for CANDU are being developed using 
expert system technology to meet the needs of CANDU owners. Example include advisors for, 

selecting which fuel channel to refuel next, 
identifying channels with defective fuel, 
diagnosing the root cause of reactor trips to minimize poison outages and 
comply with regulatory requirements for restart, and 
providing more rapid and more direct operator access to plant 
Emergency Operating Procedures. 

The la'ter two are being developed joindy with utility staff familiar with the needs of the operators. 

6. Station Information Svstems 

In response to a need for more efficient management of information in multi-unit generating 
stations. Ontario Hydro launched a program at Darlington in 1985. The systems developed reside 
in an IBM mainframe and are now operational. 

Hie Work Management System [?] is central to many of the key business processes in nuclear 
station commissioning and operation. It is used to identify, plan, initiate and report on all 
preventive and corrective maintenance in the station, and is integrated with three other systems that 
work closely together. 

Material Management System, 
Staff Information System, and 
Equipment Spare Pans System. 

In addition to these on-line interfaces, the Work Management System interfaces to other Head 
Office systems for cost reporting, control, equipment reliability statistics, etc. 

At the 4-Unit Darlington Station there are 300 workstations with access to the Work Management 
System for 8S0 station users. 

7. Equipment Status Monitor Svstem 

The equipment status monitor system being developed for Darlington will be accessible from 
control room work stations. Process schematics will be generated directly from the plant 
Computer-Aided Design and Drafting database. The state of devices, such as valves, will be semi-
automatically updated on the CRT displays by bar code readers carried by the plant operating 
personnel. These bar code readers are used by the field staff to verify that the correct device has 
been located and to guide him through the operating sequence. 

8. Conclusions 

Much of today's focus on improvements to CANDU control are on helping the operator do his job 
better under significantly less stress. Out of this will come an advanced CANDU control concept 
that relies heavily on advances in information technology. The control room, one aspect of the 
total control concept, will assist the operator in dealing with information overload during plant 
upsets and relieve him of a lot of administrative drudgery. 
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Abstract 

After giving a survey of the Czechoslovak nuclear power 
plants a description of I and C systems of the operating plants 
is presented together with a brief outlook for future developments 
to be implemented at plants which are under construction. Special 
attention is paid to the adopted techniques for power distribution 
investigation and control in the W E R 1000 reactor core in 
the case of load changes. Basic futures of the in-core measurement 
systems are outlined. Measures implemented in the I and C systems 
of the operating units to improve their performance are described. 
Information on the country's approach to NPP personnel training 
and training aids usage as well as information on development 
work in the area of surveillance and monitoring systems completes 
the paper. 

1. Status ol nuclear power in the country and future prospects 

At present, eight PWR units are operated in Chechoslovakia. 
A H of ther, are acjuippeC with the novo-voronezh type VVER 440 MW(E) 
reactors. Trie C;ech Power Company operates four units o! the 
nuclear pone: plant (NPP) v3 sited at Oukovany in southern Moravia, 
the Slovak Power Company operates two units of the NPP VJ and two 
units of the NPP v;, both of them sited in southern Slovakia. The 
next four W t R 4iC units are at advanced stage of construction at 
ho :hovce Tne pilot two VVER 1000 MW (E) units are being built at 
Temelm. The should go operational in early 90-ties. 

7n= units ot NPF V2, as well as all the next 440 M» units, are 
equipped wit': a reactor and primary circuit of an improved design, 
a confinement »:!"• pressure suppression system for coping with L0CA 
accidents .higher standard main circulating pumps and other 
components, including I and C systems f\i • 

A list o: all the Czechoslovak nuclear units is given in lab. 

Tab. 1 Survey of NPPs and nuclear units in Czechoslovakia 

t No. Site Power First 
/MW(E)/ connection 

to the grid 
/year/ 

1 Jasl, Bohunice 440 1979 
2 . " •. 440 1961 
1 - " - 440 1964 
•> -"- 440 1985 
1 Oukovany 4*0 1965 
2 »t _ 440 196a 
3 ."- 440 1967 
4 . ** _ 440 1967 
1 Mochovce 440 in construction 
2 -". 440 -". 3 _ »> _ 440 -*'-4 .". 4*0 .". 1 Temelin '000 -"-

Plant 
name 

VI 
VI 
V2 
V2 
V3 
VJ 
VJ 
VJ 
V4 
V4 
V4 
V« 
V5 
V5 2 -"- 1000 

2. Operational experience with I and C systems and directions 
of further development 

The basic philosophy of protection and control of the VVER 
units has been set by tne Soviet designers. Conventional analog 
and relay instrumentation is being employed for controlling 
continuous and discrete variables of the NPP VI, V2 and VJ. Data 
acquisition, processing and presentation to the control room 
staff is implemented on a Soviet computerized system K0MPLEX 
URAN. 

Reactor and primary circuit protection and control systems 
are of the Soviet origin. As a rule, they are redundant systems 
acting either on the 2-out-of J or 2-out-oi » logic. Neutron 
flux instrumentation systems, reactor protection systems as well 
as the core integral power control systems have been substantially 
modernized in the NPP V2 and VJ units. I and C systems of the 
secondary circuit of all the NPPs operated in Czechoslovakia are 
of domestic origin. The turbines employed in these plants have 
been manufactured by the SK00A company which equips them with its 
own i and C systems providing for full-range automatic operation. 

The 1 and C systems employed at the L'zechoslovakian NPPs 
proved to be functionally satisfactory and capable of ensuring 
reliable operation of the VVER 440 units both in base mode and 



load-follow mode These systems are able to Bring automaticaly the 
unit to a new stationary state in the case of anticipated 
operational occurrences such as an outage of the main circulating 
pump, load rejection, turbine trip, feedwater pumps failure, etc.; 
afterwards, the control is taken over by the units operators. 
Relatively limited is the application of operator support systems 
for failure analysis, i.e. systems for root causes and failure 
development evaluation. The status of the unit is monitored by 
the surveillance system and the information on failure of 
a component or system is displayed to the operator. The analysis 
of the failure is, howevsr, carried out off-line on the basis of 
the post-mortem logs. 

The 1 and C systems of the nowadays constructed plants are, 
as a rule, computerized systems based on process control 
computers and microcomputers. All the units of the NPP V4 at 
Mochovce will be equipped with the Czechoslovak decentralized 
microprocessor modular system DERIS 900 to ':• itrol the 
technological processes both in the primary as well as in the 
secondary circuit. The data acquisition and processing system 
will be implemented on Soviet computers SM3 and SM".. It is 
believed that these advanced I and C systems will enhance both 
the range and reliability of the control functions. The DERIS 900 
system has jeen thoroughly and extensively tested both in 
Czechoslovak and Soviet laboratories with positive results. Since 
the I and C system to be employed at the NPP Mochovce and Temelin 
have to be Qualified for seismic environment specific methods and 
facilities for carrying out appropriate tests have been developed 
and constructed. The components of the NPP Mochovce units are the 
same as those of the standard VVER *»0 units with only one 
exception concerning the steam generator s feedwater systems: 
feedwater pumps with electric drives and hydraulic clutches are 
to be used. Consequently, new control schemes have to be 
introduced. 

The two 1000 MW(E) units of the NPP Temelin will be equipped 
with a three-level hierarchical control system. The basic level 
consist sof protection of individual plant components and manual 
remote command of actuating devices; these function are 
implemented on a Czechoslovak relay logic system DIAM0-K. The 
middle level is in charge of controlling both the continuous 
and discrete process variables; it is implemented on a set of 

Czechoslovak minicomputer based systems called DASOR 600 3 (one 
pair cf DASORs controls the whole functional group: the A system 
being the working die, while the B system being the "hot" 
back-up system). The highest level consists of the information 
and monitoring system which is implemented on Soviet SM-type 
computers. Furthermore, a diagnostic system for early detection 
of failures and malfunctions of all important components of both 
the primary and secondary circuit will be installed. 

3. Power spatial distribution control and in-core instrumentation 
of the VVER 1000 reactors 

A complex simulation model of the VVER 1000 unit dynamics has 
been recently developed for studies of transients during normal 
operation as well as anticipated operational occurrences and for 
the unit's power control system design and analysis 17.1 - /5/. 
The model can simulate the short-term response (i.e. the response 
falling into range of tens up to hundreds of seconds) of the plant 
controlled and monitored variables to various operational 
disturbances. 

Simulation studies of these short-term transients, validated 
by data logged at the VVER itkD units, proved that reactivity 
feedback effects provide' for the core inherent stability during 
the whole operating cycle. However, experience learned from 
operation of large units indicates that middle-term transients 
originating from iodine an xenon build-up and decay and absorption 
processes could result in power distribution oscillation in the 
reactor core. Therefore, development of the VVER 1000 spatial-dependent 
core dynamics model has been initiated last year to elaborate an 
efficient tool for investigation of these phenomena and to design 
adequate control strategies. The model is to meet the following 
requirements: 

- to simulate the middle-term dynamics of such variables as the 
cort integral power, power distribution in the core, fuel and 
coolant temperatures and some other critical parameters, as 
a response to disturbances in the core coolant inlet temperature 
and flow rate, control rods position and liquid absorber (boric 
acid) concentration; 

- to provide information on variables which are employed as input 
data for control algorithms, such as the core integral power, 



the «ean value of the coolant temperature, the axial offset, the 
axial peak factor, etc.; 

- to generate the initial steady-state power distribution at various 
time-instants during the operating cycle; 

- to be tailored as a complement to the simulation model of the 
unit's overall dynamics. 

A simplified one-dimensional core dynamics model of the 
VVER 1000 reactor has been worked out last year /6/. It is based 
on a nodal approximation of the point-kinetics equations enlarged 
by additional terms representing the neutron transport from and 
to the neighbour nodes. The short-term dynamics of the mass and 
heat transfer in the core has been neglected and its quasi 
steady-state representation has been adopted. The middle-term 
dynamics has been described by the iodine and xenon built-up and 
burn-up processes and residual heat generation. Employing this 
model, investigation of the VVER 1000 core dynamics has been 
carried out mainly by looking for correlations between the core 
power oscillation magnitude and the offset values on one side 
and the fuel and coolant temperature reactivity feedback coefficients 
the control rods position and some other parameters values on the 
other side. At present, the strategy of the power distribution 
control as proposed by the reactor control system designer is 
being tested on a computer employing this simulation model. Further 
development of the model is aimed at working o u t a three-dimensional 
nodal model consisting of 1630 nodes, i.e. each fuel assembly will 
be represented by 10 nodes in tr.,_ axial direction. 

A prerequisite to effective power dist-ibution control is the 
availability of reliable and adequately accurate in-core measurement 
systems. The VVER 1000 reactors are equipped with a modernized 
Soviet core monitoring system HINDUKUS which has been 
extensively tested on NPP V2 a V3 units. The input signals to this 
system are the in-core instrumentation signals (217' ..isrisocouples, 
252 self-powered detectors), a number of process variables of the 
primary circuit as well as about 280 binary signals on the 
operational status of some important components, e.g. the main 
circulating pumps, pressurizer electric heaters, valves, etc. The 
HIN0UKUS system displays to the operator the following information 
in the on-line mode: 

- integral heat power of the reactor, 

- coolant flow rate through the reactor and through the individual 
cooling loops, 

- mean value of the coolant temperature at the reactor inlet and at 
the cooling loops' i^iets and the temperature increase/decrease 
over the reactor/cooling loop, 

- pressure drop over the reactor and over the cooling loops, 
- position of the control rods, 
- core power calculated from data supplied by the self-powered 

detectors and ionization chambers, 
- mean value of the fuel element linear power, maximum value of the 

linear power and its localization, 
- pattern of power and temperature distribution in the core, 
- flow rates of feeding and bleeding of the primary coolant, 
- steam pressure in the steam generators. 

Input dat? processing by the HINDUKUS system and the mode of 
its results presentation to the control room staff is being 
modified in order to make it an efficient operator support system. 
A thorough and detailed evaluation of the HINDUKUS functional 
capabilities and its reliability has been also carried out bearing 
in mind that this system is closely related to the operational 
safety of the plant. 

». Activities in the I and C area aimed at enhancement of tr.e 
NPP safety 

Load rejection causes in the VVER type NPPs substantial 
deviations from the secondary circuit saturated steam pressure 
nominal value. The magnitude of these deviations depends upon 
operational capabilities of the pressure relief facilities such 
as steam by-pass station the turbine condensers and steam bleeding . 
stations to the atmosphere, upon adjustment and co-ordination of 
the reactor and turbine control systems and upon the relief valves 
characteristics. Some recommendations for the VVER »40 units' 
operators have been worked out concerning the way of coping with 
situations when simultaneous malfunctions of these facilities occur 
/a/. 

A variety of abnormal conditions has been analyzed to look for 
possible ways of decreasing the number of the rapid shutdowns of the 
reactor per year. It has turned out that under some circumstances it 



is preferable that the protection actions be carried out by the 
control fystems instead of the .safety systems since it results in 
less depletion of the reactor life-time 111. 

Sane backfitting measures have been implemented at the NPP VI 
to increase the reliability of the fast acting closing valves on the 
m a m steam header. They had to be supported by specific 
re-arrangements of the secondary circuit control systems in order to 
eliminate the impacts of the non-symmetric distribution of steam 
pressure in the header sections caused father by non-symmetric 
turbines" loads or by outages of the ind-lidual primary coolant 
loops .•'?/. 

5. Diagnostic systems 

An automated diagnostic system for the VVER 1000 units has been 
conceptually designed by the Czechoslovak NPP main supplier in 
co-operation with the Soviet main designer. The system is open for 
further completions both in its hardware and software parts. 
Implementation of the system will be a joint undertaking by the NPP 
components manufacturers and Czechoslovak research and development 
institutes. 

The automated diagnostic system of the nuclear steam 
supply system will comprise the following subsystems: 
- subsystem for mechanical vibrations detection, 
- subsystem for loose parts detection in the primary circuit, 
- subsystem for reactor coolant system integrity monitoring, 
- subsystem for accoustic noise analysis aimed at detection of 

cracks and monitoring their further development. 

The automated diagnostic system of the secondary circuit will 
monitor all the important components such as the turbine, electric 
generator, drier-superheater, feeowater pumps, reheaters, pipe*, etc. 
by running 31 specific tests. 

The efforts in the area of automated diagnostic systems are 
directed at extraction as -iucn information as possible on functional 
status of a component anC its evolution in time. 

6. NPP personnel training, simulators 

The operating staff of the Czechoslovak NPPs is recruited and 
systematically prepared and trained in compliance with the 

requirements and procedures set forth by the law on State 
Supervision of Nuclear Safety. A specialized training centre has 
been established in Trnava (near Jaslovske Bohunice) which 
provides appropriate means and applies appropriate methods for 
achieving by the trainees high level of professional qualifications. 
The centre is equipped, among the others, with full-scope simulator 
of the VVER 440 units (the simulators' control room layout 
corresponds to the V2 Bnd V3 plant control rooms). The simulator 
has been designed by Czechoslovak organizations and assembled 
of domestic computers, components, instruments, etc. 

Research and development activities on construction of 
a full-scope simulatcr of a VVER 1000 unit are at a very advanced 
stage. 
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Abstract 

Finland has achieved some remarkable achievements in 
nuclear power production. Existing four plants have some 
of the best operating records in the world - high capacity 
factors, low occupational doses and short refuelling outages. 
Although public opinion was strongly turned against nuclear 
power after Chernobyl accident, and no decisions for new 
nuclear plants can be made before next elections in 1991, 
the nuclear option is still open. Utility companies are 
maintaining readiness to start new construction immediate
ly after a positive political decision is made. One important 
component of the good operation history of the Finnish 
nuclear power plants is connected to the continuous 
research, development, modification and upgrading work, 
which is proceeding in Finland. In the following a short 
description is given on recent activities related to the 
l&C-systems of the nuclear power plants. 

STATUS AND PROSPECTS OF NUCLEAR POWER IN FINLAND 

The tour existing nuclear power plants in Finland, the two ASEA-Atom (now ABB Atom 
AB) 710 MW e (net) boiling water rectors in Olkiluoto owped by Teollisuuden Voima Company 
(TVO) and two Soviet VVER-440 442 MWe (net) pressurized water reactors in Loviisa 
owned by lmatran Voima Company (IVO), produced in 1988 totally 18.4 TWh of electricity 
constituting 36 % o: the whole production (S1.3 TWh) and 3) "h of the electricity used 
158.7 TWh) in Finland. 

Finnish nuclear power plants have some of the best operating records in the world - high 
capacity factors, low occupational doses and short refuelling outages. 



Table 1. Electricity production and supply in Finland 

Nuclear power 
Back-pressure power and 
district heating 
Hydropower 
Condensing &. gas turbines 

Production 

Net import 

Total supply 

1987 
TWh 

1988 
TWh 

Share in 
% 

18.5 18.4 31 

13,8 
13.7 
4.9 

14.3 
13.4 
5.2 

24 
23 

9 

50.9 51.4 87 

5.6 7.4 13 

56.5 53.7 100 

Table 2. Capacity factors of nuclear power plants in 1988 

Loviis: 1 
Olkiluoto 1 
Loviisa 2 
Olkiluoio 2 

< 5, 77, 442 MWe) 
(10/79, 710 MWe) 
( 1/81, 442 MWe) 
( 7/82, 710 MWe) 

Average 

86.7 % 
92.9 % 
93.1 % 
91.9 % 

91.4 \ 

The operating licenses for all the four plants were renewed in 1988 according lo the new 
atomic energy act, which also was enacted in the same year. The licenses were granted 
for Olkiluoto plants for a 40 years plant life-time but for Loviisa plants for the moment 
only until the end of 1998, when an application for a renewal of the licenses has to be 
filed 
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In February 1986, the two Finnish nuclear utilities, 1VO and TVO, established PEVO 
(Perusvoima Oy), to develop new nuclear capacity in the country In the next month. 
PEVO applied to the Council of State for a decision-in-principle on building new nuclear 
plan! capacity of about 1000 MWe, and a positive decision was expected before the end 
of 1986. Public opinion in response to the Chernobyl accident, however, put the effort on 
hold The new government elected in 1987 declared against building new nuclear power 
plants. As a result, a decision to proceed again to build new capacity will not occur before 
the next elections scheduled for 1991. According to the new atomic energy act, the decisi
on-in-principle on the construction of nuclear plants is to be taken by the parliament and 
a change of the present political climate to be more favorable for nuclear power is thus 
required before any new plant can be built. 

in the meantime, PEVO and its owners are involved in two ongoing technical programs 
related to the proposed new nuclear capacity. One involves the plant alternatives presented 
in the original decision-in-principle application, and the other involves review of advanced 
light-water reactor technology. Readiness lo start the construction of a new plant im
mediately after a positive political decision is thus preserved. 

Existing and planned production capacity will according to the newest consumption forecasts 
be sufficient until the end of 1993. but at the end of the century a gap of IJ00 MWe in 
capacity is predicted. Taking into account the new awareness of the consequences of 
fossil power such as acid rains, global change of the climate due to the greenhouse effect 
etc., it is hard to see how this gap could be filled without nuclear energy. 

MODIFICATION, UPGRADING AND DEVELOPMENT WORK AT UTILITY COMPANIES 

One component of the good operation history of the Finnish nuclear power plants is 
connected to the continuous development, Modification and upgrading work, which is 
proceeding in all existing plants. In the following a short description is given on recent 
activities related to the l&C-systems of the plants. 

1 Process computer systems 

Mainly due to the maintenance problems and computing capacity restrictions both IVO and 
TVO have renewed their plant and process computer systems during the recent years. The 
configuration and tasks of the computer systems are slightly different in IVO's and TVO's 
plants and therefore, the time schedules and details of the updating projects differ. 

In Loviisa plants, (here is a centralized process computer in each unit and a common 
stand-by machine for these. The computers are of type ARGUS 500 manufactured by Ferranti 
Ltd, UK. The system was delivered by the Finnish company Nokia Oy, and it has an 
important role in the process supervision. The new system was bought from Nokia Oy and 
is delivered by Afora Oy, a former subsidiary of Nokia but now owned by Combustion En
gineering Co. The computers will be replaced with a cluster of VAX-computers connected 
through an ETHERNET local area network. The control room interface is realized by using 
high-resolution full-graphic color displays. The field connections of the old system will be 
retained, all other parts of the system are renewed. The software for the computers is 
completely rewritten, IVO has written some part of application programs by himself as 
well as realized the process displays and reporting system. 

The connection of the new system to the process was realized at unit 1 during the refuell
ing outage in summer 1988 and will be done at unit 2 in summer 1989. The new- system 
has (for testing and software development purposes) been in use at the unit I in parallel 
with the old one since November 1988 and will be changed as master in May 1989. At the 
simulator the new computer system has been in parallel operation since January 1989 and 
operators have been trained to use the system. The VAX-clusters at each unit and at the 
simulator are connected together with bridges which makes data transfer between plant 
units and simulator possible. 

After the physical replacement of the computer system is done also new control room 
displays and computerized operator support functions will be realized. IVO has been develop
ing Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS)-programs, which will be included in the new 
process computer system after they have been tested and validated at the training simulator. 
Other new functions already implemented include a comprehensive plant history and trend 
display system, logic system status displays, zooming, panning and window functions etc. 
The total renewal project probably has been the largest of its kind so far realized. 

At the TVO plants there is a more distributed computer system comprising mainly of Norsk 
Data's NORD-minicomputers. These computers have been replaced and completed piece-wise 
during the years 1985-1988. Studies on the replacement of the existing man-machine 



j i interface in control room and new operator support systems has also been done in Olkiluoio. 
For the moment TVO is defining the functional requirements of the system. Concerning 
the hardware realization of the man-machine interface TVO is waiting for experiences 
from the work-station techniques, which will be used in their new training simulator. 
Decision on the technology selection for the renewal of the man-machine interface will be 
done in summer 1990. 

2 Training Simulators 

1VO has had a plant-specific full-scope training simulator for its Loviisa plant in operation 
since the year 1980 The computing capacity of the original PDP 11/70 simulation computers 
was becoming a restrictive factor for the continuous development and upgrade ;f the 
simulator and also the maintenance of old machines was seen getting more difficult. 
Therefore, the simulation computers has been replaced with a VAX-cluster during t.̂ - oast 
two years. Also the old process computer replica has been replaced with a new one coi 
responding the new configuration at the plant. Now there are good possibilities to enhance 
the simulation domain and accuracy; for cample, a new containment model has been 
developed and the simulation level of control room instrumentation has been improved 

Besides operator training, the Loviisa simulator has extensively been used for various 
research and development work as well as for plant analyses and testing. These tasks have 
included eg. human factor analyses for the PSA-studies, analysis of thermal shock during 
emergency core cooling, testing of operation procedures and new process computer functions 

The operators of the TVO plants have this far been trained at the BarsebSck-1-simulator 
at KSU AB in Studsvik. Sweden. In January 1988, however, TVO ordered an own full-.ope 
training simulator from Singer Link-Miles Simulaiion Corporation and the simulator will be 
ready for use in March 1990. 

3 Operation procedures 

A new symptom-based general emergency operation procedure and a set of supporting 
event procedures have been taken into use in the Olkiluoto plant. A control room review 
realized in co-operation with VTT showed that the present control room interface and 
some new group-displays created for the plant computer system satisfactorily supports the 
use of these procedures. Additional improvements can still be achieved by using advanced 
operator support systems planned to be realized in connection of the renewal of the process 
computer man-machine interface. 

At the Loviisa plant the renewal of the operation procedures is also in progress, but is 
expected to need more time than at TVO. A new plant status based emergency operation 
master guide has been implemented and contains also the principles 01 the critical functions 
to be included in the new SPDS-system. The new process computer system gives good 
possibilities for computerized operator support functions. 

4 Severe Accident Management 

The present Finnish safety guide on the design principles of nuclear power plants requires 
severe accidents to be taken into account in the design of the containment; in 1986 this 
requirement was extended to apply also to existing old plants. The utility companies have 
started back-fitting the plants to cope with this requirement. The actions include the 

validation of the existing containment instrumentation to stand the containment conditions 
after a severe accident as well as adding some new instrumentation. At the Loviisa plant, 
some instrumentation cable penetrations will also be renovated. 

At the Olkiluoto plant, a filtered containment venting system has been ordered from KWU. 
while in Loviisa the need of venting the containment is still under consideration. 

More generally the power companies are checking and reconsidering the safety classification 
of liC-systems and equipment. The transmission of data on plant status and releases to 
the authorities will also be intensified. 

5 Radioactive Waste Management 

In contrast to IVO. who is sending the spent fuel back to Soviet Union, TVO has yet no 
agreement on the final disposal of spent fuel. Therefore, TVO has started studies on finding 
a proper place of repository for the spent fuel in Finnish bedrock. Five sites are now 
under study. In 199: two or three will be selected for further study and the final site will 
be selected in 2000. Some test drilling of bedtr.ck has been done and new unique instrumen
tation and measurement technology developed for measurement of bedrock integrity and 
ground water flows. 

TVO has also constructed an interim storage facility for spent fuel which is capable of 
storing the life-long production of spent fuel and this gives time to consider various 
alternatives for the final disposal. Further it is also building a repository for low- and 
intermediate-level wastes, for which instrumentation for long lived phenomena in bedrock 
has been developed. 

6 Probabilistic Safety Analysis 

Probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) work for both Loviisa and Olkiluoio plants has commenced 
for a few years time and the studies will be completed during this year. The concept of a 
"living" PSA means however that plant changes cause a continuing need to updaie these 
analysis during the whole lifetime of the plant. The analyses for the moment are going to 
be forwarded to the safety authority, the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety, 
for approval. The purpose of the PSA study has been to examine the probability of severe 
core degradation and identify the weakest points of the plants. It will also be used in 
planning design changes - for determining the effects on total risk. It also can be used 
for improving operation procedures etc. and human factors have been an important part of 
the studies. The studies has been done primarily by the plants' own staffs' and has thus 
also been a good training experience for them. 

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AT VTT 

Research and development work on nuclear power plant C&l and related matters in Finland 
outside the utility companies is mainly done at i'.e Laboratory of Electrical and Automation 
Engineering of the Technical Research Centre of Finland. In the following a short descrip
tion on these activities is given 



1 Advanced Information Technology (INF) 

The Nordic Liaison Committee for Atomic Energy (NKA) co-ordinates and sponsors Nordic 
research proi^*? ?n nuclear safety. These programmes have included Nordic co-operation 
projects on "Control .-oom design" (NKA/KRU, 1977 - 1980) and "Human reliability in 
complicated energy systems" (NKA/LIT, 198) - 1985). 

A new project (NKA/INF, 1985 -1989) on the application of artificial intelligence (Al) and 
expert system technology for aiding nuclear power plant operators and safety personnel 
during disturbance and accident situations was started in 1985 aiming for development and 
testing a couple of experimental systems later on. 

Accident scenarios and related decision processes and information needs were mapped and 
basic features of the support system defined, and the construction of a first prototype 
system or a SYMBOLICS-machine has been finished at the end of 1988. This prototype 
will be tested and evaluated and its features refined for further development and finally 
recommendations and guidelines about these kind of systems will be produced during 1989. 

2 Probabilistic Safety Analysis (RAS) 

VTT is also participating in the Nordic NKA/RAS-project on safety analysis. The work has 
been directed towards the improvement of the safety technical specifications, methods for 
probabilistic safety analysis and general safety principles. 

3 Information Technology Support for Emergency Management (1SEM) 

VTT is participating in the international ISEM-project scheduled for 1989 - 1991 and 
belonging to the European Esprit 11 research programme. Other participating organizations 
are from Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, Italy, Spain and Sweden. 
The prime contractor is Riso National Laboratory in Denmark. The other partners include 
companies specializing in computer systems, nuclear power, research and development, 
software, and testing. 

The objective of the project is to develop distributed decision support systems that are 
suitable for emergency management. An approach chosen in the lSEM-project is to develop 
an application generator that can be used to produce an emergency management system to 
suit a given set of application domain needs. 

The applications considered are process industries, specifically nuclear power emergencies, 
and emergencies within such service industries that often are based on computers operating 
in a network. There are other potential applications such as chemical industries, that have 
not been included in the present phase of the project. 

The Application Generator consists of knowledge bases that have been combined into an 
Emergency Management Knowledge Base, and software ools that support requirements 
analysis, specification, implementation, and configuration inanagement of the emergency 
management system. The tools can be divided into two groups, the System Building Tools, 
and the End User Tools. 
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4 Characterization, assessment and development of operational skills 

The development of the cognitive and co-operational skills of the operators of heavily 
automated production plants and processes includes many difficulties and conflicts. Producing 
the necessary competencies for the operators through their whole professional career is 
therefore of most importance. 

Based on earlier experiences and observations eg. from simulator training a more complete 
picture on the operator competence and its basic components is strived after and new 
methods for development and assessment of the operational skills are searched. 

5 Validation and Licensing of Digital l&C-systems 

New distributed digital automation systems are conquering the major part of the automation 
system market and they are in foreseeable future also coming to the nuclear power plants. 
The licensibility of these systems for the use in safety related systems and functions 
however is an open question because there are no generalized and systematic methods for 
the evaluation of the reliability of these systems. Many new problems such as the data 
transfer capacity of the system buses and the reliability of software arises. 

Development of methods for licensing evaluation of digital automation systems was started 
already in 1985 in cooperation with licensing authorities and power utility compan'ss. The 
work has however been severely delayed and will continue during 1989. 

6 Software Quality/Validation of Knowledge 

VTT has been working with the OECD Halden Reactor Project on software reliability since 
1976. A formalized software specification language (X) and a computerized support system 
(SPEX) has been developed as well as the principles of diverse software tested. 
Part of the co-operation work in 1989 is still devoted to the software reliability study. 
Methods for testing and evaluation of software product quality will be developed and 
reported together with Halden project and CEGB from United Kingdom. 

A new research area on evaluation and validation of expert systems has been started in 1988 
and will be continued during 1989. Methods based on the use of qualitative modelling and 
formal proof of theorems are tested and applications in validation of computerized operation 
manuals and intelligent alarm handling systems studied. 

7 Advanced Simulation System APROS 

VTT realized during the years 1986 - 1988 an extensive research programme on "Numerical 
simulation of processes". As a part of this programme VTT together with Imatran Voima 
Co (IVO) developed a new simulation environment APROS for flow and heat transfer 
processes. Here the latest developments in computer software and hardware technology are 
employed. Special attention is paid to the ease of defining and running the models and the 
presentation of simulation results. 



The process model is constructed by selecting the process components from a comprehensive 
module library and defining the connections between them. This is done either by using a 
command language or even more easily with an interactive graphics system. In case the 
module library does not include the desired component, the user can proceed to the bottom 
level of the system and define this component to the library. Given this information the 
system automatically constructs the model data bases, queries component parameters, con
stitutes model equations and chooses integration algorithms. During the simulation run the 
user can continuously follow process parameters of his choice either as numerical values 
or curve plottings, start and stop the run, and control the operations. Desired changes to 
the parameters and the simulated process can be made without the need of new compilation 
and linking of the programs. 

During the APROS-developmem project a comprehensive simv lation model for the IVO-owned 
peat powered condensation power plant was constructed. It models the whole plant and its 
control systems from fuel intake to the electric grid and flue gas stack. The model will be 
used during the start-up phase for the planning of the commissioning tests and pretuning 
of control parameters. 

Also a simulation model for the reactor and primary coolant circuits of the Loviisa nuclear 
power plant has been constructed. This model will be extended to a comprehensive and 
detailed nuclear plant analyzer (MPA - Modular Plant Analyzer), and will be validated for 
safety analysis purposes. 

As a result of these applications a comprehensive and well validated model library of 
conventional and nuclear power plant components has been created in the APROS-system. 
This makes it straightforward to construct new design and training simulators for power 
plants of same type. 
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RECENT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL 
AND INSTRUMENTATION ACTIVITIES IN 
THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

D. Z1EGENBEIN 
Zemralinstnut fur Kemforschung Rossendorf, 
Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR, 
Rossendorf, German Democratic Republic 

Abstract 

In th* 60* WPP'* with Soviet WCs-typ* reactor* are in alteration one in 
commitsIonin». Their control and instrumentation systems nave been delivered 
by the Soviet union. In order to enhance the level of nuclear safety a few 
additional equipments basins o n domestic hardware have been installed, e.g. 
systems for early failuro detection. At time baehfittina of tna control and 
instrumentation systems of th* units 1 to * of Greifswald «W is in 
preparation. In recant years a computerised training simulator far WtV-440 
WPP's has boon dovolopod. 

1. Nuclear energy in the CD« 

A. pr*s*nt lignit is th* main sourea of primary enorty in th* COB. It 
delivers 701 of the primary energy. Per the GDB the use of nuclear ener»y is 
vary important bacausa th* national resources of lignit are limited end the 
ecolo|ical effects of li|nit combustion are negative, besides lignit there 
ara no othar national foasil fuels. 

Our country needs more and more nuclear energy not only for the 
production of electricity hut alao for th* generation of low temperature 
heat, in the next decades the share of nuclear energy en the primary energy 
will be growing continuously. 

Today the share of nuclear energy en the primary energy amount* to ft, 
whereas i n of the total electricity ere generated in wueleer Power Plants. 



On* unit of UwCB-440 type ia in commissioning, three unit* of wwEW-440 type 
and two unila of WwO-lOOO type aro in eonattvetion, two unite of WwU-lOOO 
type aro in preparation. TaU* 1 gives an ovorviaw ovar WPP'* in the C M . 

Table 1: Nuclear Power Plants in tha C M 

electrical power yeer of commissioning 
par unit /Mi 

•PP Cheinaberg 70 19*e 
•PP Creifswald 440 1973, 1974, 1977, 1979. 

19S9. 1990, 1992, 1993 
•PP Stendal 1000 4 unit* starting 1994 

2. Control and instrumentation system of unit 5 

At time unit 5 of Creifswald WPP ia in commissioning. It* control and 
instrumentation system ha* baan dalivarad by tha Soviat Union. 

Unit 5 has boon additionally equipped with a noiao diagnostics system 
dovalopod in tha GO*. Tha syatoai usas GDK-hardwara only and Is designed for 
oporator adviea. It consists of tha following main parts: 

monitor for tha surveillance of coolant pusjpa 
monitors for the surveillance of control elegants 
monitors for the detection of loose parts 
general surveillance of the moat Important noiaa signals by 
statiatical Methods to detect deviations fro* normal noise signatures 
and 
an expert ayatea to support the operator or the noiaa analyst in 
finding the particular fault responsible for a deviation recognised 
by general surveillance or for an alarm transmitted by a monitor /!/. 

Additional equipment developed in the O M induetry is used in mult S alma 
for radiation surveillance. 

3. Beckfittlng of Control and Instrumentation Systems in units 
1 to 4 of WPP Cretfswald 

m a few years tha unit 1 of WPP Creifswald will be 20 year* old. for 
different reasons a baekfitting of this unit and also of tha unit* I to 4 is 
necessary in the nineties. Because the construction of these plant*, 
concerning the aafaty level, cannot be changed subitatlally ana main paint of 
baekfitting is the improvement of plant control and inttrumentatlon system, 
including an extended plant *urv*11lance and diagnostics. Tha baekfitting of 
unita 1 to 4 will be carried out atop by step in a few stages. 

As • first measure the backfitting of noise diagnostic* systems and tha 
installation of systems for the measurement of power density distribution ere 
under way. Por tha surveillance of switchings in the reactor safety system a 
speciel microcomputer based device has been developed and installed. 

The second step of C 4 l-backfitting will be the installation of tha 
so-celled information and operator support system BIOS at unit 3 of the 
Creifsweld WPP. This system consists of the process I/0-system svdatec and 
tha computers robotron K 1*30 and robotron K 1*40. With tha help af BIOS an 
oporator support w i n be realised and the main-machine communication will be 
improved tit. 

Baaing on the experience get in the first two steps of backflttlng in the 
third atap tha whole instrumentation and control systems of the units will be 
backfitted. This step is now in preparation. It will probably be realised by 
the uae of hardware components produced in the COB. 

4. Training simulator 

In recent yeera a treinign simulstor for WWNt-440 units has been 
developed in the C M . The simulator Is located near the VPP Creifswald. It 
ia baaing on GDK-made 1-bit and It-bit microprocessors and microcomputer* end 



possesses a hierarchical struetura. Tha control rooai of tha simulator i* vary 
similar to the original control room. Tha 12 microcomputers in tho computer 
room simulate the technological process and deliver B000 digital and 300 
analog signals; 3000 signals of switches and sonaors sarva as input signals. 

Thara ara special PC's for tha instructor. Tha information on tha 
process data is displayed on colour CXT's. 
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CONCEPT OF SAFETY RELATED I*C AND POWER 
SUPPLY SYSTEMS IN THE PASSIVE SAFETY CONCEPT 
OF THE HTR-MODULE 

U. JUNGST 
Interatom GmbH, 
Bergisch Gladbach. 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract 

Tha pain motivation for the passive safety concepts i t to fain a better 
quality of safety or at least to achieve higher public acceptance for nuclear 
power plants. This strategy has been Introduced into the European Past 
Reactor (EER), a common project of Prance, UK and Germany i t applied 
stringently to the German high-temperature gas-coolad reactor "HTR - Nodule*. 

The following fields ara briefly described in the paperi 

safety design features of the HTP. - Nodule, 
overview of I*C concept, 
reactor protection system, 
emergency control room, 
power supply concept. 
system arrangement and protection against external hasards, 
accident sequence of station black-out. 

1 introduct ion 

Since 1980 Interatom, subsidiary of KWU Siemens and suppl ier of 
the German breeder reac tors , has been developing two advanced 
nuclear power p lants with safety concepts , which as far as 
reasonably p o s s i b l e , are inherently safe and p a s s i v e . 

The main motivat ion for t h i s s trategy i s to gain a bet ter q u a l i t y 
of sa fe ty or at l e a s t to achieve higher publ ic acceptance for 
nuclear power p l a n t s . This s trategy has been introduced in to the 
European Fast Reactor (EFR), a common project of France, UK and 
Germany and i s appl ied s t r i n g e n t l y to the German high-temperature 
gas-cooled reactor "HTR-Module". 

The German s t a t e government of Lower Saxony has ordered an ex
p e r t i s e for the HTR-Module on the bas ic concept and the Federal 
Reactor Safety Commission i s supervis ing the r e s u l t s . In Octo
ber 1988 a t reaty between the R.. -.n and German governments was 
signed for e r e c t i o n of a HTR-M in Russia. 



One main point in the passive safety concepts is that the plant 
can cope with total loss of off-site and on-site ac. power supply 
(station black-out) within the design limits. Thus, the safety 
requirements on the I 4 C and electrical systems are signi
ficantly lower than in other nuclear power plants where the 
safety relies mainly on active systems. 
Taking the HTR-Module as an example, some principal design 
features of the safety related I t C and power supply systems 
will be outlined. 
2 Safety Design Features of the HTR-Module 
The plant described here has two reactor modules, each with a 
thermal power of 200 NW. to produce electrical power and/or pro
cess steam. 
The reactor is equipped with spherical graphite fuel elements 
with so-called coatea particles which retain the fission products 
up to a temperature of about 1600 *C. They are coolec by helium 
with a pressure of 60 bar; during normal operation the fuel 
element temperature does not exceed 850 *C. 
The reactor has two different shutdown systems. The first system 
consists of 6 absorber rods connected to the reactor protection 
system. Falling by gravity into borings in the reflector lone 
they scram the reactor in the hot shutdown state. 18 small 
vessels containing small borated spheres located above the core 
represent the second shutdown system. Initiated by hand the 
borated spheres drop into borings in the radial reflector zone 
and trip the reactor to the cold shutdown state. 
In the beyond-design case of complete failure of all active 
systems for shutdown and core cooling the core will be stabilized 
in a hot shutdown state below the critical fuel element tempera
ture of 1600 *C due to the negative temperature coefficient of 
power. 
Each module has one main primary loop with blower and steam 
generator. At reactor shutdown the blower is tripped and the 
steam generator closed on the steam/water side. The decay heat is 
removed from the core by conduction, radiation and convection to 
3 x 100 % redundant water-cooled panels in the reactor cavity. 
This system runs at normal operation and most accident 
conditions. In the design basis accident comprising complete 
failure of the cavity cooling system combined with loss of 
coolant, the fuel element temperature will never exceed 1600 »C. 
After a grace time of 15 hours the function of the cavity cooling 
system is needed to keep the concrete temperature below the 
design limits of 150 *C. 
The reactor and the components of the primary circuit are en
closed in two side-by-side steel pressure vessels representing 
the primary containment. 

The reactor building serves as a secondary confinement; it pro
tects the reactor modules against all external hasards and en
sures a controlled release of the low-contaminated gases via the 
stack in case of a leakage in the primary containment. 
3 I t C Concept 
3.1 Overview 
For the operational I t C an advanced microprocessor-based and 
bus-linked system is applied. The system is structured horixon-
tally into functional groups corresponding to the mechanical 
systems and vertically into hierarchical levels [Fig. 1}. 
There is one main control room and one emergency control room for 
both modules. Predominantly serial controls and indicating 
devices are installed in the main control room. The reactor 
protection system and safety-related interlocks are hardwired 
systems. 
3.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) 
Because of the passive safety strategy the importance and volume 
of functions of the RPS are significantly lower than in nuclear 
power plants with more active safety concepts. The protective 
functions of the system are: 
- In the case of all design basis accidents to trip the reactor 

by the protective actions 
drop of the absorber rods 
trip of the primary blower 
isolation of the steam generator 

- In the case of steam generator leakage to additionally dump the 
steam generator on the water/steam side in order to mitigate 
the ingress of water/steam into the reactor (danger of corro
sion) 

- In the case of leakage in the primary containment to close 
the valves of the connecting pipes in order to minimise the 
effect of radiation doses to the environment. 

For the fail-safe concept of the RPS it is essential that 
- all protective actions are clearly safety-oriented in the 

sense that there is no mutual inhibition of protective 
actions and 

- there are no protective actions with lasting active function 
such as pumping coolant. 



Central arrangement 

Decent-al arrangement 

Observation 
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AG: Control Equipment 
AS: Drive control module 
AV: Drive control module with priority 
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FIG. 1. Structure ot the operational instrumentation and control system. 



Each module has its owr. completely independent protection system. 
Fig. 2 shows the principal structure of one RPS. The basic logic 
is 2-out-of-3, thus, there are 3 redundant channels for each pro
cess variable respectively 3 seperate trains (cable ways, 
cabinets) for analog data aquisition and processing. Analog and 
binarv data processing is performed by a hardwired system. The 
devices for generation of limit signals and logic operations 
function with dynamic signals (pulse sequences) connected via 
magnetic cores.While the pulsed circuits can be assumed as abso
lutely fail-safe and tne system initiates only clearly safety-
orienied protective actions, the redundant channels of the logic 
for one module are installed in a common cabinet. 

The triggering signals of the logic circuit are fed into the 
individual control level. Because of kind and simplicity of the 
safety actuators, individual drive controls such as torque or way 
limiting or component protective actions are not needed; only 
priority controls to operational or test signals are pe.rormed. 
The individual control"level operates in closed circuit mode. 
A global or partial loss of power in each subsystem of the RPS 
- with the exception of a few data aquisition channels - and in 
the control level leads to a safe state of the affected sub
system. The safety actuators (swicchgears, contactors, magnetic 
valves) at no voltage fall into their safe positions and need no 
separate energy for that. 
The redundant subsystems of the control level and the actuators 
are grouped into 2 redundant trains, each of which is able to 
perform the protective actions. 

3.3 Emergency Control Room 
In the case of failure of the main control room e. g. for 

loss of station service power for longer than 2 hours, 
gas cloud explosion or 
aircraft crash 

The reactor plant will be monitored in the emergency control 
room. This room is located in the reactor building and protected 
against all external hazards. It has a separate entrance and 
ventilation system and has unlimited access even in the case of 
the most severe radiological accident. It contains the accident 
instrumentation, co.nmunication systems and a battery to supply 
the emergency control room including illumination and ventilation 
for ••5 hours. The only control circuit serves to release the 2nd 
shutdown system. 



4 Power Supply Concept (Fig. 3) 
The whole plant has a 2 train electrical power supply system. 
Each module with its spezific a c. consumers for normal operation 
is allocated to one train; systems common for both modules and 
important to plant availability or safety-related normally have 
2 x 100 % a.c. consumer, each, allocated to one train. 
The emergency power supply system has two diesel generators 
(about 700 KW each) and a'd.c. supply system with two 220 v bat
teries with a buffer time of 2 hours. The equipment for d.c. • 
emergency power supply is not allocated to the highest safety 
class. 
Nearly all d.c. consumers, especially, the I & C are fed in from 
both d.c. busbars, whereby the supplies are decoupled by diodes. 
Host of the I * C equipment operates with a supply voltage of 
26 V, so that for these consumers d.c./d.c. converters are 
applied. 
The emergency control room power supply system is fed in by the 
emergency power supply system, but has a separate battery for a 
buffer time of 15 hours. 
5 System Arrangement and Protection Against External Hazards 
With exception of the field devices and the equipment in the 
emergency control room all I S C systems and the emergency power 
supply system are arranged in the switchgear building. This buil
ding and the safety-related equipment in it are designed for the 
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). 
The emergency control room and its equipment is additionally 
designed for gas cloud explosion and aircraft crash as a result 
of its arrangement in the reactor building. 
6 Accident Sequence of Station Black-out 
A design basis event is defined as 

failure of power supply from grid and turbogenerator, 
one diesel generator in maintenance and 
one diesel generator fails by single failure. 

In the event category of incidents expected within the plant 
life-time the duration is limited to 2 hours but, combined with 
large leakage in the primary containment. 
In the event category of incidents expected within the plant 
life-time the duration is limited to 2 hours but, combined with 
large leakage in the primary containment. 
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400 V 
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FIG. 3. Structure of power supply system 



In the category of low-frequency events the duration is defined 
with 15 hours without any additional independent failure. 
The accident sequence of the last case is the following: 

Due to the fast coastdown of the main feedwater pump a 
reactor trip signal is generated by the RPS and both modules 
are tripped. 
For the first two hours the complete I 4 C system, and the 
illumination in the main control room is supplied by the 
batteries. The temperature rise in the rooms of the switch-
gear building does not endanger the function of the elec
tronic devices. 
Before the end of the 2-hour period the operators initiate 

dumping of the steam generators and 
isolation of the primary containments 

and the emergency control room will be manned. 
After 10 hours the pressure relief valves of the primary con 
tainment release a limited quantity of helium. The radiolo
gical dose to the environment is very small. 
After 15 hours the power supply by grid or repaired diesel 
generator is reestablished. First of all the cavity cooling 
system is set into operation. 

For the beyond-design case, i. e. the duration of the station 
black-out is longer than 15 hours, measures are provided for 
emergency feeding of 

cooling water into the water panels of the cavity cooling 
system and 
electrical power (about 20 kW) and cooling water for the 
emergency control room. 

7 Economic Evaluation 
The passive safety concept of the HTR-Module imposes very strin
gent restrictions on power density in the core and results in 
relatively large dimensions of the reactor components. However, 
the higher investment costs of the NSSS can be compensated by 
savings fnr active safety systems and especially in the BOP. The 
concept for J. 4 C and power supply systems described here 
indicates considerable savings with respect to 

volume, capacity, complexity 
degree of redundancy, diversity 
separation and protection against 

external hazards 
overvoltage 
lightning 

quality assurance 
in-service inspection 
operating costs 

8 Summary 
Nuclear accidents in the past have taught us that the risk of 
human errors especially during plant operation and the maximum 
possible consequences of beyond-design accidents must be reduced 
to regain public acceptance for nuclear power. 
A passive safety concept such as for the HTR-Module is an 
economic possibility to meet these safety goals. 
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Abstract 

This paper was provided for the 12th lAEA/IWG-NPPCI Meeing and aims to 
introduce an outline of recent R & P activities in Japan in the field of 
nuclear power plant control and instrumentation. In the area of sensors, 
equipment and systems, various kinds of micro-processor based digital 
instrumentation and control components/systems have been developed for the 
distributed C 4 I systems for the Advanced LWR Plants under planning. 
Remarkable progress has been also obtained in the development of advanced 
sensors such as a Four Section Ex-core Neutron Chamber for PWR, some kinds 
of High-Temperature 1600 - 800*C! and Wide Range Neutron Counter Chambers 
for HTGR, and High-Temperature<1200 •Cl/High-stability In-Core Thermo
couples. Method of verification and validation of the micro-processor 
based protection and safety systems was studied and a proving test of the 
systems has been undertaken to use the systems for the Advanced LWR plants. 
Extensive studies have been also made in the field of Human Factors, Man-
Machine Interface and Operator Support System. Operators' behaviour, 
performance and cognitive process were investigated and cognitive model and 
crew performance model have been provided for the advanced MMI design and 
evaluation. Development programme of the Advanced Man-Machine System was 
continued for the further improvement of the MMI of NPPs. The Al 
technology has been introduced widely into the operator support systems, 
and the performance and flexibility of the systems have been improved 
remarkably. As for the training equipment, high-performance on-site 
compact simulators have been deve oped and installed in plant sites. 
Various kinds of maintenance suppo- systems have been also developed by 
the united efforts of utiHaes and manufacturers. A list of 131 
references is provided in this payer for the convenience of readers. 

I. Introduction 

Thirty-seven nuclear power plants are in operation in Japan and the 
total electric generating capacity of these power plants is 28,866 MWe. 
The share of nuclear generated electricity reached 31.7% of the total 

55 generated electricity in 1987. 

The reliability of these nuclear power plants was alto improved every 
year and the average capacity factor of these plants registered 74.2% in 
1985, 76.2% in 1986, 79.4% in 1987 and 70.4% in 1988. Th' decline in 
capacity factor in 1988 is accounted for by the fact that many units 
underwent a periodic inspection last year and fourteen plants of them had 
an outage of more than four month for the inspection and maintenance. 
However, average rate of failure occurrences in the NPPs was keeping 
approximately the same level since 1984 (about 0,6 times per plant-year), 

In addition to these operating NPPs, six units of BWRs (6077MW« in 
total), seven PWRs (6768MWe in total) and one FBR(280MWe) are under 
construction, and two units of BWRs (1650MWe in total) and two units of 
Advanced BWRs (2712MWe in total) are under the safety review. 

The construction period of the NPP including a period of the 
commissioning test was also shortened recently, e.g. Fukushims II-3 
lllOOMWe.BWR) came into commercial operation within 55 months, Sendai-2 
l890MWe,PWR) 54 months, Hamaoka-3 (HOOMWe.BWR) 57 months and Shimane-2 
(829MWe,BWR) 55 months. 

In the field of LMFBR, the experimental reactor JOYO has been operated 
satisfactorily since 1977 and a great deal of operating experiences and 
experimental results have been accumulated. 

The construction of the prototype FBR MONJU(280MWe) had reached 62% 
progress rate in the beginning of this year. 

The prototype Advanced Thermal Power Reactor (ATR) FUGEN U65MWe) 
known as a uranium-piutomum mixed oxide fuel burning reactor, was also 
operated very well for 10 years since 1979 and valuable data have been 
accumulated for the design, construction and operation of the Demonstration 
ATR. 

The safety review began for the construction of a HTGR named High-
Temperature Engineering Test Reactor(HTTR). The outlet helium temperature 
of the reactor is 950 *C at the maximum and the reactor is intended to use 
for various studies for utilization of nuclear heat in the non-electric 
field which holds considerable share in the total energy demand in Japan. 

Extensive research and development have been made also in the field of 
the nuclear power plant control and instrumentation to support such nucleai 
power development programme and to enhance the safety and availability of 
the nuclear power plants. 

This paper aims to introduce recent movement and some results in this 
field in Japan. 

2. Sensors. C *• I Equipments and Systems 

A digital nuclear instrumentation system(NIS) has been developed for 
future BWRs. A modern digital techniques and optical fiber transmission 
>ines are used in both the Power Range Monitoring Channels and the Wide 
Range!Start-up and Intermediate Range) Monitoring Channels. U-5) For 
example, in the Power Range Monitoring Channel, signals from around two 



hundred in-core fission chambers for the local power monitoring are scanned 
with digital multiplexers and transferred to the main control room using 
r«dundanl optical fibers. The system has self-diagnostic and self-
calibration functions. !t i s expected to improve the operating flexibility 
and maintainability and to reduce the installation cost of the SIS of the 
NPP. 

A Four Section Excore Neutron Chamber and relating equipment were 
developed for the power range monitoring of the PWRs. A good result has 
been obtained in the evaluation of the axial power distribution monitoring 
performance. 6' 

Various kinds of high-temperature neutron detectors have been 
developed such as a wide range in-vessel fission counter-chamber which can 
operate at temperature up to 800 'C and has about ten decades of neutron 
monitoring range, 1 '-81 a wide range in-core fission chamber having an 
operating range of eight decad-js at 800 °C 91-10) a n d a Gamma-compensated 
ionization chamber which can operate up to 600°C. 

The performance of the overall N1S developed for the HTTB was tested 
in the research reactors using high-temperature irradiation rigs and in the 
actual HTGR in Germany. 

An international joint experiment has been also carried out u'sing 
three wide range/high temperature in-core fission chambers, to measure a 
dynamic neutron flux distribution in the steam generator region above tht 
reactor core of the AVR in Germany and a fruitful result was obtained. 

Now. almost all developmental studies have been completed on the MS 
of the HTTR. 

A new type neutron detection system using 3He-Ne laser emission was 
proposed and it was confirmed in an experiment that the radiation trigger 
discharge laser can be used for neutron detection e.e. in the neutron flux 
range between 3 x 10T and 3 x 1 0 s n/cit i 2

s , l l>-13) 

A silicon gBmma-ray detector w&s also studied for improving 
reliability of the process and area monitors of the NPPs and satisfactory 
results have been obtained in the energy response, the maximum temperature 
and linearity at the test of monitoring performance. 1 4 1 

In the field of in-core temperature monitoring sensors, the 
compatibility between Nicrosil-Nisil thermocouples and sheath materials of 
the supper alloys etc. has been studied in the high temperature 
environments. A satisfactory result was obtained, with the Nicrosil or 
Inconel-600 sheath, such as the drift of the electromotive force of less 
than ZX for 10,000 hours at 120O°C.'5) 

As for the Sodium measurement for LMFBRs. a large-scale calibration 
rig was provided and a calibration experiment of the 24-inches 
electromagnetic flow meter was carried out for the prototype FBR-MONJU. A 
general equation for the calibration of the electromagnetic flow meters was 
also obtained as well as an accurate calibration curves for the 24 inches 
flow meter as a function of sodium temperature, flow rale itself, e t c . 1 6 ' 

Development of radiation resistant optical fibers and associating 
devices have Jbeen also carried out to use for the C & I signal transmission 
in the s p p s 1 7 ' - 2 0 ' and the radiation resistant colour TV camera 2 1 '22 ' and 
image f ibers* 3 1 for in-service inspection of the NPPs. 

3. Control Equipment and S w U a i 

Microprocessor-based digital control unit* have been developed and 
introduced into the new NPPs, 

In the development of such microprocessor-baaed control units, a 
remarkable improvement of the reliability has been achieved using redundant 
structure and a self diagnostic function, enhancement of the safety by the 
use of optimum distribution of function*, improvement of control 
performance by the high computing performance, improvement of 
maintainability by the use of common ^components, and reduction of cabling 
by the use of local area network.24J-27) T n e newly developed control units 
have been ised not only for the new NPPs but alio for backfitting of 
operating plants to improve the reliability and control performance of the 
feedwater control system, CRDM etc.28'-30) ^ r e a j time plant simulator was 
provided for the validation test of DDC software. 3 1 ' Considerable efforts 
have been also made to enhance the automation level of N'PPi to develop 
highly automated NPp g32)-35) a n d to investigate a possibility of an 
autonomous NPP. 3 6 ' 

Parallel processing systems have been investigated to develop a 
prediction/diagnostic simulators 3"*-'* 0' and a Module-based simulation 
system for NPPs to improve the producibility of software.* 1 '"* 3 ' 

4. Use of Microprocessors/Software jn Systems Important to the Safety 

Various efforts have been made also on the use of microprocessors and 
software in the systems important to the safety.**' A method for 
verification of software for the reactor protection and safety systems was 
proposed to make it possible to reduce the number of lest input 
combinations required. 

451-46) 
Verification test of the system performance and reliability is now 

undertaken by the Nuclear Engineering Test Centre. The microprocessor-
software logic will be applied to the reactor protection systems and safety 
systems in the advanced NPPs under planning.*''' 

5. Load Following and Disturbance 

Although Japanese NPPs are generally used as a base load operation 
mode at present, load following operations have been tested in BWRs and 
PWRs to confirm the operating stability and to accumulate operating 
experience for the flexibel operation of the NPP in the future,* 8 ' 

Load follow operation support systems have been also studied for 
improving operability and the safety.*9)-52) 

BWR and PWR plant models hftve been developed for simulating the plant 
response for the disturbances of the power system and the operating 
capability of NPPs during such power system disturbances have been studied 
and improved using a power system dynamic analysis code combined with the 
plant models. 53)-59) 



6- r>ia^noai» and Surveillance 

Extensive studies have been made in the field plant/component 
diagnosis and surveillance using various kind of diagnosis methods, such as 
the use of noise analysis, AI, etc. 

Plant surveillance and diagnosis systems using noise analysis were 
actively studied and many fruitful results have been obtained in the 
application to the NPPs 605-63) a n d for the fundamental studies of the 
noise analysis method itself. Studies for developing tirowledge based 
diagnosis system idiagnostic expert systems) have remarkably increased 
recently and the usefulness of the system are also being _ccnfirmed by the 
simulation tests and the application tests to the NPPs.64***'") 

There are big progress also in a study of diagnosis technique using on 
line real time estimators and fast accident tracking simulator"*"-'"1 and 
the fundamental studies for the Fuzzy diagnosis.' 1)-"' > 

7. Human Factors. Man-Machine Interface and Operator Support System 

A recent result of analysis of data base on troubles and failure in 
NPPs and unscheduled shutdown of the Japanese NPPs shows an importance of 
reduction of human-errors of operators and maintenance staff for 
enhancement of the _safely and availability of the NPP as an integrated 
man-machine system.'8l»9l in order to reduce human error in the plant 
operation, an extensive investigation has been carried out on the human 
factors of operators in NPPs and valuable fundamental data have been 
accumulated e.g. operator behaviour, capabilities, cognitive process etc. 

Some large-scale experiments on human factors affecting NPP safety 
have been carried out, by a task force organized by utilities and 
manufacturers, using full-scope plant simulators in an operator training 
centre. In the phase-I experiment carried out 198*1 to 1986, operators' 
behavior and performance for the simulated transient and accident 
conditions were recorded for about 230 case of the retraining of 
professional operators, and analyzed to identify human errors and to 
classify the types of errors and the importance to the plant safety. 

The results of the experiment not only be useful for the design of 
man-machine interface, operational management and probabilistic safety 
assessment of NPPs, but also clearly pointed out where should be improved 
in the man side (by training) and machine side!by improvement of automation 
level). 801-84) 

The phase 11 experiment from 198? to 1989, aims to develop detailed 
cognitive process model of operators and to verify the model as well as to 
continue data acquisition of operator performance and characteristics, and 
to analyse them for the improvement of human factors data bases in this 
field.85)-87) 

Furthermore, many scientists have participated in the studies to 
investigate cognitive process of operators, to provide cognitive model and 
crew performance model and to apply these models to the MMI design and 
evaluation of the reliability of the Man-Machine integrated s y s t e m . 8 8 ' " * 6 1 

In the field of Man-Machine Interface and Operator Support System, 
extensive works have been carried out to develop and improve the MMI and 
relating equipment, and many fruitful results have been obtained such as 
steady improvement of advanced .control board and console for the main 
control rooms of Japanese NPPs. 9'>-101) 
Table 1 shows an example of progress of an integrated control board of the 
main control room of NPP."'' 

A design concept for the advanced control complex was provided for the 
advanced BWR (ABWR) scheduled to start commercial operation in 1996. A 
thorough evaluation of operability of the system is planned using a full 
scRle mock-up.^u2> 

There are remarkable improvement also in the development of the 
subsystems and subfunctions for the operator support such as an advanced 
annunciator system, a real-time expert system for NPP failure diagnosis and 
operational guide, core management support, e tc . '"-" - 1 ' ' ' ' 1 

Recent progress of artificial intelligence seems to offer new 
possibility of further improvement of performance of the computer-aided 
operator support system such as in providing more powerful diagnostic and 
procedure synthesis functions, and user-friendly man-machine interfaces. 
From this point of view, a new programme on Advanced Man-Machine System 
Development for NPPs has been carried out since 1984 supported by the 
MlTl .H 1 1 

The system to be developed has three major functions to support normal 
plant operations, to support incident and accident management and to 
provide intelligent man-machine interface. For example, ihe second 
function includes accident diagnosis, planning of operational strategies 
and synthesis of operational procedures, and covers a wide spectrum of 
accidents using wide and deep knowledge. The third function includes the 
computer driven and/or operator driven problem solving modes to realize a 
dynamic task assignment for unforeseen events. The conceptual design of 
the systems for BWRs and PWRs were completed in 1986 and the detailed 
design, fabrication of the systems and evaluation of the systems will be 
carried out by 1991, 1121-114) 

8. Training Equipment 

There are two training centers for the BWR and PWR Power Plants in 
Japan and each training centre has two kinds of full-scope training 
simulators corresponding to the conventional nuclear power plants and the 
new power nlants having advanced control room.I*-3' 

However in order to implement the periodic training for operators more 
easily to refresh knowledge of operators and to keep operator performance 
high even for extremely rare transient and accident conditions, compact 
simulators with computer assisted instruction(CAI) system are used recently 
in the site of NPPs. For such objectives, a big effort have been also made 
to improve the performance of the on-site CAI system. 
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9. Support of Maintenance 

According to the recent improvement of the reliability of components 
themselves the reduction of human error in maintenance work became very 
important for further improvement of the total reliability of the NPP. 

Various kinds of maintenance support systems such as for maintenance 
management, work scheduling and procedures have been studied and developed 
for such objectives in cooperation between utilities and 
manufactures,H9>-128) a s w e y a s t n e improvement of maintenance manuals 
and the systematic training in the maintenance training centres. 

Advanced sensors, equipments, systems and technology have been also 
developed for the inspection, maintenance and remote handling. 1291-131) 

10. Conclusion 

An outline was introduced about recent R 4 D activities in Japan in 
the field of Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation. These efforts 
will make great contributions to the enhancement of the safely and 
availability of NPPs. 

The following references might be of some help to understand each 
activities and results in Japan. 
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(4 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN INSTRUMENTATION AND 
CONTROL FOR THE INDIAN NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME 

K. NATARAJAN 
Nuclear Power Corporation, 
Bombay, India 

Abstract 

While globally Nuclear Power Programme is facing problems, 
Indian Nuclear Power Programme is on the ascending stage with 
more power reactors planned to meet a target of 10000 MWe by the 
turn of the century. This is expected to provide a quantum leap 
to nuclear power generation capacity in the coming years. The 
N&tianal Report provides details of the installed nuclear power 
plants in India and the future programme. Retrofitting of essential 
safety features in existing plants have become a necessity to meet 
the rigorous safety standards and for improved availability. 
Major changes already implemented in the current plants are 
highlighted in the report. The Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor 
at Narora of 235 MW(e) capacity has attained criticality in 
April"89. As this is a forerunner of many more reactors of 
similar type planned, various improvements like provision of two 
fast acting shutdown systems supplemented by a slow acting 
Automatic Liquid Poison Injection system, additioir. of a 
Supplementary Control Centre, incorporation of a computerised 
data acquisition system etc. are described with emphasis on 
indegenisation. A nuclear training simulator has been built and 
is getting commissioned. A number of such simulators are planned 
for operator training. The future thrust areas will be 
increased use of larger number of microprocessor based systems 
for discrete applications and networking, validation and 
qualification of software used, development of Robots for 
maintenance and inservice inspection etc. The strategies of man
power management to handle tne expanding programme is touched 
upon in the report. 

1.0 General 
The emphasis on Nuclear Power Programme all over the 
world has shifted recently to safety and cost. 
Retrofitting of essential safety features in existing 
plants have become a necessity to meet the rigorous 
safety standards and for improved availability. 
Control and Instrumentation systems play a major role 
in these requirements of increased safety and reduced 
cost. 

While globally Nuclear Power Programme is facing 
problems, Indian Nuclear Power Programme is on the 
ascending stage with more power reactors planned to 
meet a target of 10000 MWe by the turn of the 
century. This is expected to provide a quantum leap 
to nuclear power generation capacity in the coming 
years. To augment the existing nuclear capacity, 
two more 235 MVJe Pressurized Heavy Water Units are 
being built at Kakrapara, Gujarat, and two similar 
units at Kota, Rajasthan and at Kaiga. Karnataka. 
Four more 235 MWe pressurized heavy water units will 
be located at Kaiga in Karnataka, two 500 MWe 
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors will be located at 
Tarapur in Maharashtra four 500 MWe PHWR units will 
be located at Kota, Rajasthan. Action has also been 
taken for locating two 1000 MWe WER Reactors of 
Soviet design, at Kudankulam, Tamil Nadu. 
The Reactor at Narora, Uttar Pradesh has attained 
criticality in April, 1989. This is a major 
milestone of our nuclear power programme as many new 
features have been introduced in this reactor and 
most of the systems and components have been designed 
and fabricated with indigenous efforts. This is 
expected to start producing power within the next few 
months. 

2.0 Retrofitting of Control and Instrumentation System 
In order to facilitate analysis of unusual 
occurrences, the sequence in which alarms occur and a 
proper record cf the same was found vital and 
consequently a microprocessor based window alarm 
annunciator logger was designed and retrofitted for 
our .lower reactors at Kota, Rajasthan *nd Kalpakkam, 
Tamil Nadu. The Disturbance Analyser System has also 
been added which gives record of analog data of 
selected parameters with a resolution of Im.sec. for 
a duration of 5 ints. before and 5 mts. after initiat
ing event. Such systems have now become standard 
parts of all Control and Instrumentation Systems for 
our reactors. 

KflXQxa Power Reactors 
A major feature in the design of Control and 
Instrumentation System for the Narora Reactor is the 
introduction, for the first time in our Reactor 
Programme, of two fast acting shut down systems. By 
the time the decision was taken to incorporate this 
essential feature, the design of the reactor was 
already in an advanced stage and consequently there 
was severe constraint on space availability on the 



top of the calandria for introduction of additional 
reactivity mechanisms. Hence, large scale changes in 
the Instrumentation and Control Systems and also in 
the philosophy of fast acting shut down systems was 
called for. Earn of the two fast acting shut down 
systems had a limited reactivity worth to combat 
faster transients only, arising out of accident. The 
slow component of the reactivity arising out of the 
decay of xenon. forming a substantial part of the 
total reactivity requirements to keep the reactor in 
the shut dow> state with a postulated subcriticality 
margin of not less than 10ml:. has tc be met by a 
supplementary system consisting of Liquid Poison 
Addition to the Moderator. As this system now forms 
part of the shut down systems, the system was made 
automatic in operation. At the same time, to 
facilitate restart of the reactor, whenever possible, 
before the reactor gets poisoned out and also to 
reduce generation of waste, additional logic features 
have beer, built-in to provide for a certain time 
delay before the poison addition system acts. 
Because of the various intricate logic requirements 
involved. it was found advantageous to introduce 
microprocessor based systems. This being the first 
time where microprocessor based systems are 
introduced in the protective system in our reactors, 
a lot of efforts have gone into evaluation and 
qualification of such microprocessor based systems. 

Another major improvement in the Narora Reactor is 
the introduction cf supplementary control centre 
which m&kes possible shutting down of the Reactor and 
maintaining it m the shut. dowr. state, in the event 
of nonavailability of the main control room. 

A comprehensive computerised data acquisition system 
has also been added in the Narora Reactor which 
covers various applications met by discrete systems 
in the previous reactors such as alarm generation 
alarm annunciator logging, history and trend 
recording, group parameters display, disturbances 
analysis etc. 

An important future ir the Control and Instrumenta
tion Systems is the steep indiger.isation of various 
required systems. 

4.0 TVaininp 

With the limited infrastructure available in the 
country for providing spares and components for the 
sophisticated instrumentation systems being provided 
for the power reactors and also in view of the remote 
location of power reactors. planned efforts are 

required for providing spares and an adequate spares 
management programme and also for intensive training 
of the operators. A training simulator is a valuable 
tool in this connection. The simulator programme 
started a few years ago, is now completed and a 
simulator for pressurized heavy water reactors is now 
under final stages of commissioning and fine tuning. 
This is expected to be available for training in the 
next few months. With the expertise gained in this 
field it is planned to build simulator for the future 
requirements with improved features. 

In the past we have introduced discrete microproce
ssor based systems for specific needs. The following 
are some of the systems which have been developed to 
form part of the overall Control and Instrumentation 
Systems. 

al Programmable digital comparator system to monitor 
various parameters and to generate alarm whenever 
the parameters exceed preset values. 

b) Liquid Poison System Controller. 
c) Primary Shut down System Monitor for triggering 

Secondary Shut down System. 
d' Fuelling Machine Controls 
e ) L'igital Recording System 
fi Use of Program!able Logic Controllers to replace 

conventional relay logic. 

The concept of using a large number of microprocessor 
based systems for discrete application and linking 
them in a net-work along with the centralised data 
acquisition system to provide over all information 
and control at the operators' desk. is preferred 
against the alternative of using a larger centralised 
single computer based system. This, of course, calls 
for intensive efforts for evaluation and 
qualification of the software used in individual 
systems, which would be the major thrust area in our 
Control and Instrumentation programme. Another 
major thrust area for development would be the 
increased use of robotics in maintenance and 
inservice inspection. Development of a core 
surveillance computer for monitoring of core flux, 
core temperature, and core reactivity would be 
another area for development in our future reactors. 



The normal practices of dividing the areas into fire 
zones, incorporation of adequate fire barriers, 
segregation cables from power cables, use of covered 
cable trays etc, are all being constantly reviewed 
and implemented in our nuclear installations. The 
thrust from C & I point of view would be to reduce 
cable density by resorting to multiplexing and inter
connected microcomputer systems, use of fire survival 
and low smoke fire resistant cables and installation 
of more number of different types of fire detectors. 
In our new plants, we will be using linear thermal 
detectors in cable trays in addition to infrared, 
flame and smoke detectors and also a comprehensive 
microprocessor based addressable detector system for 
fire alarm for quick identification of incipient fire 
areas. 

6 . 0 P o l i r i M I n l « B l « M l l U t i M 

With simultaneous work going on a large number of 
reactor projects problems are bound to arise due to 
limited trained technical manpower available. The 
strategy being conceived is to encourage a greater 
industrial participation and in greater role of 
consultants to handle specific, defined, noncritical 
portion of the systems. In the critical areas of C&I 
systems a policy of liberalised imports from 
recognized international sources would be pursued as 
a temporary measure. 

7.0 Connluaion 
I t i s fortunate that we have supporting organisat ions 
both for research and development and a l s o for 
fabr ica t ion for our required power programme to face 
the demands of the growth. The Bhabha Atomic Research 
Centre provides the necessary R & D e f f o r t s whi le the 
E lec tron ics Corporation of India Ltd. has the 
capacity t o bui ld most of the C & I systems required 
for our future power programme 

SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENTS AND FUTURE PROJECTS 
IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND 
INSTRUMENTATION IN THE NETHERLANDS 

Y. VAN DER PLAS 
Nuclear Safety Department, 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 
Voorburg, Netherlands 

Abstract 

A general view 11 given of the developaente and tranda due to 
instrumentation and control of the two nuclear power plants in the Netherlands 
around the year 1*1*. 

Several project*, under which for classification of systems and 
components and for emergency operating procedures are executed in both 
plants. An OSART mission initiated a project to stake poaaible the periodic 
test of aafety commands during operation. An other large project concerned 
the replacement of the process presentation system in Nuclear rower riant 
Borssele. 

In the article several other developments due to the application of JtC 
in existing plants are outlined generally. 

Since 1974 no new nuclear power plants have been constructed in the 
Netherlands. 

1. Introduction 
In the Netherlands a n two nuclear power plants and three rejector* for research and education. Approxiaeitaly 7% of the electrical power in the country is delivered by nuclear energy. Host of the electricity ia generated using natural gaa and coal. Sam electricity is bought from eurrounding countries. With respect to the protection of the environment, shifting is expected from the utilisation of coal to natural ges. Although the Netherlands played a relatively progressive role at the introduction of electric power generation with nuclear energy twenty years ago, there has never bean an extension of the nuclear energy pixjuisw because of political reasons. After the Tsjemobyl accident tha decision to build new nuclear power plants was again postponed. 
the NPT-Oodewaard Supplies 54 MWa nett and started operation in IMS to gain experience with nuclear energy. It ia a boiling water reactor with natural circulation over the core, designed by General electric. 



the principle i s again of interest because of the latest developments 
in simplified boiling water reactors. Several tests, based on the 
principle of natural circulation are in preparation these days. 
Over the years several beckfitting projects have bean completed. 
However the reactor protection system is baaed on well known relay 
technics and Modifications are always carried out in that way if 
necessary. 

The JW-Borssale i s a pressurised water reactor of 450 Mat nett. 
Operation started in 1973. The plant has been built by KHU and is 
clearly from an earlier generation than far exanple Biblis A in the 
FBG. 
During the life of the plant several safety system extensions have 
taken place, one of the noet important being a coepletely independent 
and redundant feed water aysten (RS). 
The reactor protection system is constructed out of hard-wired logics 
free Siemens. In the so-called dynamic part which is baaed on the 
Magnetic core principle, process inputs are worked up to ruaiiida 
which are passed on to a static part of the reactor protection system 
in the shape of the so-called YZ-signals. Bach YZ-signal activates a 
More or less ooeplex safety function. The static part generates 2 up 
to 4 ptouesa redundancies for each IB-signal. Process redundancies 
are built up by 2-out-of-3-voting system- See fig. 1. 

wnr^iwr power plant Borasele ^•valoreents 

2.1. Periodic test of YZ-signals 
The OSAR-team muuiiirioj a few years ago to Modify the static 
part of the reactor protection system in such a way that 
periodic testing is possible, also during full operation of the 
plant, the recaoBendati.cn did not apply to the dynamic part, 
because the pulse logic automatically reports defects. 

HPF-Borsaele therefore started a project in 1987, with design 
and construction work by Siemsns/XWU. Meanwhile this system has 
been in operation for acre than one cycle. Experience is largely 
positive. Tests take place four-weekly. 
The systen is based on YT-test equipment, which is coupled to 
the YZ-systsm, at each testcycle. 
Bach YZ-process redundancy is sequentially tested. It costs a 
few hours to pass all ^-signals. 
In the Uo-testxede the canals between the dynamic logic and the 
static 2-out-of-3-voting systems are tested (including the W C -
relais). In the Ul-testmode the voting systems are tested. See 
fig. 2. The YT-test equipment generates for each voting system 7 
configurations of zeros and unities and checks the reaction of 
the tested partial system. For those combinations, which lead to 
an activation of a component, the respective oanand module is 
also taken vp into the testloop. 
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FIG. 1. Reactor protection system (Bortsew NPP). 
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FIG. 2. Periodic testing of RPS signals (YZ-system). 

Although activation of K M cospansnts (hiring operation of tha 
plant is not forbidden, actuating is systematically prevented by 
newly installed by-pass contacts in tha Unas betuaan tha 
coaamnd modules and the components. This means that during tha 
Ul-tastmode tha Appropriate component is not available, 
the test is automatically terminated when a YZ-signal is genera
ted. Die by-pass relay is put back end tha coaponant is 
available again. 
After tha YT-teat a functional teat follows of tha caeponents 
activated by Y2 follows, as far this is possible during 
operation of tha plant. After such a test certainty is obtained 
about tha return of tha by-pass contact to tha normal position. 
The test of several YZ-signals requires a wore complex architec
ture. Man;' ccanand modules are only to be activated whan certain 
process- or system conditions are mat. Many of these conditions 
are to be simulated by tha YT-eguipmant. ihis farms an important 
checkpoint at design modifications later on and is acknowledged 
as a disadvantage. 
WP-Borssele is still working on making testable those safety 
relevant signals, which do not strictly suit in the YZ-syatsm. 
(Category 3.) 
Corrective actions have to be stipulated m case defects in YZ-
canals are shown by the YT-test. Ihese measures shall be 
included in tha Technical specifications of the plant. 

2.2. Process presentation system (2 PR projects 
The old procasscaeputer has bean replaced by a new computer 
system, which has led to a flexible data presentation in the 
control room, better storage of historical data, better 
presentation of process conditions during emergencies and a 
higher reliability of the computer system. The software is to be 
devided In monitoring programs, calculation progress) and 
historical data facilities. 
the system contains sveral safety relevant program packages. 
The Critical Function Monitoring System (CFMS) reflects six 
critical parameters known as subcriticality, c o n cooling,heat 
sink, integrity, containment and inventory, and also the topics 
radioactivity, defect diagnostics and bypassed systems (BISI). 

Important elevations from tha normal situation are presented to 
the operator with priority. By using decision trees, which are 
shown an the CRT's in the control roam, the way is found to the 
emergency operating procedures (HOP'S). The program package BISI 
gives an indication of the bypassed and inoperable process 
systems. 
The computer system is connected to a hard mimic panel, the 
IPSO, on which the moat important process conditions can be 
presented from any point in the control room. 



The operator is served by a number of CRT-aujaics, which can also 
be generated ee (herd) print copies. 
All process flow diagram are available, supported by colour 
symbols. The existing process conditions and the limits are also 
presented. It is possible to soom in for wore details. 
Alarms are presented by a hierarchical structure. 
All operational diagram are included in the system. They are 
oonnactad to existing operating points. Examples axe: DNB 
aargin, part load diagram, spray-heating diagrams for the 
pressuriaer. 
the whole crmpiter system has a hierarchical structure and shows 
automatic fail-over features for haro- and software. 
Signals from the plant are decoupled; the computer system cannot 
affect the process. 
The syafeam is installed by a ccnsoctioa of CE and a^E^Alsthcn. 
the connection to the process took place in sunaar 1988 during 
full operation of the plant. The conversion went smoothly, each 
signal could be converted and checked separately, sufficient 
decoupling was available and all wiring had already been done 
during the previous outage. 
Several auxiliary needs, like uninterrupted power supply and 
aizoonditicning were provided in the ZPR-projact. Also the 
control room lay out and furniture were improved. 

2.3. Baarqency Operating Procedures (BOP's) 
BQP's are developed, based on the Meetinghouse principles. The 
aforementioned C31C provides information to the operator to find 
the suitable procedure. 

2.4. Classification of ItC 
NPF-Borssele has started to classify all ItC system. A 
relatively simple principle is employed which shows links with 
the classification according IEEE. As preliminary classes are 
cheeen IE, 1A and 0£. 
Design and maintenance reguixemants based on the classification 
are not yet available. The fact that Borssele i s an existing 
plant has to be taken into consideration. 
The dividing in categories, mentioned in IAEA-safety guide 08 i s 
not applied, rainly because of the large number of factors which 
are mentioned to establish a category. 

2.5. Probabilistic risk analysis of electrical provisions 

D'rxng the refueling outage in 1986 an incident took place (NBA 
IRS report no ) in the emergency generating system, which led 
to a number of other incidents, including loss of cooling for 
the dieeeltfeneraiOL a. This was an occasion for a PRA far the 
complete internal electrical supply of the NPP-Borssele. 

The analysis i s carried out by KBA. Isiuniamtoticns are among 
others^ 

increase of the testfreguency of elements which provide the 
switch ever of the supply from the main generator to the 
extarnel grid, 
feed back of the open position of a switch between the two 
main emergency rails, 
automatic activation of two emergency cooling weter pumps 
instead of one, 
improvement of the procedure to change ever from the main 
generator to the external grid and back, 
utilisation of a spare gasturbine set. 

Several modifications have already been executed. 
An additional study about the ecamen cause failures has Just 
been finished. Although there is a certain lack of spatial 
separation, the influence of these failures seam not to be 
dramatic. 

2.6. Probabilistic safety analysis 
NPP-Borssele is preparing itself for a level 2 probabilistic 
risk analysis. 9 w project is expertsd to be finished in 1991. 

2.7. Accident resistant eouicaent and accident instrumentation 
This project, started several years ago, was finished during the 
last outage. 

2.8. Ocmponent versus system protection 
According to a presently accepted point of view, safety 
actuations which lead to stooping of active safety equipment 
have to be bypassed during upset conditions. During the last 
outage tripping logic for injection pumps, reactor cooling pumps 
and emergency cooling water pumps has been modified. 
Apart from that, the philosophy of W U is a more progressive 
one. 

2.9. Plan 2003 
NPP-Borsels i s already in operation for more than 15 years. The 
operating company PZEM i s preparing an approach to mast the 
technical and organisational requirements for a next period of 
15 years. 



3.1. awnwnuv operating procedures 

Baergency operating procedures are developed baaad an the US 
BWCG guidelines. In deviation of the system employed by HPP-
Borsaele, there is no explicit utilisation of a critical 
function Monitoring system. Procédures axe read off and checked 
fro» papar. In aid of the procédures it will be possible to 
bypass several input signals to the reactor protection system, 
the regulatory authority requires that this does not harm the 
original design safety in any way. 
Verification and validation of the GOP'a will take place by 
computar simulation. 

3.2. Classification of ItC systems 

ffP-Dodowwird is preparing the classification of ICC systems 
and ccnccnants. The philosophy is identical to the NPP-Borsssle 
philosophy described in section 2.4. 

3.3. Stability monitor 

Up till today the periodically calculated void percentage is 
used as a measure for the hydraulic stability inside the core, 
the license contains a limit of 70% void. Processing of data is 
a batchwise human action requiring a considerable time lag. 
A test is planned with a newly developed stability monitor, with 
the purpose to replace the 70t-void criterion by a so-called 
RMS-ratio. This figure reflects the ratio between spectral 
densities of natural neutron flux signals in « H O frequency 
areas. At the assumption that the process behaves itself as a 
third order system with one real and two complex poles, a 
relation can be found between the RMS-ratio and the so-called 
decay ratio. (DR.) The decay ratio is a damping factor, which is 
to be found in the time domain and is derived from the impulse 

The regulatory authority has under certain conditions sgj.usd 
with the test. 

Other points of interest 

Other points of interest for the Nuclear Safety Department relating 
to ICC are: 
- position indication of safety relevant valves in the control room, 
- conta. seM. isolation to comply with IAEA SG-D12, 
- failure diagnosis and analysis, 
- badefitting, 
- design of national guidelines (also non-nuclear) for progiamiable 

safety relevant equipment. 

RAPPORT SUR LE CONTROLE-COMMANDE 
ET L'INSTRUMENTATION DES CENTRALES 
NUCLEAIRES EN SUISSE 

A. VOUMARD 
Division principale de Ja sécurité des 

installations nucléaires, 
Office fédéral de l'énergie, 
Würenlingen, Switzerland 

Abstract 

Five NPPs are 1n operation In Switzerland. There are no new plants under 

construction at present or planned in the near future. 

In the field of ItC, efforts are essentially directed to maintaining high 

performance and to Improving the safety of the plants in operation. Three 

of these plants are about 20 years old and a significant part of their ¡K 
equipment has to be replaced. This is an ongoing process which is carried 

out stage by stage during the annual shutdown. 

Measures to avoid or mitigate severe accidents, including core melting, 

have been taken or are planned. 

1. Introduction 

Cinq centrales électro-nucléaires sont actuellement en fonctionnement, 

soit: 

Centrale Puissance nette Type Fournisseurs En service depuis 

Beznau I 350 NW PWR W/BBC 1969 

Beznau II 350 MW PWR W/BBC 1971 

MUhleberg 320 MW BWR/Mark I GE/BBC 1972 

Gbsgen 930 MW PWR KWU 1979 

Leibstadt 990 MW BWR/Mark III GE/BBC 1984 



Toutes présentent des résultats d'exploitation très satisfaisants. 

Néanmoins, il y a lieu de relever les faits suivants: 

Suite i des dégâts provoqués par la corrosion, de nombreux tubes 

des générateurs de vapeur de Beznau I durent dès le début de 

l'exploitation être obturés. Il en résulte parfois une légère 

limitation de la puissance électrique. L'exploitant a décidé de 

remplacer les générateurs de vapeur par des nouveaux, capables de 

fournir un débit de vapeur correspondant a une puissance de 115 X. 
Une demande d'augmentation de la puissance nominale sera soumise i 

une procédure publique d'autorisation. 

Dans les centrales i eau bouillante, on constate une augmentation 

régulière du taux de radiation des boucles externes de recirculation. 

Il est prévu de remédier à cet effet par l'adjonction de zinc et 

éventuellement de décontaminer les tuyauteries. 

En ce qui concerne l'énergie nucléaire en général, signalons qu'au début 

de 1986 le projet d'une nouvelle centrale à Kaiseraugst paraissait avoir 

des chances réelles d'être enfin réalisé, malgré une forte opposition 

régionale. Cependant l'accident de Tschernobyl a eu un impact décisif sur 

la politique helvétique en la matière. Le projet de Kaiseraugst a alors 

été abandonné et les promoteurs devraient être dédommagés partiellement 

par l'état fédéral. 

En résumé les centrales existantes sont exploitées a plein rendement, mais 

aucune nouvelle construction n'est envisagée. Ajoutons que deux initiatives 

populaires, l'une demandant un moratoire de 10 ans, l'autre l'arrêt 

progressif des centrales, vont être soumises au verdict du peuple suisse. 

Cette situation a pour conséquence un ralentissement et un redimensionnement 

des activités des recherches dans le domaine nucléaire, ceci aussi bien 

pour des raisons politiques, qu'économiques. Actuellement les effort sont 

essentiellement axés sur le maintien de la haute disponibilité des centrales 

en exploitation et au renforcement de leur sécurité. 
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2. Activités 

On rappelera tout d'abord que les trois plus anciennes centrales vont ftrt 

dotées chacune d'un système de sécurité supplémentaire, autarque et protégé 

contre les séismes et d'autres aggressions externes. Ces systèmes, dit de 

secours ultime, permettent une évacuation automatique de la chaleur rési

duelle et disposent chacun d'une salle de repli en cas de perte de la salle 

de commande. A MUhleberg le système de secours ultime sera disposible cette 

année déjà, tandis que pour les centrales de Beznau les travaux ont débutés 

l'an dernier et seront achevés en 1992, respectivement 93. 

11 a lieu de mentionner que l'adjonction des nouveaux systèmes et des salles 

de repli pose, en certains cas, des problèmes délicats dans le domaine du 

contrôle-commande. En particulier, il s'agit d'implanter des solutions 

judicieuses en ce qui concerne les priorités entre les commandes automati

ques et la double commande manuelle. 0e même, l'application des principes 

ergonomiques se heurtent aux contraintes de l'installation existante. 

Une analyse de risque effectuée pour la centrale de Beznau confirme que le 

rééquipement de ces anciennes installations améliorera de manière sensible 

leur sécurité. 

Suite a l'accident de Tschernobyl, les autorités exigèrent de nouvelles 

mesures de sécurité pour le cas d'accidents graves, notamment avec fusion 

complète du coeur. En fait la plupart de ces mesures était a l'époque déjà 

en évaluation. L'accident de Tschernobyl a précipité la décision finale. 

Parmi les nouvelles mesures figure la protection du confinement contre des 

surpressions, notamment celles qui résulteraient d'une déflagration de 

l'hydrogène. Toutes les installations disposaient déjà d'un système de 

mesure de la concentration d'hydrogène. Afin d'éviter une déflagration, 

le petit confinement de Muhleberg est désormais pendant l'exploitation mis 

sous atmosphère d'azote, tandis que celui de leibsttdt a été équipé d'un 

système d'allumage permettant une combustion préventive. En ce qui concerne 
les PWR des études sont actuellement en cours. 



Trois centrales sont en exploitation depuis bientôt 20 ans. De plus en plus 

fréquemment du matériel utilisé pour 1 ' U C arrive à fin de vie, ou ses 

performances ne sont plus considérées comme satisfaisantes, ou les pièces 

de rechange font défaut. A Mùnleberg, l'ordinateur a déjà été remplacé par 

une installation jumelée, alors que Leibstadt a été équipée d'un système 

SPOS. La mise au point du software de ces installations n'est par ailleurs 

pas encore achevée, car elle exige un effort bien plus important que prévu 

initialement. A Beznau, on a l'intention de remplacer les ordinateurs ori

ginaux par un système à intelligence distribuée. Mühleberg a commandé un 

nouveau système autosurveillant de protection du réacteur, qui se substi

tuera au système actuel à relais. 

Des études de risque ont conduit à investiguer plus en détail le comportement 

des cStles lors de surcnarges. Oes essais ont mis en évidence la sensibilité 

et l'importance des systèmes de détection d'incendie. D'autre part un début 

d'incendie provoqué par un composant électronique défectueux a soulevé le 

problème du dimensionnement et de la protection des appareils électroniques. 

Ce sujet, relevé également dans des informations de la NRC, est encore à 

1'étude. 

Dans le domaine de formation du persone!, l'Institut Paul Scnerrer organise 

pour les candidats opérateurs des cours d'enseignement théorique donnant 

droit au titre de rechnicien. L'Institut dispose d'ur simulateur de base 

pour PWR et 3WR. Les cours d'entraînement sur simulateur pour les équipes 

des centrales en exploitation se déroulent, comme par la passé, dans des 

centres à l'étranger. Beznau dispose cependant d'un simulateur compact pour 

l'entraînement individuel, tandis que Leibstadt envisage l'achat d'un 

simulateur full scope. 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND 
INSTRUMENTATION IN PAKISTAN 

Javed IQLEEM. Jamshed Azim HASHMI, 
Zia-ul-Hasan S1DDIQUI 
Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission. 
Islamabad, Pakistan 

Abstract 

Nuclear reactor* genérale \f% of (he world's supply of electric power. The substantial growth in 
world energy demand is inevitable continuing throughout the next century. Nuclear power which his already 
more than paid for itself and its development will provide increasing share of electricity production both in 
the developed and developing couniries. Por Pakistan with limited natural resources such is oil and gas and 
fully lapped hydcl power, nuclear power is the only viable option. However, thing» arc not simple for 
developing couniries which embark on nuclear power program. A technical infrastructure his to be 
established as has been shown by the experience of Control & Instrumentation of the Karachi Nuclear Power 
Plant. The national report dcscril<es the program of Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission in (NPP) 
Computers, Control and Instrumentation for design, construction, operation and maintenance of nuclear 
power plants. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The technology relating in nuclear power plant control and instrumentation (NPPCI) equipment and 
systems has changed dramatically since the late 60s when Pakistan's first nuclear power plant, KANUPP 
was being designed. 

The first change was the phasing out of the pneumatic instrumentation in favour of all-electronic 

instrumentation. 

The second, and major instrument for change has been the application of both, digital logic and digital 

computer technology' lo NPPC1 equipment and systems. 

Starling (rem the field-mounted instruments; transducers and transmitters have become 'intelligent', 
arc remotely multiplexed and provide direct digital output to computer systems on multiplexed lines lo 
computer systems in the control room. The role of the process computer in the control room his greatly 
changed and expanded. Instead of » mere single computer or even a redundant system; several computer 
systems connected hierarchically and on a bus; performing a host of functions • that could not even be 
envisaged with the computers of the yestcr years • many of which were described in considerable detail in 
the IAEA Conference on Man-Machine Interface held in Tokyo last year, as well as in earlier specialists 
meetings of this Working Group. The conventional PID controllers are now microprocessor based. Many 
use ASIC's or transputers for implementing complex algorithms for process control. Computers i re l i to 
being used in reactor protection systems, as expert systems for emergencies, for maintenance planning, for 
archiving of plant records, and for a host of other jobs. The plant computers can be linked lo central 
computers of the utility for providing management information, and even lo national emergency control 
centres ready to provide support in the case of an incident. 



Computer technology and NPP Control and Instrumentation are now inseparable. Avsimilaiion of 
computer technology is ihcreforc imperative for control and instrumentation specialists of nuclear power 
plants - more so because computer tcchnolog) lends itself to very rapid obsolescence - and it devolves upon 
the NPP operator to provide support for the control ami instrumentation of his nuclear power plan! over its 
lifetime.'An indigenous infrastructure of computer technology aimed at NPP Cfcl equipment and systems 
support is therefore considered essential for safe, reltaMc nuclear power plant operation. 

Non-vendor countries, like Pakistan, need a much bigger commitment as compared to vendor 
countries since the requisite technological infrastructure is generally lacking 

Recognizing this pivotal role of computers, the Pakistan Atomic tncrgy Commission (PAEC) is, 
therefore, currently in the process of establishing an infrastructure that will caler for understanding of 
computer hardware and software, design A: development of compilers; and their application in nuclear 
power development. 

2.0 ESTABLISHMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE - MAJOR AREAS OFWuRK 

The infrastructure is being established under a ccnliat organisation known as the Informatics 
Complex. The project is physically bifurcated into two locations - one at Islamabad and another in Karachi, 
called the Control and Instrumentation Applications Laboratory (ClAL), at the Karachi Nuclear Power 
Plant (KANUPP). Il is planned to carry out work, and set up ihc required facilities for the following 

- Manpower Development 

- Computer Systems Design & Development 

- Modelling and Simulation, inciudinç. fabrication of a Design and Development Simulator (DDS) 

Process Instrumentation & Control - Design A Development. 

- Computing Environment for Scientific A. Enpinccring Computation 

Computer Maintenance (Hardware/Software) 

Software Engineering 

- Graphics and CAD CAE 

- Dala Communication and Data Networks 

Artificial Intelligence, Expert Systems & Rolmiics 

- VLSI Design 

The program of work in the above areas will evolve, based on the experience which will be gained in 
the Backfilling of KANUPP Control and Instrumentation, and the involvement of our C&I personnel in the 
design and construction of our next nuclear power plant 
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3.0 EXPERIENCE WITH KANUPP C&l 

KANUPP, Ihc first power plnnl installed in Pakistan was» I urn key project. The plant vendor supplied 
a C&l repair and calibration shop with some test equipment. This facility considered adequate in the vendor 
country turned out to be totally inadequate lor our requirements. This wat realized in the very early days of 
plant operation and it became quite apparent that unless local facilities are developed, it wili not be possible 
to solve post-commissioning problems and keep plant C&l operational even for the first decade of ils 
commercial operation. Following additional facilities were then provided: 

- Small Scale Simulation Facility 

For complete understanding of various plant control loops enabling plant personnel to carry oui 
changes/modifications as a result of commissioning/early plant operational experience. 

- Hardware/Software Development Facility 

For improvements in plant regulating computer system. 

- Inhnusr Fabrication of Printed Circuit Hoards 

For ihc manufacture of interfaces of new equipment with the old and fabrication of PCBs of 
obsolete C&l equipment. 

Microprocessor Development Laboratory 

For providing assistance lo microprocessor based systems that were finding ever increasing use 
in the plant. 

Experience with KANUPP C&l made il quite clear that in addition to Ihc requisite knowledge & skills 
in the maintenance of C&l, a developing country such as Pakistan has to establish ils own basic infrastructure. 
The life lime of a nuclear plant is over 30 years and it cannot be assured lhal C&l systems will last lor this 
lime or that vendor support will be available for such a long period The development of local capabilities 
in modification'upgradation, design and system engineering of new C&l systems becomes almost a 
mandatory requirement. Had the additional facilities not been established at KANUPP, it would not have 
been possible to run the plai.l uplil now for nearly Iwo decades. 

4.0 HACKKITTINÍ; OF KANUPP C&l EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS 

Whereas it has been possible to keep the plant operational with the help of in»housc facilities 
described in Section 3.0; the last two decades have seen three generations of C&l systems from various 
vendors including the one which supplied the significant portion of conventional KANUPP C&l. The 
situation in computers is even worse, both plant and fuel handling computers had gone obsolete as early as 
1973 It is no longer possible lo keep the plant C&l operational with the help of facilities described in 
Section 3.0 because of obsolescence, unavailability of spares & lack of technical support. The 
baclfilling/upgradalion of C&l equipment during the lifetime of a nuclear as well as conventional power 
plant is an accepted norm The revamping of C&l equipment is a growing Industry because it is cost effective 
lo modify ami upgrade the old equipment to last Ihc design life lime of Ihc plant and even beyond. 



ft Govcrnnicni of Pakistan has approved a scheme for Technological Upgradalion of KANUPP for syslcmalic 
backfilling upgradation of planl C&l systems. The Technological Upgradalion Projcci covers Ihc following 
areas of wort: 

- Process Conlrol & Instrumentation Rcplaccmcnl/Upgradalion 

- Computer Syslcm Upgrade including Conlrol Room Improvements 

- Turbine Monitoring Instrumentation Replacement 

- Nuclear Instrumentation Replacement 

Plant External and Internal Telecommunication Improvement 

- Switchyard Extension 

4.1 Replacements 

The following C&l equipment and systems will be replaced without any significant functional change. 
(The use of up-lo-datc technology will be the only improvement). 

- All Process C&l (Analog Measurement) & Conlrol (Flow, Level, pressure, temperature). 

- Instrumentation for measurement & monitoring of process parameters, signals to reactor 
protection & engineered safeguards systems 

- Complete Computer Systems for:-
Reactor boiler and turbine control. Reactor coolant channel outlet temperature Monitoring, 
Annunciation Fuel Handling. 

- Fire Alarm System 

- Turbine Machine Monitoring Instrumentation 

- Nuclear Instrumentation 
(Reactor power. Access Control, cquipmcni/arca Environmental monitoring). 

4.2 Improvements 

- Improved Operator Information System: 

When a backfilling projcci is undertaken, several desirable systems or features lhal did not exist 
20 years ago can now be easily added. One such system is Improved Information presentation 
using computer generated display in the Control Room. Tie amount of information, Ihc way it 
is presented and how, makes a big difference, a lesson first learnt from TM1 and more recently 
from Chernobyl. Such a present-day system is planned for KANUPP Control Room. 

- riant External & Internal Telecommunication Upgradatinn: 

The existing communication equipment and cables are two decades old and arc unable lo meel 
the stringent communication requirements of a nuclear power plant. The planned improvements 

include establishment of a radio link instead of underground cable, installation of new electronic 
exchanges and laying of new cables within planl premises. 

- Extension or KANUPP Switch Yard: 

The primary source of power in Ihc plant is based on American 4.16K V distribution system. This 
system is fully loaded and cannot cater for the power requirements of I he proposed replacement 
system and support facilities being established around Ihc plant. It is planned lo extend Ihc 
switchyard and establish a 11KV distribution system, for which compatible equipment is more 
readily available in Pakistan. 

- Remote Monitoring of Reactor lluildlng by CCTV: 

The closed circuit TV system originally supplied by Ihc planl vendor was inadequate. A more 
elaborate up-io-dalc CCTV system is required for Ihc monitoring of Ihc rcaclor building during 
planl operation. 

4.3 Modus Operandi 

The execution of ihc work under this project is also divided into three phases: 

Phase 1: Joint Engineering Study 

Phased: Floating of lender inquiry. Evaluation of Proposals, Placing of Order 

Phase 111: Supply. Installation A Commissioning 

This approach is being followed for Ihc large areas of work such as: 

- Computer Conlrol and Instrumentation (CC&I) Rcplat -mcnl. 

- Conlrol Room Improvement/Improved Operator I'f-.malion Presentation. 

- KANUPP Swiichyard Extension. 

The above approach was not considered necessary for Turbine Instrumentation, Telecom 
Upgradalion & Remote CCTV' Monitoring of Rcaclor Building, where KANUPP could directly prepare 
specifications and order equipment. 

4.4 Support Facilities 

The following facilities arc being planned for ihc support of Technological Upgradalion Project under 
C1AL al KANUPP, Karachi. 

Computer Development Laboratory for 

- Support of replacement of planl control and fuel handling computers. Verification, testing A 
future modifications. 

- Computer System Design & Development. 

- Development of an Operator Information system for Kanupp Conlrol Room improvement. 



Support of office and design automation. 

- Computing Environment for Scientific & Engineering Work. 

- Support of computer nctwork(s) at Ihc plant. 

• Software Engineering. 

- Computer Maintenance (Hardware/Software) 

Control & laslnimenlalion Laboratory for 

- Support of replacement C & l systems 

- Process Instrumentation & Control - Design & Development. 

- Process modelling & simulation • Design & Development Simulator. 

- C & l Calibration, Testing and Development. 

Instrumentation famitiariiation Test Rig 

- The conventional instrumentation for measurement and control of process parameters such as 
flow, level, pressure and temperature constitutes more than 80 percent of I he plant measurement 
loops The success of replacement systems depends on the familiarity with the operation of 
new equipment. There will hardly be any time for plant personnel to become knowledgeable 
with new instrumentation because the faster the switchover, the better it will be for the plant. 
It is. therefore, planned to install an Instrumentation Familiarization Test Rig 

a facility which provides a dynamic environment for plant personnel to become familiar with the 
new instrumentation at ihcir own pace The lest rig will generate the following parameters: 

Plow 1800IGPM 

Temperature 600 + .'• 25 F 

Pressure 1500 * / - 5 0 P S l O 

Level + / -2 .5F1. 

These ranges will provide familiarity with almost alt the four process parameters of plant primary 
(nuclear) and secondary (steam) side 

5.0 SUPPORT FROM IAEA TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 

The operation of KANUPP which was commissioned in 1971 depends on continuous function of 4 
digital computers, and a large number of electronic equipment. Due to aging and rapid developments in 
electronics technology, the demand for replacement / upgradation steadily increased Initially, replacement 
of components was the normal repair procedure but soon Ihc problems became serious due to obsolescence. 
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Manufacture of many of Ihc devices & equipment was discontinued by its vendors. A t described in 
Section 3.0, KANUPP had to resort in replacement of subsystems and inhousc development of interface* 
for compatibility with Ihc old control systems. 

PA EC has sought ihc technical assistance from IAEA lo support the additional facilities and operate 
KANUPP, right from the very early days. The first formal project tilled 'Nuclear Electronics PAK/4G/I6' 
was sanctioned in 1977, under which the a small scale primed circuit laboratory was set-up within KANUPP. 

This lalxiralory has lo this dale fabricated approximately 600 PCBs of varying size and density. The eniirc 
process is manual and can at Ihc most produce double-sided boards. The quality of all the PCBs produced 
has been quite good and has served its purpose satisfactorily. 

The introduction of VLSI and growing potential of microprocessors found its applications in devices 
used in KANTJPP. The proposal for setting up of an 'Electronics System Development Facility* was put 
forward and accepted by I A E A in 1981. Under a multi-year program PAKM/023, equipment for 
microprocessor development and trouble-shooting have been provided. This facility helped train personnel 
in-house for solving (he local problems in electronic systems. Microprocessor-based simulations were 
generated for replacement of obsolete hollcrith card reader/punch. The core and bulk replacement of the 
control computers have also been developed. These solutions have helped in the continued safe operation 
of the plant. 

The obsolescence also affected the process instrumentation in the same manner as the digital 
computers. A program lor development, testing and calibration ol the replacement C & l had also lobe 
initiated. IAEA provided support to this effort under its Technical Assistance Program Project PAKM/027 
in 1984. The equipment supplied under three approved IAEA projects arc housed in a separate building 
constructed lo meet Ihcir environmental specifications. The repair, tcsl and development equipment arc 
providing excellent support in Ihc solution of KANUPP obsolescence problems. 

Another recently approved IAEA project PAK/4/035 will provide assistance lo K A N U P P 
Technological Upgradalion Project ' t the lorm of 4 lo C expert missions for backfilling of Ihc bsolcle 
K A N U r P C & | equipment. One such IAEA expert has already visited KANUPP under this program and 
has provided valuable assistance in the preparation of tender documents for replacement equipment. 

It is our experience Ihnl valuable assistance in the form of hardware, software, systems and expert 
services, and information interchange and dissemination can be made available to ils member stales by ihe 
IAEA, through its Technical Assistance Program, Ihc Coordinated Research Programs and of course, 
through Ihc IVi'G • NPPCI. lis role, which has remained quite limited, should be expanded, enabling the 
third world countries lo establish adequate facilities and infrastructure for computers, control and 
instrumentation for Ihc long-term support of the national nuclear power program. One possible way is lo 
promote regional and interregional cooperation, on a reciprocal basis, through the national infrastructure 
programs such as Ihc Informatics Complex being developed in Pakistan, and similar infrastructures thai 
cxisl, or arc planned in member stales wiih a nuclear power program 



REPORT ON THE STATUS OF INSTRUMENTATION AND 
CONTROL IN SWEDISH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

P.E. BLOMBERG 
Studsvik Energiteknik AB. 
Nykoping. Sweden 

Abstract 

During 1988 the twelve nuclear power units in Sweden generated 69 TWh, 
which was 45% of the total electric power produced in Sweden. The production 
capacity of the nuclear power plants increased successively by upgrading the 
unit* to higher nominal power levels. 

The pcper presents an overview of activities on control and 
instrumentation in the following: 

maintenance, 
renewal of the 14C systems. 
training. 

The operational data of Swedish reactor units are presented. 

Some major events 

During 1988 the twelve nuclear power units in 
Sweden generated 69 TWh, which was 45 *» oi the 
total electric power produced in Sweden. Opera
tional data, such as output, capacity factors 
and availabilities of these twelve units are 
shown in Table 1. 

The production capacity of the nuclear power 
plants increased successively by upgrading the 
units to higher nominal power levels. Recently 
the power output of both the Forsmark 3 and the 
Oskarshamn 3 reactors was increased by 80 MWe. 
The Ringhals 1 unit has received authorisation 
to increase its power level by 10 \, and the 
Ringhals 2 unit from 80 % to 107 \, after the 
steam generators have been changed in 1989. 

As a result of the Swedish nuclear referendum in 
1980 the Swedish Riksdag has decided that 
nuclear power should be phased out by 2010. In 
March 1988 another bill was passed, according to 
which two of the 12 units should be phased out 
during 1995 and 1996, but with the provision 
that the demand can be met by the national 
production capacity, and that the Swedish 
contribution to carbon dioxide pollution is not 
increased. 

Maintenance 

The maintenance of the nuclear plants plays an 
essential role in the operation. The 12 units 
were installed over a period of 13 }.ars, 
between 1972 and 1985, and have thus been in 
operation for 4 - 1 7 years. The experience of 
their availability is very good, as illustrated 
by the data in Table 1. The ageing problems so 
far are minor, but there are signs that these 
are now beginning to increase. 

Typically many electric components have a life 
time of 10 to IS years. It has been observed in 
the older units that the frequency of replace
ment of certain components (a o swelling relay-
coils, drying condensers, etc) is increasing. 
When possible, redesigned components are used 
for the replacements, often because spare parts 
are difficult to get for the older components, 
but also because the modernised components are 
less prone to causing disturbances in the 
operation of the plant, when maintenance work is 
carried out on them. 



TABLE 1 OPERATIONAL DATA ON REACTOR UNITS 

Unit and start Output Production GWh gross Capacity factor % Operating lactor % Availability % 
comrn. production MW net 1987 Jan-Oct 1988 1987 Jan-Oct accum. 1987 Jan-Oct accum. 

1988 Oct 1988 1988 Oct 1988 
0] BWR 1972 440 3376 2 502 83.8 74.1 69.1 89.1 78.3 73.6 
02 BWR 1975 595 4416 3706 82.0 80.9 77.2 88.9 87.8 83.0 
03 BWR 1985 1050 7 356 6352 75.6 78.4 81.3 91.2 85.7 90.4 
R1 BWR 1976 750 5092 3852 74.2 67.1 63.1 89.9 80.5 74.8 
R2 PWR 1975 800 4 401 3582 58.6 57.0 58.0 84.4 80.7 71.7 
R3 PWR 1981 915 6476 5383 77.0 76.5 58.8 85.4 85.3 71.9 
R4 PWR 1983 915 6002 5598 70.7 79.1 73.2 89.4 88.5 85.8 
Bl BWR 1977 600 4 726 3669 87.7 81.5 75.1 91.6 94.3 81.7 
B2 BWR 1977 585 4 641 3696 88.3 84.2 81.6 94.2 88.4 88.3 
Fl BWR 1980 970 6774 5723 76.7 77.6 78.0 94.6 85.7 90.5 
F2 BWR 1981 970 6824 5663 78.5 80.5 75.5 93.6 90.4 87.8 
F3 BWR 1985 1050 7 301 6134 75.7 75.9 80.4 89.8 86.7 90.5 

TOTAL: 9640 67 385 55860 Mean 77.4 76.1 72.6 Mean 90.2 86.0 82.5 

OKG AB: Oskarshamn, 01-03 reactors. 
State Power Board (Vattenfall): Ringhals, R1-R4 reactors, Forsmark, F1-F3 reactors. 
Sydkraft: Barseback, Bl and B2 reactors. 

Good examples are the recorders in the control 
rooms, which to a great extent are being re
placed by more flexible, newly designed record
ers. Another example is the colour graphic 
screen system for surveillance of the process 
operation. The old computer based systems have 
been replaced by new modern computer systems, in 
which the software is far more user-oriented and 
capable of both more far reaching surveillance 
and process analysis. 

Renewal of the instrumentation and control 
systems 

There does not seem to be an expressed policy 
for the renewal of the instrument and control 
systems in the Swedish nuclear power plants. The 

renewals and improvements which take place are 
the result only of rigorous economic and func
tional considerations, made by the groups 
responsible within the plants themselves. 

Operators are normally conservative in their 
attitude to the renewal of the instrument and 
control systems. They are more open for the 
addition of components and systems which fall in 
line with the existing techniques, than to new 
systems which might interfere with the control 
philosophy they are used to. A computerised 
control system is not something they would adopt 
easily. But a gradual computerisation of the 
nuclear plants seems to be inevitable. 



The advanced computerisation of the surveillance 
systems has been mentioned already. The ad
vancement of the computer systems and the 
tendency of these to become more user-oriented 
facilitates readier acceptance by the non-com
puter-specialised operators. The approach seems 
to be to first computerise more peripheral 
systems, for instance operation of the refuel
ling machine, and to introduce digitised control 
systems. Another example is to build redundant 
systems with computerised control, which was 
done for the pressure control system in one of 
the Forsmark units. 

The use of the simulation technique and process 
simulators has become an important part in the 
development and application of new process 
techniques and systems for control and surveil
lance. The Swedish built Compact Simulators, 
tailored to most of the plant units, are being 
used to an increased extent for these purposes. 
An example is illustrated by the development and 
installation of a so-called Process Surveillance 
Panel in the control rooms of the units Forsmark 
1 and 2. The operators request was: "to have an 
oversight of the process via a number of in
struments so designed and placed that one from 
any place in the main control room would be able 
to see if so.net.hing unexpected occurs, and also 
to trace and follow large transients.... and if 
any of the surveyed parameters were to approach 
limits this would be recognised so that adequate 
actions might be taken". Exceptionally large 
instruments are being used (140x140 mm), and 
made so that all indicators point straight 
upwards at the normal condition (100 % power). 

and the curved scales are coloured to indicate 
degree of departure from normal. 

An important step in the development of this 
panel, which has taken several years, was to 
have it tested and commented by every shift 
group which would make use of it. The panel was 
connected to the Compact Simulator and tested in 
a custom designed programme. As a result of 
these tests a major redesign was made. 

Another example of Compact Simulator utilisation 
is the on-going programme for testing a new 
disturbance analysis system for the units 
Forsmark 1 and 2. 

Training 

The activities in the area of training nuclear 
power plant staff has expanded considerably the 
recent years. There is now a programme for 
installing a tailored replica type simulator for 
each of the 12 reactor units in Sweden. These 
are all located in Studsvik and are operated by 
the utility owned company KSU. The replica 
simulator for the identical units Forsmark 1 and 
2 is being installed at the present time, the 
replica simulator for Ringhals 1 is being 
specified, and the final replica simulator for 
Oskarshamn 1 is in the planning stage. 

An important factor for completing the set-up of 
replica simulators might be the concern for the 
planned nuclear phase-out in Sweden. The staff 
turn-over is feared to increase r.s the decisions 
and the time come closer. 
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An expansion of the training programmes is a 
natural result of the increased number of 
replica simulators available. The basic training 
will become more detailed and differentiated. 
The turbine operators will also receive more 
specific in-depth training on the turbine system 
and functions, at the expense of reduced reactor 
training. The retraining programme might also be 
changed toward more frequent training and 
reduced course time. 
The retraining of a shift group or individual 
operators, which is required after a longer 
period away from control room work (leisure, 
illness, etc.), is presently met by a 3-4 hours 
talk-through session. This is generally not 
considered to give adequate up-dating. The use 
of simulators for that purpose would be an 
efficient way of refreshing the operators 
know-how, but the replica simulators are located 
too far from the stations, and the Compact 
Simulators are not yet adapted adequately to 
that need. 
The Compact Simulators are being continuously 
developed to a higher degree of detail and 
flexibility. But there always seems to be a lag 
between the potential utilisation and the actual 
use of the simulators. The preparatory work 
required by the instructors appears to be a 
drag. 
An expanded training programme for the mainte
nance staff is a recent requirement set by the 
safety authorities. Training on the Compact 
Simulators gives a useful contribution to this 
training programme, as changes of important 
parameters can be introduced easily and their 

79 consequences followed in transient studies. 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND 
INSTRUMENTATION ACTIVITIES 
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

A. GOODINGS 
Atomic Energy Establishment Winfrith, 
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, 
Dorchester, Dorset, 
United Kingdom 

Abstract 

The paper describe* the status of the KPP control and instrumentation in 
the United Kingdom. The general technology underlying aost aspects of power 
reactor Ctl in the UK has not altered since the last progress report although 
there have been many improvements in detail. In one field, however, that of 
computer applications, the change has almost been one of kind rather than 
degree. 

The following fields are briefly described! 

the status of nuclear power in the UK, 
the development of sensors, 
the development of electronic equipment, 
signal processing - information technology, 
quality assurance and the validation and verification of software, 
expert systems, 
training simulators. 

1 . IWTOODUCTIOH 

The general technology underlying aost aspects of power reactor 
CtZ in the UK has not altered since the last progress report 
although there have bean many improvements in detail. In one 
field, howevei, that of computer applications, the change has 
almost been one of kind rather than degree. 
This paper cannot report progress on individual items but tries 
to cover the field as a whole with comment on the salient areas 
and on difficulties which have been encountered. The author is 
indebted to Many colleagues for the information on which these 
comments are based but it is important to emphasise that they 
represent his own personal views end should not be taken in any 
way as a United Kingdom consensus. 



2. THE STATUS OF NUCLEAR POWER IK THE OK 
Nuclear power in Britain »ust be seen against the background of 
a large, well-established coal mining industry and the 
discovery of North Sea Oil. The commercial exploitation of 
nuclear power took place early but it contributes only about 
20% of total electricity generation. Ten Magnox reactors were 
commissioned between 1962 and 1969 and between them represent a 
generating capacity of about 5,000 MWe but some are approaching 
the end of their economic lives and decommissioning has already 
started at Berkeley in Gloucestershire. The second phase of 
the UK Nuclear Power Programme used Advanced Gas-Cooled 
Reactors and there are, in effect. 7 of these Stations each 
comprising 2 reactors (a total of 6,e<)8 HWe). The most recent 
are those at Torness and Heysham II which are now at design 
power after a relatively trouble-free commissioning period. 
A decision was taken several years ago to switch from Gas-
Cooled Reactors to PWRs and, following a long Public Enquiry, 
approval was obtained to build such a Station at Sizewell in 
Suffolk. This is now under construction and the Electricity 
Industry has expressed an intention to build a total of 4 PWR 
Stations in the current phase. A Public Enquiry for the one at 
Hinkley is in progress. 
The Government intends to privatise the Electricity Industry 
and the effect of this on nuclear power in Britain is unclear. 
The Generation Companies will be obliged to generate a certain 
percentage of electricity by non-fossil means but will be free 
to choose their techniques and how this is done will depend on 
commercial decisions. The Government are strongly in favour of 
nuclear power but believe that RfcD should be funded by the 
Industry and central funding for R4D has been drastically 
reduced. More and more of the work in, for example, the Atomic 
Energy Authority is therefore being backed by the Generating 
Boards or British Nucle.tr Fuels pic. but this, too, now depends 
on the outcome of privatisation. For example, of the C100M 
spent on Fast Reactor RID and PFR operations in 1988, £30M was 
provided by the Generatirg Board who have said that, when 
privatised, they will not continue with this work. 
3. TOE OEVELOPHEWT PF.SENSQBS, 
In general terms, conventional sensors are basically unchanged 
and there has been no widespread introduction of new technology 
such as, for example, light guide techniques. The development 
of nucleonic sensors has been domi; ed by the AGR and Fast 
Reactor programmes and has therefore continued to concentrate 
on operation at high temperatures and pressures. 
The Heysham 2 and Torness stations have continued to.use the 
0C12 gamma compensated wide range chamber and the DC14 fission 
chamber. Very large numbers of these designs have now been 
produced. They have established their reliability and it has 
only been necessary to consolidate production methods. 

Diversification, however, lad to a need for a wide rang*, 
combined pulse and current fluctuation system and a new 
chamber, called the PS, has consequently been developed. It 
was based on the long-established P7 to take advantage of its 
proven reliability but uses a new, laminated, mineral-insulated 
cable with special termination arrangements and a very low 
surface transfer impedance derived from superscreening 
techniques. This was necessary because current fluctuation 
systems work at centre frequencies of order 100 kHt and are 
particularly vulnerable to electrical interference under plant 
conditions. The opportunity was slso taken to improve the 
electron collection time by a factor of about 3 to increase 
gamma rejection in the pulse mode. About 40 of these chambers 
have now been made with virtually 1001 yield and are 
operating on site. 
As would be expected on AGRs, interest in high reliability 
thermocouples has continued 
4. THE DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
Modern hardware is, of course, totally committed to transistors 
and integrated circuits but techniques such as surface mounting 
technology are not widely employed in dedicated equipments. 
Reliability is high and this, interestingly, is leading to 
skill availability difficulties in the maintenance field. 
These problems are exacerbated by the fact that younger staff 
tend to specialise in digital techniques and the underlying 
trend towards digitisation both within instruments and over the 
system as a whole is therefore being reinforced. However, much 
analogue equipment remains and the maintenance problems may 
well increase. 
Digital techniques lend themselves to self-checking and 
applications of condition monitoring are increasing because of 
the cost of manual testing. This is influencing maintenance 
scheduling arguments and there is now a tendency not to visit 
plant on a fixed time basis. 
5. SIGNAL PROCESSING - INFORMATION TECHNOLOCV 
5.1 The new AGRs 
The use of computing systems for on-line functions on UK power 
reactors is now perhaps 25 years old. In the past, extensive 
facilities were provided for data display and for logging 
functions and at that time the computing power required was 
often close to the limits of what was commercially available. 
These restrictions should have diminished with the introduction 
of modern computers but the applications have also increased to 
the extent that all of the UK AGRs (except Hunterston 'B') are 
now fitted with full, closed loop computer control, two of them 
having extensive automatic start-up features. Heysham 2 and 
Torness also have installed computer equipment which sequences 
the electrical loads after trip, to a degree, computing 
capacity is still a limiting factor. 
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The design intent for the two new stations was to repeat the 
successful Hinkley *B' and Hunterston *B' systeas and an 
overall design objective was to liait changes to those 
necessary for safety or performance reasons. This argument 
could not, however be enforced in the C4I area because of the 
obsolescence of auch of the original equipaent. The hardware 
at Hinkley and Hunterston was designed in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s and between that tiae and 1982, when contracts were 
placed for the new stations, technology had advanced 
draaatically. 
A nuaber of other factors also increased coaputing needs and 
their iaportance: 

(a) The C4I sys'cea was auch larger than before. 
Segregation requireaents had introduced aany aore 
cables, and seisaic specifications deaanded increased 
redundancy. More stringent licensing requireaents 
increased the quantity of safety related plant (it 
has already been said that diverse nucleonic systems 
were required and this is also true in relation to 
the post trip cooling and waste handling systeas) and 
there was also provision for aore extensive 
aonitoring to assist the operators, ensuring that the 
plant reaains within design safety liaits. An 
exaaple of this is the seisaic acnitoring systea. 
Furthermore, extra provisions were aade to iaprove 
operational availability and these included Bore 
transducers on the plant and aore extensive coaputer 
based systeas for recording and analysis 

(b) Requirements were also aore coaplex with greatly 
increased inter-relation between signals. This arose 
partly froa operational experience. In order to 
reduce the nuaber of aen in local plant areas, there 
was greater eaphasis on centralised aonitoring and 
control. This coaplexity was Increased by the 
increased use of aicroprocessor-based instrumentation 
systeas which offer advantages in cost and 
flexibility at the expense of increased 
coaaunication. 

(c) The contract strategies were also different. The 
first Stations were built under comprehensive 
contracts in which the same people were responsible 
for equipaent and its instrumentation. On Heysham 2 
4 Torness however, the National Nuclear Corporation 
were responsible for particular plant areas whilst 
the generating boards retained responsibility for the 
rest. This deaanded very precise definitions for the 
C4I because C4I systeas tend not to follow the 
aechanical plant boundaries. 

II 

More details can be found in the literature [1] and it should 
be noted that the new reactor systeas include reactor 
aanageaent package* with real tiae siaulation to assist the 
operators. It is also worth noting that a prograaae is now in 
hand to replace the aain data processing systeas on the older 
AGR's. It follows extensive prototype, on-site trials and 
atteapts to rationalise distinctions between safety and non-
safety data. 
5.2 The PWR at Sitawell 'B' 

The nain features of the C4I design for the Silevel1 'B' PWR 
are now fully worked out, contracts for reactor protection and 
associated instrumentation, process Ctl and for the Integrated 
System for Centralised Operation (ISCO) have been placed. Site 
delivery and installation of these systeas is targeted froa the 
middle of 1990 to late 1991. 
The c&i design integrates the Nain Control Rooa (MCR) and 
Auxiliary Shutdown Room (ASR) with the Station Data Processing 
System (DPS). Multiplexed control is eaployed and has aajor 
advantages due to its inherent fail-to-safe characteristics in 
any potential Station fire. It also reduces cable costs and 
the time for cable installation. 
The reactor protection systea coaprises 4 fully separated sub
systems with full parameter voting on a 2 out of 4 basis. It 
follows the basic approach which has prevailed for UK reactors 
for over 20 years and has 2 separate, diverse protection 
channels. These are the Primary Protection Systea (PPS) and 
the Secondary Protection Systea (SPS) and they operate from 
diverse paraaeters wherever practicable for all the aore 
frequent faults of the Station design basis. The PPS also 
provides protection, generally using 2 paraaeters, for all the 
less frequent faults of the Station design basis. 4 trains of 
the essential plant needed to achieve hot shutdown are provided 
and 2 trains of plant are provided for aitigation of the low 
frequency potential faults of the Station's design basis (below 
10~3) per year. 
The PPS design is based on microprocessors, and very careful 
attention is therefore being paid to the coaputer software of 
the systea. This software is produced in accordance with the 
requireaents of IEC 880 and the total design is being 
independently assessed for integrity using guidelines 
established for aicroprocessor systems for reactor protection 
duty. The SPS design is totally independent of 
microprocessors, and uses the range of fail-safe aodules based 
on the "Laddie" magnetic logic aodule developed for earlier UK 
Stations. 



The ISCO equipment uses 16 independent Station Data Network 
branches (SDKs), each SDN being internally redundant. They 
multiplex MCR and ASR controls and indications and operate 
input/output multiplexing cubicles in plant svitchgear rooms.-
MCR switches are scanned by the multiplexer and switch status 
is checked by microprocessor logic, which then causes a message 
to be sent to the correct input/output multiplexer for 
svitchgear or plant. The state of plant and measured values 
are similarly multiplexed and may be displayed on the control 
panels. Station closed-loop automatic control is performed by 
the computing equipment of the SJN branches, using appropriate 
algorithms. The allocation of the loop functions between 
different SDN branches protects against simultaneous failure of 
several control functions. 
Four separate SDN branches are used to provide a safety 
classified Safety Information Display System. This receives 
the values of all pps parameters plus s< me other parameters and 
provides the displays needed for monitoring safe shutdown. The 
ISCO equipment also includes the Station DPS, which receives 
data from the SDN branches. Separate DPS sub-systems are used 
for the reactor, the turbine and the electrical sections of the 
total Station plant. Each sub-system provides VDU displays for 
the MCR, and feeds information to a central "global" DPS and to 
a DPS for the separate technical support centre. 
Criteria have been established for the maximum reliability 
which may be claimed for software-based systems. This is 
limited by the potential effect of common mode failures and to 
cater for this, a limited number of overview indicators and 
alarms and of controls for the Engineered Safety Features (via 
the PPS and SPS) have been provided in the MCR. As on past AGR 
Stations, a full-scale simulator of the MCR is being 
constructed. Close attention has been given to ergonomics in 
the design of the MCR and of the DPS displays and the simulator 
is intended to include these designs fully for the training of 
the Station operators. 
5.3 Commentary on the use of computers 
The use of computers for on-line, reactor C4I is continuing to 
•xpand and, although ultimate safety is not invested in such 
systems, they are important if only because they govern the 
envelope within which the plant is operated. Direct digital 
control is used but in a conservative, limited way at present 
although it will undoubtedly grow if that can be done securely. 
Having said that, it must be noted that applications of 
computers have sometimes met difficulties. 
Some of these difficulties have been technical whilst others 
have arisen from attempting to use installations which are too 
small. There is probably no one reason for this but it is 
partly due to a lack of critical assessment of likely needs at 
the initial design stage. Requirements arise late and are not 

made clear enough, early enough. Input signals proliferate 
because we now record information which would previously have 
been ignored, perhaps because modern equipment suppliers 
provide status outputs which previously did not exist but which 
cannot be neglected. Engineered safety features have 
tended to increase and, to a degree, computing is perceived to 
be a safety answer as well as important to plant availability. 
The situation is made worse by the way in which software 
requirements are under estimated. Together, these phenomena 
tend to place Cti on the construction critical path. 
Furthermore, the methodology of safety justification has proved 
awkward. UK Industry has responded to this by establishing 
collaboration between various bodies including those 
responsible for research, project interests within the 
Electricity Supply Industry, Civil Aviation, the Railway 
Industry and others. Document IECBBO has made a considerable 
and positive contribution but it is often less specific 
in its guidance than licensing authorities require and the 
theoretical studies of research groups into formal methods of 
software functional definition, based on mathematically 
consistent logic statements are often impractical for 
engineering use. Theoretical objections to the completeness 
and self-consistency of computer languages and of micro-chip 
functional design have considerable importance in safety 
justification. 
6. QUALITY ASSURANCE AND THE VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION OF 

SPFTWAJE 
Formal quality assurance and the qualification of hardware is 
becoming more important. The current method is to use 
standards set by the electricity boards but this is likely to 
change as the result of European integration and will have 
considerable impact. Manufacturers will need to demonstrate 
quality and this could generate problems. 
In the software field it is necessary to distinguish the system 
from the application. The former tends to be outside the 
control of our Industry and is not necessarily verified to 
adequate standards. Architecture is therefore very important. 
The UX practical approach has been to rely on comprehensive 
verification and validation, and the full and systematic use of 
prototypes and of on-site testing. UK experience has been that 
1'censing problems are often based more on the potential 
deficiencies of the hardware and system functional design than 
the potential and perhaps theoretical problems of the software. 
The general Software Industry approach in the UK to high 
integrity systems, whether in the Nuclear Industry or 
elsewhere, has been to require an independent design assessment 
for systems of the highest perceived criticality. There is 
very active, on-going concern in the UK for software systems in 
nuclear power plants. This is shared by other nuclear nations, 
although sometimes to a lesser extent due to reduced 



construction progresses. The UK has participated actively in 
IEC discussions on this aspect, and international support from 
IAEA for these activities would be welcomed. The IAEA stay 
consider it of value, and in the international interest, to 
support directly the production of licensing guidance on the 
use of computer-based systems for safety critical applications 
in nuclear installations. 

7. EXPECT SYSTEMS 
Expert systems are not yet widely uaed in the UK although it is 
noted that they tend to be used, even in safety related roles, 
elsewhere in the world. This is probably because opinion in 
the UK is inclined to require proof of ability and that is very 
difficult to achieve. It is found that the expert system 
community is not sensitive to these needs. 

One application of a partial system is found on Heysham and 
checks whether the plant is within the probabal'.stic safety 
net. It is particularly concerned with post trip cooling. 
Fuel route sequencers also have expert elements. They are 
concerned with plant which has many limits and in which it is 
necessary to diagnosis trips and failures quickly. Such 
systems are designed to provide a fault code for the operator 
and safety is not a problem because he has the last word. They 
are not operated on line. 

An operating rule/technical specification compliance monitor is 
being developed for more general application. It will use an 
expert systems shell and portable, automatic plant data 
collection methods. 
8. TRAINING SIMULATORS 

Work in this field has continued to follow improvements as they 
are made on site, one novel item having been the upgrading of 
magnox simulation in which a single machine can be fitted with 
alternative panels and thereby reproduce a number of Stations. 

The AGR simulators are design specific and will be upgraded 
with the plant. For example, the SSEB have separate Hunterston 
'B* and Tomess machines. The latter is not yet operational 
but was used during design and had the valuable task of 
verifying the Station Operating instructions 

A new simulator has been provided and installed at PFR. 

9. INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OF INTEREST 
(a) The installation of tripping from temperature on a 

single channel in the AGRs could, in some cases, 
improve availability and output considerably. There 
are obvious problems of reliability which may be 
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solved by the use of the pulse coded logic systems 
developed by the UKAEA in the late 1970s and used on 
the Prototype Fast Reactor. 

(b) Many interesting instrumentation problems arise from 
the concept of a dry fuel store. The main tasks for 
the system are simple, mainly inventory control, 
quality checking and the control of moisture but 
conservative design is necessary to ensure that 
safety does not depend on microprocessors. It is 
achieved by a mixture of relays, magnetic logic and 
programmable logic controllers. 

(c) The presentation of information is improving. It is 
better processed and better presented for both 
operational and for maintenance purposes. This has 
been achieved by improved QA, closer examination of 
what is on each page, attention to appropriate skills 
and knowledge and the use of simulators for checking. 
Users are becoming more sensitive to the quality of 
processed data. 

(d) Problems have arisen on the non-destructive 
examination of Fast Reactor fuel because of the non
availability of neutron generating tubes. 

10. SiOSUABl 

As has been stated, the main recent changes in power reactor 
C&I in the UK have been those associated with information 
technology but it is difficult to summarise with precision. A 
number of points can, however, be made in an international 
context: 

(a) It should be remembered that the computer systems 
which are being commissioned today were designed in 
about 1980. The technology which governs size is 
probably growing faster than requirements but 
it is still necessary to be critical of the need for 
particular applications. 

(b) The application of computer technology has not been 
confined to reactors but has also taken place in 
related fields such as the fuel cycle area. On 
example is an inactive feed computer on the PFR plant 
which greatly improves the control of small flow 
reagents. 

(c) The problems of software verification and validation 
are important. 

(d) QA and standardisation should not be ignored because 
of their possible impact on international trade. In 
this context collaboration between the IAEA and the 
IEC and ISO is important. 



(«) it is now necessary to think in tans of several 
suitas of C*I during Ufa of a plant - particularly in long-lived applications lika the dry atora 

(f) Thar* is a tandancy to think C4I cheap but it is not, 
having aany hidden costs - aspacially those 
associated with software. 
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Abstract 

The problem of developing unified control and protection system (CPS) 
hardware on the basis of modern elements is actual in the USSR. The main 
requirement for CPS is connected with a provision of reactor operation safety, 
besides, it is necessary to reduce duration of idle time. The further 
increase of 2*C automation level should be considered as one of the most 
important way for solving the safety problems. In this connection the main 
principals of the control and protection system design based on 
microprocessors are considered. 

The proposed CPS is divided into three subsystems: protection subsystem, 
control subsystem and monitoring sybsystem. Th control and monitoring 
subsystems receive information from the protection subsystem through 
galvanically insulated communication line. The transfer of information 
between subsystems is performed in dynamic mode. 

Lately the problem of developing unified control and protection aytom 

(CPS) hardware on the basis of modern elements is actual in the USSR. It is 
performed with regard for long-term operation of such systems and present 
requirements of nuclear safety. The operated HRR CPSE complexes have been 
developed basically by a project way by using different devices which have 
been combined into separate measuring channels and formed CPSE complex as a 
whole. Only sets of used different devices have been improved for some time 
past without complex approach to CPSE development as a whole and it has 
influenced on quality of the systems under operation. 

Regualtory measures on increasing safety and HRR usage efficiency 
developed at present in the USSR foresee, in particular, the following: 

development of unified CPS, automatic reactor monitoring and control 
systems and other equipment; 



expansion of industrial resources for manufacturing the equipment for 
NRR including instrumentation and control system; 

development of modern equipment status and mode diagnostics systems 
for all operating and new projected reactors. The solution is also 
accepted about the replacement of obsolete I & C systems at NRKs. 

Arrangement of main NRR safety systems in accordance with requirements of 
NRR Nuclear Safety Rules (OBJI -03-75) in force in the USSR has allowed to 
reduce significantly the nuclear accident probability. The Rules regulate, in 
particular, quantitative requirements upon positive reactivity insertion rata, 
emergency protection, number of monitoring channels and of reactor period and 
power level protection channels, etc. 

Experience of using r|6)l_03-75 gained during twelve years requires to 
introduce the corresponding changes into it. At present, the acting Norms of 
Nuclear Power Safety and, in particular, for research reactors is reviewed. 

Radiation consequences of severe accidents at any reactor are determined 
mostly by its power and reactor life-time duration (accumulation of fission 
fragments) and these paramete —e significantly lower for NRR for power 
reactors because in overwhelm! _, majority the NRR power is at least 100 times 
less than NPP reactor power. So the requirements for NRR CPSE are less rigid 
than in case of power reactors. But as a rule, the weight of rods in NRR is 
considerable, so the consequences of unplanned withdrawal of such a rod can be 
dangerous, besides the NRR operation mode is significantly more manoeuvrable. 
The operation at stable power level can be performed in wide range, it 
requires automatic power preset change in accordance with preset leval of 
automatic power regulation. These pecularities lead to high requirements for 
reliability of automatic power control (APC) equipment and logic processing 
control equipment (LPCE). 

It is necessary to take into account that a mojority of NRRs differ 
considerably by neutron flux change range, by quantity and type of process 
variable protection, by number of actuators and have respectively, different 
control and protection algorithms. Due to such a variety of requirements for 

NRR CPSE, it is necessary to develop a rather flexible apparatus which allows 
to form complexes with different structures and functions being performed. 

The main requirement for CPS is connected with a provision of reactor 
operation safety, besides it is necessary to reduce duration of idle time. 
The further increase of reactor I a C system automation laval should be 
considered as one of the most important way for solving the above-mentioned 
problems. It is possible to increase CPS quality by using the program 
controlled equipment. The control and protection system design based on 
microprocessors allows: 

to increase the system flexibility with an opportunity of 
modification with regard for new knowledge, requirements and 
standards; 

to provide the fulfillment of more complicatod control and protection 
algorithms; 

to perform more precise measurements and calculations of reactor 
variables; 

to improve quality and automation of test and adjustment procedures 
and to reduce probability of operator or operating personnel 
individual mistake; 

to improve operator's information support by delivering the most 
important and processed information in completed and clear form; 

to reduce the cost of manufacturing and operation. 

But the most part of experts note, that at present there is no way to 
develop software free of mistakes and there are no exact mathematical methods 
of software reliability estimation. While developign microprocessor - aided 
systems important to safety one should perform the following: 

to Uk< standards, procedures and regulatory documents connected with 
software development; 



to use multistage quality control and software testing by independent 
groups of experts; 

to use different program versions and languages in various redundant 
systems; 

to check carefully the whole system operation on-site in order to 
vary inputs and operating conditions as ouch as possible; 

system documentation should be full, exact and easy for understanding; 

to separate the problems of protection, monitoring, control, data 
processing and displaying in order to solve them in different devices 
at various hierarhic level; 

to use simple algorithms when solving the problems connected with 
reactor protection; 

to perform continuous automatic diagnostics of hardware and software. 

We have gained a great experience in developing CPS both for NRKs and 
power reactors. With regard for operation of the existing systems the 
additional requirements have been worked out including, in particular: 

provision of protection function priority with respect to all the 
rest ones; 

independence of trip signals on all the rest control and data signals; 

usage of circuit and design solution preventing from failure 
propagation in the system; 

usage of maximum possible measures for receiving valid information in 
caae of interference and radiation, temperature, mechanical effects; 

presence of a complex system for equipment good condition wide check; 

ease of operation and repair with a possibility of rapid failure 
detection end its elimination by replacing the failed units. 

The experience gained during the HUH and power reactor operation has 
shown that the realization of protection, control and monitoring based on 
information about neutron flux density is characterised by sufficient 
reliability, high-spaed and accuracy. 

The Nuclear Safety Rules, acting in the USSR require the presence of two 
independent power level protection channels and two independent reactor period 
protection channels, two independent power level monitoring channels and two 
independent reactor perios monitoring channels. Resides, a requirement for 
redundant control room provided by power monitoring channels is introduced 
into a project of new regulations. 

Calculations and nuclear reactor protection system operation experience 
show that the optimal structure is a four-channel system with "2-out-of-*" 
logic voted processing. Such a structure satisfies tha above-mentioned 
Nuclear Safety Rule requirements. For realizing the process variables reactor 
protection it is preferably to use three independent channels protection with 
"2-out-of-3" logic voted processing because of limited possibility of process 
variable sensors mounting at the reactor plant. 

As above-mentioned, the further increase of CPSE quality is possible by 
using microprocessors. But the ebsance of methods providing the development 
of software free of mistakes and its mathematical reliability estimation, is 
the reason of microprocessor-aided protection sytem disadvantages: 

complexity of software redundancy in voted protection channels; 

significant expences caused by software test and qualification. 

Besides, the flexibility of the protection system, based on the program 
controlled equipment, will be limited by the necessity of tha high software 
reliability revalidation after any modifications made in it. 



The following problems should be also solved in the microprocessor-aided 
protection system: 

automatic restore of operability after malfunctions and power stpply 
interruDt ion; 

protection from unauthorized access to program. 

""he microprocessor-aided protection system realizes a sufficiently 
complex algorithm protection with regard for correlated deviations of 
interconnected variables. It can reduce the probability of a reactor spurious 
trip, but on the other hand, the probability of a trip requirement omission is 
increased, that is the reactor operation safety reduces. So at present, the 
trip signal shaping is performed When each monitored variable deviation 
exceeds the preset value, but the trip signal shaping with the use of 
calculations or according to a combination of variables is used together with 
traditional protection methods and not instead of them. In order to increase 
the emergency shut-down interference immunity: 

the multistage protection is used (depending on a reactor plant 
dangerous situation, either the power is reduced with a definite 
rate, or the power increase is interlocked, or the emergency shutdown 
takes place), 

the voted selection of each variable trip signals is perfomed; 

other traditional measures for increasing the noise immunity 
(shielding, galvanic separation, filtration, etc.) are used. 

With regard to above-mentioned, the optimal practical architecture of the 
MRU CPSE at present is an architecture, where the trip signal shaping is 
carried out by hardware based on specialized integrated circuits. The 
calculations of a set of variables, made by means of microprocessor equipment, 
are used only for limited influence on the trip signal shaping process. 
Besides the computer facilities are employed in such an architecture for 
performing checks, testing, information exchange and its output. Thus, such a 
proteciton system should have a trip funciton guaranteed reliability and when 

performing other functions, it iwll keep all the merits of computer systems. 
A disadvantage of the proposed architecture deals with an expanded 
nomenclature of hardware components. It leads to additional expence* during 
the hardware development and operation. But the development of unified 
protection channels on the base of specialized integrated circuits and tha 
progress in their development technology should reduce considerably their 
costs, so that the expenses connected with tha protection system softwar* 
testing and qualification could be compared or even be greater than the costs 
of specialized integrated circuit development and production. So the proposed 
conception of the W W CPSE architecture is characterized by: 

functional separation of equipment into hardware serving only for 
trip signal shaping and into programmable processors providing the 
fulfillment of other functions; 

limitation of the software influence on the trip signal shaping 
reliability. 

The purposed OTU) CPSE architecture is given in Fig. 1. The whole complex 
is divided into three subsystems: protection subsystem, control subsystem and 
monitoring sysystem. The control and monitoring subsystems receive 
information from the protection subsystem through galvanically insulated 
communication line. The protection subsystem contains four independent power 
and period protection channels and three independent process variables 
protection channels. By this protection channel we mean a circuit: 
sensor-analog/frequency converter- threshold devices and microprocessor unit 
related to one channel. The discrete signals of preset value exceeding pass 
into the logic processing control equipment (LPCE) for emergency shut-down 
where the majority voting of the parsed signsls is performed according to 
"2-out-of-a" or "2-out-of-3" logic together with logical processing in 
accordance with specified algorithm and with regard for manual control signals 
and discrete signals coming from other systems. LPCE for emergency shutdown 
consists of three identical independent units, each of them receives the 
signals from all the channels and gives the signals into the rod control units 
(RCU). Thus, LPCE shoudl provide the corresponding combination of output 
signals for each combination of input signals. The set* of signals and 
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algorithms for LPCE ara rathar diffarant for various RKFBs. So in ordor to 
provide sufficient flexibility it it raasonabla to davalop LPCC on th* basa of 
BON microcircuits whara tha tabla corresponding to the given algorithm is 
wired-in. 

Tha number of channels of neutron flux sensors at the NIP. is limited as a 
rule. So a combined ionization chamber having two uranium volumes (pulse 
mode) with different neutron flux sensitivities and one boron volume (current 
mode). 

The control sybsystem equipment consists of two identical automatic power 
control untis, one of which is operating in hot stand-by condition, and of two 
identical units of LPCE for control, operating according to "l-out-of-2" 
logic. LPCE for control is intended for shaping the signals into tha rod 
control units by CPS ahim and control rods in modes of autorogulation and 
manual control from operator's panel. LPCE for control units receive the 
signals from LPCE for emergency shutdown, APC, from operator's panel and from 
limit switches of the rods. The principles of LPCE for control development 
are the same as for LPCE for emergency shutdown. 

The monitoring subsystem equipment consists of: 

four neutron flux monitoring units (NFMU) which provide power and 
period monitoring at operator's panel and redundant control room; 

reactivity meter (KM); 

process variables monitoring unit (PVMU); 

information output device for receiving information form NTMU, RM and 
PVMU for its displaying at CUT; 

rod position monitoring equipment for displaying MRS rod positions in 
analog and digital form at CRT; 

n 

computer-aided support equipment providing tha operator by 
possibilities of diagnostics and m * C U E good condition cheek 
automation. 

The unified microprocessor units are used for developing the monitoring 
subsystem equipment. They receive unified frequency signals, have standard 
serial interfaces for connection with processing units, unified analog and 
digital signals output devices for displaying at tha unit front panel seven -
segmented indicators, unified microprocessor cards. Tha units operate 
according to fixed program which is wired-into ROM at the manufacturer plant. 

The MUt CPSC performs the following functions: 

shaping of signals for emergency shutdown rod control units whan th* 
deviation of relative reactor power, rate of its Changs (period) and 
of process variablss exceeds the limits of preset values or in esse 
of equipment failure; 

generation of conmands for reactor regulation rod control unit; 

shaping of equipment failure signals, warning and alarm signsl in 
case when the reaetor variable deviation exceeds the limits of preset 
vslues or the equipment is fsiled; 

reaetor power and period monitoring, displaying and recording; 

displaying of WRR CPS rod position; 

displaying of reactivity and necessary process variablss values; 

shaping of noeessary signals and their transfer into other systems. 
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Abstract 

At present the Chernobyl lesson has a decisive influence on the USSR 
nuclear development and vill influence it for a long tine. As a result, the 
nuclear power plant safety criteria are being revised in the USSR and the 
requirements for NPP become more rigid. 

This paper describes briefly the status of the work being done in USSR to 
increase the RBMK-type reactor safety. The first step of the work was 
finished in 1988, in the nearest three years this works will be continued. 

From the Soviet experts point of view the channel-type uranium graphite 
reactors in spite of the Chernobyl accident keep the possibility to be used as 
one of the nuclear power engineering branches. 

At present the Chenobyl lesson has a decisive influence on the USSR 
nuclear power development and will influence it for a lon e time. As a result, 
the nuclear power plant safety criteria are bains thorougly revised in the 
USSR and the requirements to NPP become more rigid. 

How preparations are made for decommissioning the Armenian Nuclear Power 
Plant (HPP) and the 1st unit of the Beloyerska HPP (Sverdlovsk region). The 
2nd unit of the Beloyarskaya HPP and the First World HPP in Obninsk (Kaluga 
region) are prepared to be stopped. The 3rd unit of the Smolensk HPP and the 
5th unit of Kursk HPP being under construction now, will obviously be the last 
in the RBNX-1000 series. 

Since the Chernobyl accident has the international nature on its scales 
and the RBMX-type reactor power plants are still in operation, there is 
naturally an increased interest to know how the measures for Improving the 
safety of the RBMK-type reactor as the whole are implemented in the USSR as 
well as what is the state of works on increasing the efficiency of its control 
and safety system (CSS). 

The aim of the given report is to satisfy the increased interest briefly. 

The current stage of increasing the RBMK-type reactor safety finished in 
summer 1908 and it allowed: 

1. To dencrease the void reactivity factor to the value of 1 B on the 
235 average due to increase in fuel enrichment of U up to 2.41 and 

installation of 60-80 additional absorbers into the reactor. 

2. To equip the 4th unit of the Leningrad HPP and the 1st unit of the 
Ignalina HPP with the fast safety system (PSS) providing the 
insertion of 2.4 B negative reactivity for about 2 s under 
emergency conditions. This system is now in trial and commercial 
operation at the above-mentioned units. 

3. To increase the negative reactivity insertion rate under emergency 
conditions by the standard drive mechanism system. This task has 
been resolved both due to increase in absorbability of the control 
rods and improvement of drive mechanisms which allowed to reduce the 
time of rods insertion into the eore for the whole travel from 17.5 
till 12 s. In this case the rate of CSS reactivity insertion under 
emergency conditions has bean increased 8 times as much during the 
first 5 seconds and now is equal to 0.8 8/8. 

4. To elaborate the technical project of the modernised CSS of the 
RBMX-type reactor taking into account the modem achievements of the 
nuclear power plant control engineering and the most rigid 
requirements on the HPP safety ensursnce. 

Besides, the large volume of work has been carried out to: 

design the device to form the emergency signal whan decreasing the 
control rod reactivity operational margin; 

design the device to form the emergency signal whan decreasing 
boiling margin at the Main Circulating Pump (MCP) inlet and at the 
eore inlet, respectively; 



improve the additional safety ayataai, such aa the aecidant 
localisation system (ALS), emergency eora cooling ayst«a> (KCCS); 

develop the now. more perfect taehniquas for monitoring the pipings, 
collectors and drum-seperators integrity; 

revise the operational and Regulatory Documents with rigid 
requirements for the safe reactor operation; 

investigate and perform the probability analysis of the hypothetical 
accidents and their consequences to develop the accident preventive 
plans and measures. 

The next stage of improving the RBMK-type reactor safety, that began 
since the second half of 1988, in the nearest three years permits: 

1. To increase the fuel enrichment of all RBHK-type reactors up to 2.4*. 
of u to decrease the void reactivity factor up to no more than 
0.30. 

2. To equip all RBHK-type reactors with the FSS. 

3. To implement the devices forming the emergency signals when 
decreasing the control rod reactivity operational and boiling margins 
at the NCP and core inlets. 

4. To improve the metal state diagnostic systems of the main equipment 
and pipings, based on acoustic-emissive, ultrasonic, fiber-optic and 
TV nondestructive testing methods for metal continuity. 

5. To design the reactor safety system preventing the decrease in flow 
rat* through each group-distribution header. 

*. To develop the control and safety system of the RBHK-type reactor 
processes based on the modern digital computers. 

SI 

7. To realise measures for providing the reactor safety in simultanaavs 
rupture of several fuel channels due to modernisation of the 
•team-gas waste lines from the reactor space into the ALS. 

8. Besides in the nearest years the RBHK-type reactors will be provided 
with new modernised CSS, including the ewderniced cor* power density 
distribution monitoring system and local saf*ty system. 

Alongside th* measures related to the improvement of the RBMK-typ* 
reactor design end its systems the great efforts are undertaken to the 
following: 

transient and emergency conditions analyses on th* basis of th* 
improved and refined three-dimentional mathematical reactor model; 

development of the operator support system under "fast" operating 
conditions including the diagnostics procedures in the 
instrumentation system under operation; 

modernization of th* present parameters registration system, that 
permits to trace the reasons of aceidnt initiation and the ways of 
its development as wall as th* staff actions. Th* aim of 
modernisation is to use this system as a complex with its own power 
supply that doesn't depend on the operating information-computer 
system; 

improvement of the seismic stability of the VPP instrumentation and 
control systems, that are important for reactor ssfety in spit* of 
the fact that the VPPs with th* RBMK-typ* reactors are not located in 
high seismic regions; 

improvement of quality, reliability and long term operation fo th* 
separate systems, components and items, in perticular, the 
development of the fire-resistant and corrosion-proof cables; 

modernization of the simulators to improve the operators training. 



•} In conclusion one should say that fro» tha Soviet experts point of viaw 
tha ehannel-type uraniu»-graphite raaetors in apita of tha Chamoby accidant 
keep tha possibility to ba usad as ona of tha nuclear powar engineering 
hranchas. 

At prasant the advanced ch»<nal-type uraniua-graphite reactor is bains 
developed in the Research and Development Institute of Power Engineering 
within the scope of the increased safety reactor concept, where a nusfear of 
technical and economical advantages in comparison with the PWR will be 
realized in this reactor design, that is froe frost tha M H K disadvantage. 
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Abstract 

The result of the "referendum" in Italy in November 1987 led to cut-back 
nuclear activities in Italy, as far as both construction and operation of nuclear 
plants are concerned. 
A new PEN (National Energy Plan), calls, however, for a programme of 
research and industrial development of reactors with inherent and passive safety 
features. ENEA is now engaged in a critical analysis and comparison of different 
concepts, particularly aimed on safety and environmental and social impact. A 
particular attention is devoted to relevant subsystems and components wigh high 
innovation degree. 
For the Control System and Instrumentation there is the aim to define rules and 
design criteria, by evaluating the impact of inherent safety goals on the C & I 
design. The effort on man-machine interface is considered essential to increase 
safety and efficiency of advanced reactors. 
In the frame of the new National Energy Plan, the ENEA effort in the CI area is 
part of a more general Industrial Promotion Program oriented to optimize the 
pi^nt process, reducing the environmental impact of energy systems. In such an 
effort, some questions can be solved by knowledges originally developed in the 
nuclear and aero-spatial field. So, the national industrial promotion program, 
tends to transfer to industrial application the developed competencies on 
disciplines like: 
- software engineering and reliability 
• engineering of diffused systems and local networks 
- electromagnetical compatibility 
• industrial diagnostic 
- expert systems in industrial applications 
- modelling and simulators 



- "intelligent" detection systems and sensors 
- process optimization. 

1 ENERGY PRODUCTION AND DEMAND IN ITALY. 

The provisional data available indicate that Italy's total primary energy 
demand increased in 1988 by 2.9% (see Table 1) as compared to a GNP 
increase in real terras of 3.8%. 
Primary electricity (hydro-geo and nuclear) registered a stationary value 
with a complete absence of nuclear during 1988. Net electricity import 
hugely increased by 35%. 

Table 1 
Primaiy energy requirements «> in Italy during 1987 and 1988 «> 

1987 1988 
Mtep % Mtep % 

Oil derivatives 89.9 58.7 90.9 57.7 
Natural gas 32.1 21.0 34.3 21.8 
Solid fuels 15.9 10.4 15.2 9.6 
Primary electricity (3) 10.1 6.6 10.2 6.5 
Hydro (9.3) (6.1) (9.5) (6.0) 
Geo (0.7) (0.5) (0.7) (0.5) 
Nuclear (0.1) - - -
Net electricity import 5.1 3.3 6.9 4.4 

TOTAL 153.1 100.0 157.5 100.0 

(1) Including storage reserves 
(2) Provisional data 
(3)0.22keen/kwh 

During 1988 electricity demand (see table 2) increased by 4.8% confirming 
S3 the high increase of 1987. 

Thermoelectric production has achieved roughly the same value as in 1987. 
The share of hydrocarbon fuels (oil and natural gas) in the total electric 
production has been 60.4% and remains an exceedingly high value in 
comparison with those of most EEC and OECD countries. 
The dependance of electric production on imported primary sources of 
energy has been approximately 75%. Net imported electricity has increased 
greatly representing now 14% of the total demand. 

Table 2 
Electricity production and demand in Italy during 1987 and 1988 (» 

1987 1988 

TWh % TWh % 
Thermoelectric Energv 155.6 77.2 15JL2 ILL 
- Oil derivatives 90.1 44.7 90.6 44.5 
- Natural gas 31.7 15.7 32.3 15.9 
-Solid fuels«> 33.8 16.8 34.0 16.7 

Primary Electricity 45.8 22& 46.5 212 
- Hydro 42.6 21.2 43.4 21.4 

-Geo 3.0 1.5 3.1 1.5 
- Nuclear 0.2 0.1 . . 

Total Gross Production 201.4 100.0 203.4 100.0 

Net Electricity Import +23.1 +31.3 

Total Availability 224.5 234.7 
Energy used by auxiliary 
production services and 
by pumping -14.6 -14.3 

Network Demand 209.9 220.4 

(1) Provisional data 
(2) Coal lignite and others 



}4 2 . THE NUCLEAR SITUATION IN ITALY. 

Since the last IWC-NPPCl meeting, the trend of the Italian nuclear power 
program passed through a strong change. 
The result of the referenda held in Italy in November 1987 on some nuclear 
issues, and the subsequent attitude of the main political parties led to a sharp 
cut-back of nuclear activities in Italy as far as ooth construction and 
operation of nuclear plants are concerned. 
A new PEN (National Energy Plan), already approved by the Government 
for submission to Parliament, calls, however, for a programme of research 
and industrial development of reactors with inherent and passive safety 
features. Such a programme must be carried out in a framework of 
international cooperation. 
Furthermore ENEA's latest funding bill of June 1988 calls f<r the 
progressive closure of its activities within the present European R & D 
cooperation on fast reactors. 
The actions taken on the Italian nuclear plants are summarized on Table 3. 

Table 3 - ACTIONS ON THE ITALIAN NUCLEAR PLANTS 

- ' years moratorium on new nuclear plant order. 
- Stop works on TR1NO-2 PWR plant. 
- Diversification of Montalto BWR plant into conventional plant. 
- Ridefine use of C1RENE prototype (to training & simulation). 
- Suspend PEC construction (Its future being conditioned by the 

possibility of utilization for research programs on reactors with 
enhanced inherent safety). 

- Stop LATINA plant operation. 
- Suspend operation of TRINO-1 PWR and Caorso BWR plants 

(reanalysis according to new Italian and international safety 
guidelines). 

As far as CI. is concerned it must be pointed out that the change in the Italian 
nuclear policy did not affect too much the global development of the activity 
due to the character of C.I. use in the industrial plants. 

3 . EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS. 

Future prospectives of fission nuclear energy in Italy arc based on the 
development of advanced concepts of reactors with inherent and passive 
safety features. 
An ENEA-ENEL-Industrial side ad hoc committee has been instituted by 
the Ministry of Industry, to define a medium term plan on this area. 
ENEA is now engaged in a critical analysis and comparison of the different 
concepts, particularly concerned with safety and environmental and social 
impact. 
A particular attention is devoted to relevant subsystems and components 
wigh high innovation degree. 
For the Control System and Instrumentation there is the aim to define rules 
and design criteria, by evaluating the impact of inherent safety goals on the 
C & 1 design. 
The effort on man-machine interface is considered essential to increase 
safety and efficiency of advanced reactors. In this field, ENEA can rely on 
the experience grown at its Casaccia Center, by die work performed on 
simulators, advanced consolles, expert systems. The purposes of the work 
are: 

- to study systems for "helped" diagnostics in normal and incidental 
condition operation, 

- to develop an operative indipendent system for controlling operation 
procedures (eventually by expert system), 

- to study and develop limiting control systems and ruled based control 
system. 

- hierarchized selection of alarms at the control desk. 



4 . ACTIVITIES COMPLETED AFTER THE LAST IWG-NPPCI MEETING. 

With reference to Montalto BWR plant, several components have been 
developed and qualified. 
In particular in the area of radiation monitoring systems air-water samplers 
and analogic rateometers have been developed and qualified in cooperation 
with an Italian industry: SEPA. Moreover a large program on 
environmental seismic qualification has been performed on components to 
be used in this nuclear plant (e.g.: motors for the emergency cooling 
Systems, actuators and valves, field instrumentation, instrumentation 
cabinet*, thermoelements to measure temperatures inside the core and 
heating coils). 
Another important activity concerns the develpment of an integrated 
supervision system for the Montalto plant carried out in cooperation with 
Ansaldo-Impianti. 
Referring to the PWR-PUN (National Unified Design of PWR Nuclear 
Power Plant) the main activities performed in the field of instrumentation 
and control are: 

- A microprocessors based protection and control System 
- An engineering simulator. 

The above activities have been a mean to develop a national competence on 
NPPCI, that can be widely used on other industrial applications, after the 
change in present nuclear plant programs. 

4.1 ENGINEERING SIMULATORS. 

The nuclear power plant simulators, formerly developed only for operator 
training, assumed a more important role in the design and management of 
nuclear power plant, due to the performance improvement for the 
computer system, which made possible to simulate in real time the plant 
systems in a more detailed and sophisticated way, so leading to the 
development of the Engineering Simulator 
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ENEA, when involved in the design of the Italian nuclear power plant 
PWR-PUN, had decided the adoption of an Engineering Simulator for: 

• definition and verification of operational and emergency procedures, 

- setpoint study for protection and control system, 

- accident analysis with a particular emphasis for all the accident induced 
by the Special External Events, 

- test of plant instrumentation (the PWR-PUN adopted a new concept of 
the protection an control system based on microprocessors, die IPCS), 

- man-machine interface study to improve the control room design. 

Considering that th'ise objectives were achievable by the availability of the 
Engineering Simulator in an early stage of the plant design, ENEA ordered 
to Westinghouse an Engineering Simulator of a plant similar to the one of 
PWR-PUN and, at the same time, developed the necessary know-how to 
personalize the simulator to the Italian PWR-PUN plant. The Engineering 
Simulator was installed in the ENEA Casaccia Center in 1987, and the 
personalization activity to the PWR-PUN was completed in 1988. 
Furthermore in the frame of the PEC fast experimental reactor program, 
an ad hoc simulator has been developed by ENEA, with the multiple 
purposes of definition and verification of operational procedures, 
improving the control room design and operator training. The computing 
system has been supplied by Thompson. 

PRESENT INDUSTRIAL AND R & D POLICY IN THE C & I AREA. 

In the frame of the new National Energy Plan, the ENEA effon in the CI 
area is part of a more general Industrial Promotion Program oriented to 
optimize the plant process, with the aim to increase safety and reduce the 
environmental impact of energy systems. In such an effort, some questions 
are arising on reliability and safety of plant, subsystems, and components, 
that can be solved by knowledges that were originally developed in the 



S nuclear and aero-spatial field, and get now a common and general use in the 
industrial field. So, the role of ENEA laboratories, in the frame of the 
national industrial promotion program, tends to transfer to industrial 
application the developed competencies on disciplines like: 

- software engineering and reliability 
- engineering of diffused systems and local networks 
- electromagnetical compatibility 
- industrial diagnostic 
- expert systems in industrial applications 
- modelling and simulators 
- "intelligent" detection systems and sensor 
- process optimization. 

Particular effort is given to aggregate the needs of users with the potential 
of P & D and industrial production on automation and control systems 
(software engineering), man-machine interface, simulators for industrial 
plants, sensor development, microprocessors, electromagnetic 
compatibility (effects on instrumentation and control system). 

PROGRESS IN INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL 
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

W. BASTL 
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit mbH, 
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany 

Abstract 

The development of IAC in the Federal Republic of Germany is influenced 
mainiy by three factors, the stagnation to order new plants, the need to 
retrofit operating plants, and the fast technological progress in electro
nics. Since the life time of IJrC in a plant is about one third of the 
overall plant life, there is enough impact onto developing lAC using new 
technologies. This leads to more extensive use of signal processing by 
means of computers and to the introduction of algorithms for providing 
higher level information. Presentation techniques employ colored graphics 
or diagrams on CRTs, which in term can be used to initiate manual con
trol actions. Advanced control room concepts aim at operator information 
which is adapted to the process situation. New methodologies focus on 
advanced information tasks like diagnosis and prognosis. In addition 
midterm research work starced on developments for new l&C concepts. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

By the end of 1988 there have been 23 nuclear power plants in operation, 
with a gross capacity of 22.620 MW. The overall electricity production has 
reached 1.022.655 GWh. The production in 1988 was 145.346 GWh, which 
means 11.3 % more than in 1987 and the third largest rise after USA and 
UK. Comparing the produced electricity per 1000 MWe installed electrical 
power for countries with more than 20 nuclear power plants, we got for 
the Federal Republic of Germany 6426 GWh followed by USA with 
S449 GWh and France with 5064 GWh. Thr electricity production from 
nuclear power stations reached 40 %. 



The 23 nuclear power stations imply 13 PWR plants, 7 BWR plants, 2 HTR 

plants , and 1 SNR plant. In the course of this year GKN-2 (1300 MWe 

PWR) will go in commercial operation. 

The development of l+C in the FRG is influenced mainly by three factors, 
the stagnation to order new plants, the need to retrof i t operating plants 
and the fast technological progress ir electronics. Since the life time of 
l+C in a plant is about one th i rd of the overall plant l i fe, the-e is enough 
impact onto developing l+C using new technologies. This led, on the one 
hand , to more extensive use of signal processing by means of computers 
and providing advanced information presentation techniques, also taking 
into account more explicitely human factors considerations. New metho
dologies focus on advanced information tasks like diagnosis and prog
nosis. On the other handmid term research work started on develop
ments aiming at new l+C concepts. 

In order to cope with the large quantity of data to be t ransferred be
tween the control room and the locally distr ibuted control systems, so-
called buses are used replacing the high amount of cables (applied in 
traditional systems) by coax cables or f ibre optics. Data handling is 
performed by extensive use of multiplexers and computer networks. 
Finally an intermeshed hierarchical structure of the l+C equipments is 
used. The levels of this structure require a different quality of in
formation, i .e. they are designed according to certain communication tasks 
corresponding to the hierarchy. Consequently, the interfaces will be 
harmonized. This will simplify the design process and later on the 
operation of the systems. 

GRS is involved to assess the SlEMENS/KWU developments already 
in the conceptual p as* . At present main concerns are the quality 
assurance program (especially for the sof tware) , the evaluation of 
software development tools and the generation of safety categories for 
the l+C functions to be employed ir the plant. Future assessments will 
focus on the aptitude and qualitv of l+C equipments and systems, as 
well as on data and their evaluation in order to gain assertion on 
operational rel iabi l i ty. 
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In the sequel advanced information systems for the control room and torn* 

recent results about R+D work associated with new information methods 

are described. 

2 . COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION AIDS FOR THE OPERATOR 

The idea to centralize more and more information and remote controls led 
to larger and larger control rooms. Today's control rooms typically exhibit 
as many as about 5000 announciator windows, 1800 control desk t i les, 
1000 indicators, 230 recorders, 30 visual display units ( V D U s ) , etc. 
Furthermore, roughly 2000 analog and 16000 binary signals have to be 
processed, as compared to less than half of these f igures in plants of the 
same size 10 years ?go. 

2 .1 The Information System PRISCA 

in order to improve this situation enhanced processing of primary (sen
sor) information and displaying it in an transparent way to the operator 
by means of CRTs is introduced step by step in the nuclear power 
plants. In our country a combination of the traditional mini-module-
technique (wi th its extensive colored mimic diagrams on desks and panels) 
and tha recently developed PRISCA (KWU PRocess information System 
Computer Aided) is used in the Konvoi Plants. PRISCA is designed 
to provide enhanced information, considering the role of the operator 
in an environment of comparably high automation, i .e . to he an optimizer 
dur ing normal operation, an observer dur ing incidents and a iong term 
manager in accidental situations. The information comprises: 

- high level condensed status and t rend information 

- control , limitation and protection system status and action information 

- transient and accident management support information 

- maintenance goal information 

The information is displayed on approximately 30 CRTs: two blocks of 

6 CRTs at the main control desk, one block of 8 CRT., in two rows at the 

left-side panel, various single CRTs at the panels. Considerable signal 

condensation is achievc.-d by means of diagrams and pictures. In pr incipal , 



there is no limitation to the amount of pictures; if so desired, they can 
be generated by the user according to his needs. In order to facilitate 
access to the pictures the following provisions are made: 
- subdivision into 30 sets of pictures ( e . g . operation optimization, 

maintenance monitoring) 

- set overview by selected pictures (most important presentations of each 
set displayed as mini-pictures on one screen) 

- guidance for relevant "neighboring" information (most important pre
sentations from related sets displayed as mini-pictures on one screen) 

- structured picture hierarchy. 

Each set of pictures typicallv consists of: 

• a system picture (with actual values) 

- a diagram showing the system behaviour ( including balances) 

a logic diagram, some trend logs, an alarm list of the system 

a bar -graph display (for comparison purposes) 

• a picture showing details of special importance 

2.2 Emergency Procedures 

At present three types of emergency operating procedures exist: event-

or iented, safety function oriented (design basis) , and accident manage

ment procedures (beyond design basis) . Instead of using seperate in

formation systems to assist the operator in emergency situations, the 

necessary information will be integrated in the forementioned PRISCA. 

This is not yet completed, at present we have the following situation: 

- Safety function monitoring is provided by a specific set of displays. 
There are n 0 displays to assist the operator regarding the following 
monitoring tasks: 

reactivity control , reactor coolant inventory and heat t ransfer , re 

sidual heat removal chain, primary mass balance, secondary heat 

s ink, steam generator feed, demineratized water inventory, reactor 

coolant pressure control, activity control and safety function status 

overview. 

• With respect to the event-oriented procedures, the SPDS displays <n 
combination with displays showing the status of the safety-grade l*C 
system:, help the operator to diagnose the event and to control the 
automatic actions and his own interventions ( e . g . in case of a steam 
generator tube r u p t u r e ) . Special features dedicated to the different 
accident scenarios are being planned. 

• Information which specifically addresses beyond-design-basis events is 
hot yet comprised. However, the SPDS displays provide information 
even in such cases. 

Special attention has been paid to the reliabil ity of the instrumentation 

enamels for the SPDS. The displays are based to the maximum possible 

extent on signals of the accident-proof wide-range instrumentation with 

selection of the 2nd maximum or minimum of the redundant channels, 

wherever available. Therefore no problem should arise in most beyond-

design sequences regarding the reliabil i ty of the information p resen t i J . 

Moreover, the operator can easily check the origin of the information >.y 

displaying the o-numeric code of the signals used by picking the corres

ponding symbol with the aid of the t rackerbal l . He can also compare the 

timely generation of the redundant signals in order to make his own est i 

mate of their rel iabi l i ty. 

Finally, the effort underway at Siemens/KWU need to be mentioned, with 

the objective of establishing a knowledge-based disturbance diagnostic 

system. It is considered to provide reliable indications to apply event 

oriented emergency procedures for accident handl ing, as described in 

the operation manual. 

2.3 The Generic Reactor Information System (GENERIS) 

GRS developments of computerized information systems aimed at a 
transportable software package which can meet a broad variety of in
formation goals. For this purpose the former disturbance analysis 



system ST ,R has been generalized and today provides a series of in 
formation functions, amongst them: alarm reduction, status surveil lance, 
computerized operating manual, integrated disturbance analysis, safety 
parameter display, post- t r ip analysis and signal validation. The generic 
approach which accounts for the systems' name GENERIS essentially 
consists of an event-condition-action propagation network and is ca
pable of handling both numerical and symbolics information. Moreover 
the system imparts a mechanism for dealing with temporal issues. 

T h e GENERIS package has been applied to the Philippsburg unit 2 PWR 
covering alarm reduction, post- t r ip analysis and S l a v s surveil lance. 
An overall of 5000 binary signals are t reated . Recent experience showed 
*n alarm suppression rate of 280 out of 300 ( i . e . 20 alarms pers is t ) . 
T h e required knowledge-based (models) consist of approximately 26000 
so-called nodes. Simultaneously, GENERIS was also applied to the 
Biblis unit B PWR in another research effort (functions: SPOS, post-
t r ip -ana lys is , integrated disturbance analysis) . While the latter is 
still a research issue the f i rst two are certainly eligible for in 
dustr ial application, in fact post- t r ip analysis is being implemen
ted at the Gundremmingen unit 2 , Biblis unit B and Muhlheim-Karlich 
PWR's covering the whole plant. Post-tr ip analysis provides informa
tion about components end automatic systems that have not exhibited 
correct behaviour after a t r ip as opposed to the present way of show
ing only the correct components. As 110 t r ip sequences comprising 
20-30 signals each are modeled, this reduces the amount of informa
tion significantly and increases human reliability as these checks 
have been done manuallv up to now. 

Presently the GENERIS system is being extended to a full-scope ( funct ion-
wise) expert system, exploiting especially the properties not normally 
found in expert systems: namely temporal reasoning integrated with 
regular reasoning processes and on-l ine as well as real-time capabilities. 
These developments will certainly be of great benefit to research efforts 
in the field of accident management. 
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3. DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS SYSTEMS 

in fur ther enhancing computer based information systems, more explicit* 
diagnosis and prognosis about the dynamical processes and the compo
nents/systems are important tasks. During power operation the most im
portant task is to diagnose a process in terms of initial deviations from 
the normal state. This is also one of the goals of the integrated Distur
bance Analysis ( I D A ) by GRS, where the operator is informed about a 
developing disturbance prior to reaching the f i rst thresholds of conven
tional alarms. Thus he is assisted at an early stage 

- to recognize and understand the meaning of the disturbance 

- to give him sufficient time to decide on appropriate measures. 

By including the process dynamics into the disturbance analysis, the 
temporal development of the process variables with regard to their mutual 
influences can be t raced. The results are visualized in a transient 
diagram, showing the distances between actual process values and the de
fined limit values as well as denoting the time available until a limit value 
is reached in course of the dynamical process. To demonstrate the appli 
cabi l i ty, a graphical representation has been developed to monitor 
transients regarding the three ways of heat transport on the secondary 
side of a PWR (turbine/condensor, live steam station/condensor, relief/ 
safety va lves) . For this purpose distances and time residuals are com
puted and ordered for those process variables that have some effect on 
the current heat transfer path once they have crossed a threshold and 
are approaching the tr ip level. This gives the operator information about 
competing or mutually influencing factors of a jeopardy regarding the 
respective hc«t transfer paths. Twenty relevant process variables nave 
been selected. Beginning with the actual value the transient is mapped 
30 minutes into the past and an extrapolation of 15 minutes into the 
future is performed. 

with respect to diagnose the mechanical status of components and sys
tems, recent developments of GRS to assist the operator in performing 
vibration and loose-parts-monitoring will be brief ly discussed. 



m Sine* vibration monitoring is based on correlation methods and spectral 

analysis of several process variables, signal investigation used to be 

performed in central laboratories by means of the signatures of the 

variables stored on magnetic tapes. Again the new information techniques 

together with the long term experience from the analyses, now enable 

even this complicated matter to be transformed into information well suited 

for the operator. The COMOS system provides regular information on the 

t rends of spectra! features determined by discriminants, with the ob

served features being representative for the vibrational behaviour of the 

monitored passive (structural parts of the primary c i rcui t ) and active 

components (main coolant pumps). With its ability to store expert know

ledge in terms of physically related phenomena in the spectra, operational 

influences on the spectra, e t c . , COMOS provides the basis for a Know

ledge-based system with all the abilities to improve the on-site information 

even more. 

COMOS systems are or will be installed in 6 PVVRs. They gained high ac
ceptance and proved their ability for early failure detection in various 
actual cases. 

For analysis of accelerometer signals from loose-parts-monitoring, the 
MEDEA system should be mentioned. It is used in the GRS analysis center 
and basically consists of a ten channel transient recorder, a 32-bit work
station with CRT and mass memories. Burst pattern data are transferred 
by FM-magnetique tapes, streamer tapes, floppies or , in the near fu tu re , 
via modems and telephone line to GRS. The burst patterns are classified 
with respect to different features and stored in the data bank. For that 
purpose the patterns at f i rst are displayed at a colour screen allowing the 
specialists to identify and determine the features. By extensive use of the 
cursor the values are fed into the computer which calculates the neces
sary measures. Software-packages for location and mass estimation are 
available. 

4 . POWER D ISTRIBUT ION CONTROL FOR BWRs 

The system whose development has been recently completed by Siemens/ 
KWU and GRS, aims at accompanying and controlling reactor operation. It 

will led to increased availability of the reactor and unburden the opera

t ing personnel by reducing manual operations. Specifically, this automatic 

tool will be useful in s t a r t - u p , load-following, and shut-down procedures. 

The PC-control determines the rod sequence and the core mass flow In 

such a way as to keep the PD at a target distribution and the reactor 

power at its set point given by the load dispatcher. It transmits the rod 

sequence to the rod positioning processor. The conventional reactor power 

conirol will continue to determine the mass flow necessary to keep the 

reactor power at its set point. The massflows determined by the PD- and 

the flow-controller can be compared for consistency in checking the 

correctness of the controls. 

In «>- ::tion to the feature of automatic reactor control, the PD Control 
system will have the option of predicting reactor operation sequences on a 
fast time scale. The predictions include optimized operation strategies 
calculated by the system, which observe the operational specifications 
such as the maximum linear heat generation rate and the minimum critical 
power ratio. 

In order to achieve predictive and on-line capabilities, a fast core model 
has been developed. To ensure high computational speed, the model makes 
use of information generated by the core simulator of the Advanced Nuc
lear Predictor (Fortschrit t l icher £iukleerRechner, F N R ) . Thereby , the 
model can be reduced with only small loss of accuracy. The complex con
trol task was solved by employing large-scale hierarchical techniques. 

Thus , the PD Control system is a logical extension of the FNR, which, up 
to now, was installed within the process computer system of the boiling 
water reactor plants Krummel (1985) and Wurgassen (1987) . 



RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT INSTRUMENTATION 
AND CONTROL IN BELGIUM 
J.C. NA1SSE 
Tractebel, 
Brussels, Belgium 

Abstract 

The production of e l e c t r i c i t y in Belgium i s covered for almost 70* by 
seven nuclear power plants a l l of pressurised water reactor type. 

Four major topics are representative of the evolution of nu.. '.ear power 
production in Belgium: 

the suspension of the studies for the new Belgian PWK unit (DOE! 5 ) , 
the coaaiissioning of the simulators in DOEX and TIHANGE, 
the revamping of the oldest nuclear u n i t s . 
the studies of new storage in s ta l l a t i ons for radioactive waste. 

The delay imposed on the construction of DOEL 5 w i l l allow to go further 
into the examination of the implications aris ing from the new technologies in 
I4C. The use modern I4C systems for modifications in exist ing plants wi l l 
allow a better estimation of the ir advantages and disadvantages. 

INTRODUCTION 

The production of e l e c t r i c i t y in Belfiua i s covered for almost 70 Z by 7 nuclear 
power plants a l l of pressuri-ed water reactor type. 

These plants are situated on tvo s i tes : 

- OOEL (near ANTWERP) v i th four p lants , uni t s 1 and 2 (twin units of 400 MVel each) , 
unit 3 (900 HUel) and 4 (1000 MUel) 

- TIHANGE (near LIEGE) with three p lants , unit 1 (8)0 HUel), unit 2 (900 MVtl) and 
unit 3 (1000 MVel). 

The commissioning of these plants occured as follows : 

1976 OOEL 1/2 and TIHANGE 1 
1982 DOEL 3 and TIHANGE 2 
1985 DOEL * and TIHANGE 3. 

Four major topics are representative of the evolution of nuclear power production in 
Belgium : 

- the suspension of the studies for the new Belgian PWR. unit (DOEL 5 ) , 

- the commissioning of the s iaulators in DOEL «nd TIHANGE, 

the revamping of the oldest nuclear u n i t s . 

the s t u d i e s of new storage i n s t a l l a t i o n s for radioactive waste. 

STUDIES Of THE NEXT NUCHA* FOVEB f UNT 

The conclusions of the equipment plan presented by the u t i l i t i e s to the Belgian 
government suggested for 1995. the commissioning of an 8th PV*. plant of 1*00 NVel. 

The s t u d i e s for this plant, vhich was intended to be i n s t i l l e d on the s i t e of DOEL, 
s tar ted at the end of 1985. After a lot of discuss ions , the belgian government 
rejected at the end of 1981 the conclusions of the equipement plan. The construction 
of DOEL 5 was postponed for an indeterminate period ind as * short term s u b s t i t u t e , 
construct ion of conventional power plants was decided. The C 4 I s tudies of DOEL 5 
were frosen end march 1989 but they already gave future orientations that had to be 
taken : programmable C 4 I v i th supervision by a ful ly computerised control room. 

COMMISSIONING OF THE BELGIAN SIMULATORS 

At the end of 1988, f u l l scope simulators were commissioned for the Belgian N»r\ 
These s i a u l a t o r s were required by the Authorised Agency as a condition for the 
e x p l o i t a t i o n perei i of Tlhange units I t ) and Ooel units 3 4 4. 

In KALL0 (near DOEL) a fu l l scope simulator of Doel unit 4 was i n s t a l l e d . As Doel * 
and Doel 3 aren't in depth different from each other (excepted for the bunker 
systems) a model commutation enables the operators of units J 4 * to train on the 
same s imulator. Due to the s p e c i f i c i t y of Doel units 1 4 2 s separate simulator was 
i n s t a l l e d for these tvo units . 

In TIHANGE a fu l l scope simulator of unit 2 has been ins ta l l ed and, in the same vay 
as for DOEL 4-3 , a commutation of the simulation model allows simulation of 
Tihange 3. 

Furthermore, simulation of Tihange 1 v i th the same simulator i s a l so poss ib le by 
working without the bunker systeas and a study i s going on to improve the simulation 
of the s p e c i f i c safeguard systeas. 

REVAHflNG OF THE OLDEST UNITS 

The ten-year revis ion of Tihange 1 was almost terminated in the early 1988. 
Adjunction of spec i f i c ultimate safeguard systcas and miscellaneous improvements of 
the sa fe ty were made as much as possible according to the relay technology that was 
used at the erect ion of the plant. The process computer system was a l s o replaced in 
order to provide the operators in the control room with graphic colour CRT'S 
presenting l i v i n g a i a i c s , trend c u r v e s . . . and so on. 

The s tud ie s and the works linked with the ten-year revision of DOEL 1 and 2 are 
presently ongoing and the coupling of the nev ultimate safeguard sys teas v i th the 
plant should take place at the end of the year 1*90. The I 4 C related with these 
modifications involves-up-to date programmable technologies for control and 
instrumentation as wall as for the new reactor protection system. The systematic use 
of modern technologies can be explained by the wish to test th i s new I 4 C equipment 
with a view to DOEL 5. The replacement of the process computers i s another work that 
s.iould be terminated at the end of the year 1990. 



RADIOACTIVE BASTS STOHAGE MllDUKS 

The I I C studies of the nev buildings devoted to the storage of radioactive vaste 
began at the end ot the year 1988- These buildings are intended tor manipulation, 
sorting and long term storage of 

1) High radioactive vaste (hat results from the reprocessing (in France) of spent 
fuel froa belgian pover plants 

2) Lov radioactive solid vaste produced by all nuclear activities in Belgium (pover 
generation, nuclear fuel production, aedical, research...). 

The structure of the I 4 C proposed for the installations is based on prograaaable 
equipment with computerized supervision and manageaent. The vhole systea has to vork 
as autoaatically as possible vith a maximum availability. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The delay iaposed on the construction of DOEL 5 vill allov us to go further into the 
exaaination of the iaplications arising froa the nev technologies in I * C. The use 
aodern I i C systems for aodifications in existing plants vili allov a better 
estimation of their advantages and disadvantages. 
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Abstract 

The paper describes the atatua of tha MPP Control and Instrumentation in 
Argentina. 

The following fields are very briafly deteribedi 

dynamic analysis, 
plant simulator, 
plant backfitting. 
in aerviee inspection. 
robotics and tools. 
man-machine communication. 

Instrumentation and control activities has bean devated mostly to that 
operation of the power plants belonging, to CUBA. 

DYMAMIC AHALYSIS 

(vary significant operational transient is analysed in order to study the 
behaviour of the instrumentation and cotrol system and, If necessary, to wake 
some tunings on them. 

PIAUT SIMJLATOK 

It is under development a beeie principles simulator for Bmbalse Power 
Plant. 



The programs aro running in a aiicrovax computer and tha display ayataai ia 
operated fro* two personal computer. 

By tha moment tha nan machine coaunication i« made through tha coaaiutar 
keyboard. 

PLAT BACKFITTIWC 

Tha prasont computer installed in Atucha I Powar Plant ia absolete, under 
that circumstances, we aro facing tha chant* o f that eoaputar for a naw modal. 

Tha naw eoaputar is on laboratory ta«t, aany program* has to ha writing 
•gain and wa haw* to dofin* tha procedures for it installation on tha plant. 

Ha ara alao chanting tha analog, controllers of tha fual aachina in 
tabalse Powar Plant to digital ones. Wa will uaa a doaastic microprocessor 
controller whose operaion have been proven in research reactors. 

The naw control algorithms ara teatad with a fual machine simulator. 

ia snrvicc msPEcrioa 

In the field of in service inspection we have commissioned equipments for 
tha pressure vessel, nozzles, pipes and tha steam generator inspection. 

mOBOTICS ABO TOOLS 

We are developing a dedicated robot to roach inaceessible areas. The 
purpose is to detect rrdiation and to carry a TV camera. 

There is developed some tools to pick up loosed parts from a pressure 
vessel. 

slaaVamCMIW COWjajmOTIOM 

Wa are working in the development of operator support systems in order to 
identify and mitigate abnormal events. 

also, wa ara working in systems that could evaluate the safety function 
degradation. 
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